




Day 186 

There is nothing in particular to talk about today. 

 

Reconstruction has advanced quietly and as a result, the store portion of the 

mansion is nearing completion. At this rate, it will be completed tomorrow. 

Even though a large portion of the first floor still needs work, the store 

portion is only a small part of it and I can begin doing business once I’m 

able to display my goods. 



Day 187 

I started work in the morning and finished in the early afternoon. Simply put 

a part of the store will function as a supermarket. Since the store is a 

building of approximately 50 meters in length, 40 meters in width and 7 

meters in height, a lot of goods can be displayed in such a spacious area. 

 

There are standard goods, such as plants gathered from the Great Forest 

and bones from the Black Skeletons, which are various raw materials used 

for alchemy. There are also cooking utensil that are used at home, such as 

kitchen knives whose sharpness hardly dulls and big pans that do not rust 

easily. Various ingredients are brought in with air transport such as fresh 

vegetables from the Farmlands and Black Fomorian meat. There is armor 

and protective gear created by dwarfs and leprechauns as well as clothes 

designed by Kanami-chan. There are expensive, blade-resistant gloves, 

knitted from my thread and daily necessities such a scissors. That’s pretty 

much all of it. 

 

Because I want to hold on to regular customers, I want to create an image 

that prices are set to a considerably moderate level, which is something that 

usually happens when you come somewhere for the first time. My final goal 

is to expand the business and turn it into a large shopping center by 

attracting other stores as well. 

 

Anyway, with this, it’s more or less completed. As a result of a short 

discussion, I’ve decided that the grand opening of the store will be held 

within 3 days. There is a bit of uneasiness, as this is the first try. If it’s not 



serving its purpose, I guess we’ll have to change it. Even if the venture fails, 

I can continue working as a mercenary in order to make money. 

 

Through the ear cuffs, the Tomboy Princess states that she’s coming to the 

grand opening. Since the Tomboy Princess is coming, I assume other 

nobles will be visiting as well. I’m a bit anxious if the First Queen will come 

as well, but that won’t be a problem. Probably. 



Day 188 

Today I left the remodeling to the foreman and led Solitude outside of the 

Royal Capital. I let them line up in a double file, and march to a forest that 

takes about an hour to travel to if you hurry. Seeing as they were equipped 

in a light leather armor, a sword and a short spear in each hand and a 

backpack on their backs that held medical supplies and some food, pretty 

much all the members of Solitude, aside from the Ringleader, became 

immediately tired. However, because of improvements to their eating habits, 

acquiring combat jobs and because their bodies were strengthened through 

enchantments, they have come to a point where they are barely able to 

endure it and where they were able to arrive without anyone dropping out 

from fatigue. After we arrive, we take a break for about a minute in order to 

rest and proceed to create groups consisting of 4 people that I sent off to 

hunt monsters in the outskirts of the forest. Because there are 50 people, 12 

groups are create with 2 people remaining. With regards to those 2 -- the 

Ringleader and his second in command (female), I decided to let them pair 

up with Auro and Argento. Because there are no high-level monsters in the 

outer parts of this forest, I order them to hunt further in. Seeing as Auro and 

Argento are here, it’ll be safe unless multiple monsters of Hind Bear class 

appear. Even then they’ll not die as they have ear cuffs. When the time 

comes, I’ll help them. While I was waiting for all the members to return, I 

decided to train with Kanami-chan and Redhead outside the forest. 

 

When the evening falls, all members have returned. There are a lot of 

people that have various large and small injuries. I’m feeling nostalgic as 

there were people that had hunted Horned Rabbits and Armored Tanukis, 

there was a group that caught a wolf pack, some broke off several legs off 



of a Demon Spider. There were those that gathered [Thorned Fig Tree 

Roots], a delicious root that spread out under the ground and pierced 

anyone that drew near. Some people hunted Sleep Moths that scattered 

dust which made you feel sleepy when inhaling. They all worked surprisingly 

hard. As expected, the group with the most results was the one with Auro. 

They overpowered the others as they took on Gray Lizards that featured 

gray scales and unrefined axes, Large Striped Cats that confused enemies 

by emitting a fragrant with a bewitching effect and Orcs that had fat bodies 

and pig heads. 

 

Oh well, I won’t be troubled by it that much. I praise both and pat their 

heads. Even though it seemed to tickle, they didn’t seem to hate it. 

 

I gather all the loot and put it in my Item Box, and set out to return home on 

the Skeleton Centipede. Since the majority was sleeping, I went slowly 

along the way. When we arrived at the Royal Capital, I put them in the bath 

first. They stink of sweat and blood from running around the forest all day 

long. After having taken a bath, I serve a meal with the prey that each 

person had hunted as ingredients. Since the people who hunted more had a 

more extravagant meal, it’ll probably serve as motivation for the next time. If 

you want to eat something better, you have to try harder next time. It’s 

simple and effective. 



Day 188: Side Story 

Ringleader's POV(Future commander of the [Solitude] Corps of Parabellum) 

Just until recently, I did not have dreams about the future.  After all, getting 

enough food just for the day poses difficulty, and it only gets more difficult 

as the capital city gets colder by the day. 

 

Finding someone you talked to yesterday dead in the morning is nothing 

unusual, and that is why I did everything I had to in order to survive. 

However, that unreasonable way of living has a limit, and I found out the 

hard way. 

 

To live we stole, get caught, and dragged to a back alley we get beaten by 

several adults. Kicks without restraint struck my whole body. I had no choice 

but to wait for it all to wrap up. I thought that, I would die before it ended. 

However, perhaps I stink because I was washed with gutter water the day 

before, I lucked out when it ended sooner than usual. I didn’t die from the 

beatings. Even though my whole body hurts, I didn’t die yet. But, it won’t be 

far off, before I die like the others. 

 

But, on that day, my destiny did a 180 degree turn. 

 

There’s tasty food. There’s a safe place to sleep. There’s nice clothing that 

has been washed. There’s weapons to defend ourselves with. And more 

than anything, there’s someone who offered us protection. 

 



It was like a dream, although of course nothing came without a price. What 

was needed, was us ourselves. Doing what we are told, with our given roles 

was requested. 

 

The daily training we were assigned was hard. For us who hadn’t had 

enough to eat, the training was almost unbearable. But, we endured it. 

Endured and endured and endured, we clenched our teeth and continued 

training. And the day we see the results came. 

 

At the forest an hour’s walk from the capital. Today we headed for it. This 

time the Commander's with us too, everyone was fired up. The Commander 

was our saviour. Without the Commander, half of us would have died. 

 

The first time we met the Commander was scary, but we found out this 

place was warm, we couldn’t imagine anywhere else. I don’t know what the 

others think, but at least, I want to protect this warm place. That’s why I 

wanted to become power for the Commander who taught us how to live, 

who gave us a place to belong to. Even as little as it is, something that is as 

good as nothing, I thought I wanted to be of help. I thought I wanted to be 

useful. 

 

As I reconfirmed those feelings, we formed parties of 4 under the 

Commander’s instructions, and dived into the forest. 

 

Even though we were taught in our training, walking in the unaccustomed 

forest was difficult. On top of that the monsters that appeared went after our 



lives without mercy, it was very scary. I thought I’d start shaking if I let down 

my guard. But, I brought up my courage and thrust out my short spear. The 

monster that attacked — the Blade Rabbit’s fur split, pierced muscles, and 

torn organs gave a unique feel. And I felt when the spear had luckily pierced 

through the heart, the feeling of life slipping through. 

 

As I looked down to the dying Blade Rabbit what I felt was not the guilt of 

stealing a life, but rather a strong sense of accomplishment. It was the 

certain feeling of me who was weak and only to be used, getting stronger. 

 

Little by little, but steadily, becoming stronger. Still a far away dream, but I 

want to become useful to the Commander someday. That's my goal. That's 

why, for now, I focused on killing one monster at a time. 

 

It's not an exceptional result, but the road's still long. I found a dream I didn't 

have before and there's many thing I want to do now as well. 

 

The despair from back then, it feels like a memory already. Right now, I only 

need to walk forward with a single purpose. 

 

 Believer candidate. Future executive candidate. 

 Please be careful with raising this child. 

 Secured a promising force for the future. 



Day 189  

I left the redecorating to the foremen today, while Kanami-chan and I left of 

the Royal Capital this morning. I proceeded to fill in the blank spots of my 

mental map, and flew to a place where my main body had not yet been: 

Labyrinth City Aquarium. Aquarium is located far away from the Royal 

Capital and the Kuuderun Great Forest , in the Atarakua Demon Empire 

which is ruled by a demon emperor – I’ll just call it Demon Empire from now 

on – which has labyrinth cities near its border where none of the members 

who grew up in the Great Forest have gone yet. 

 

If one introduces you to Aquarium, they’d likely mention the 【Age of the 

Gods Dungeon】 first of all. Like the ones we descended up to now, there 

are also the 【Derived Dungeon】, whose degree of difficulty is 

incomparable to the high difficulty of the 【Age of the Gods Dungeon】. The 

labyrinth city, where I made a short stop, seems to be full of vigor. Special 

items gathered from the 【Age of Gods Dungeon】 【Artifacts】 have a 

higher value than other dungeon items, though some adventurers here and 

there are seen wearing the unique body armor. Because the difficulty is 

high, the level of the adventurer who challenges it seems to be adequately 

high, and because of the fact that some amongst them have 【Divine 

Protection】, there are quite a lot of appetizing ones. 

 

Getting back to discussing the 【Age of the Gods Dungeon】, this one in 

particular was made by the 【Demigod of Spring Water】, it’s classified as 

【Demigod Class】 and has been given the name 【Aquarium・Forlia】. 

The basic type of the dungeon’s underground levels is water, as the main 

type of monsters that appear there have an Elemental affiliation or are fish 



and shellfish related. The traps are water-based as well. The lowest level is 

as deep as level 50, and among its long history, there are only very few 

stories of adventurers that were able to kill the boss. Most people do not 

have any real ability to defeat a specific level's boss, which blocks them 

from delving to the deeper levels. Those people earn their daily income by 

gathering items from the superficial levels. 

 

By the way, something I haven’t mentioned yet, but the 【Age of the Gods 

Dungeon】 also has a class rank. 

 

Even the 【Heroes】 and 【Great Heroes】 who challenge the highest 

degree of difficulty 【Great God Rank】 get annihilated on the first floor. 

According to the little information that is reserved, only five of these exist in 

the world, and the level of a small fish seems to be basically the same as 

that of a Wyvern. Also, because they’re small fry, there’s a number of them. 

How scary. 

 

The rank that comes after that in terms of difficulty, is 【God Rank】. While 

it’s difficult, 【Heroes】 and 【Great Heroes】 are able to delve up to a 

certain level. Still they cannot be careless and many have been killed by the 

mini-bosses. 

 

Then there’s the more comfortable rank of the 【Age of the Gods 

Dungeon】, which is the 【Demigod Rank】. 

 

Even though an ordinary person is able to somehow descend if they are 



extremely cautious, the 【Derived Dungeon】 is still incomparable to the 

degree of risk that a 【Demigod Rank】 dungeon has. Because even a 

high-level person is killed without mercy when he’s careless, not a lot of 

people are attempting it. However, for those that are reckless and do 

continue, a large amount of money can be gained all at once, if everything 

goes smoothly. 

 

That’s the gist of it. 

 

I gather information while I browse the street stalls and shops for 

commodities, and while I can enter the dungeon, it looks like I’ll need to start 

being serious if I want to capture it completely. This time I only went around 

and examined the first floor lightly; a long, wide passage with a splendid 

interior resembling that of a temple, with the floor submerged in an amount 

of water that reaches up to your ankles. Stamina gets consumed by simply 

walking, while your body temperature is being drained constantly. Moreover, 

the dungeon strengthened the monsters by 2 levels, making them very 

tough, as expected. Because of all these delicious things, I decided to 

explore the dungeon a little bit more. 

 

The results: I reached the third level, where all of the water is turned in to 

ice. There were: 

 

23 Iolite Elementals, which looks like a round, blue core wrapped in a 

stream of water. 

 



18 Armored Scissors, roughly the size of goblins, who normally lie 

camouflaged on the floor, but jump up and try to cut across when you 

approach their husk, which is as hard a steel. 

 

47 Bullet Fish, with a pyramid shaped head as heavy as lead and around 60 

centimeters in length, that swim in the air as if it’s like in the water, and 

when discovering a prey, rush at them at 130 kilometers per hour. 

 

8 Dirotonis, huge fish of about 2 meters with a shell made out of scales that 

can harden and become like a metal armor and with teeth so strong that 

they can even crunch the Armored Scissors. 

 

10 Water Leapers, white frogs with bodies as big as a large dog and with 

the tail and fins of a fish that look like it grew wings. 

 

My pocket is feeling cheerful because I was able to collect all the materials 

that can be gathered in the dungeon, as well as the various monster drops. I 

turned back to the first floor and hunted lightly, which netted me several 

golden coins - around a million yen – simply speaking. Seeing the merit of 

the 【Age of the Gods Dungeon】, it’s certain that this is a place where I 

can get a considerably good income. 

 

On the way out, I bought some magic metal and local ingredients as 

souvenirs and decided to return home before dusk. Because I can return in 

no time when I’m flying through the sky, I want to develop aircraft in the 

future. 



Day 190  

Today is the opening day of the shop. Opening time: 9 A.M. The Tomboy 

Princess is already there and with a triumphant look she exclaims 『I 

came』. Even though it’s so cold outside that it’s snowing, she’s been 

waiting outside for 3 hours, that brazen fool. 

 

Even though she’s wearing a high-level outfit that keeps her warm from the 

cold weather, the Tomboy Princess is still young. If I let them stand outside, 

they’ll surely catch a cold. While I’m still somewhat amazed, I take her to a 

small snack corner I set up near the entrance of the store and serve them 

some hot tea. 

 

Only several minutes passed before the First Queen and the Hero of 

Darkness arrived alongside their servants. For a split second, a chill ran 

through me as they glanced towards me, though I do not pay attention to it 

for the time being. While thinking she was the first to arrive so early in the 

morning, the First Queen showed a brief vexed expression when she saw 

the Tomboy Princess already waiting. The First Queen and the Tomboy 

Princess were arguing back and forth like a normal parent and child, but it 

would seem that it wasn’t serious as it felt like a jovial and carefree 

atmosphere. 

 

Even though that happened, the opening proceeded without any problems 

and combined with a week-long opening sale, there were more visitors than 

I expected. Though we hardly advertised through distributing flyers and 

things like that, it looks like that foremen spread the word to the common 



folk and the Tomboy Princess seems to have been talking to the nobles. 

 

Even if I skimped on advertising costs, it looked to have unexpectedly 

spread through a network of contacts and despite the fact that commoners 

and nobles were gathered in one place, there were hardly any troubles. We 

were able to settle any discussion quietly. One side didn’t dare to say what 

happened. The other side didn’t say either. 

 

Female Samurai showed great affinity with her role as a salesperson. 

Apparently, before coming to this world, she worked as a part-timer and was 

accustomed to it. Add in the experience that she gained from having lived in 

this world for several years, she was able to grasp the delicate signs of the 

behavior of others, and promptly responded to it. 

 

Because I anticipated the fact that she was a foreigner and had fighting 

power, I seem to have found something unexpected. It’s just right that I give 

her the title of Royal Capital Flagship Store Manager. She showed a bitter 

smile, but as I want her to work hard, I gave her some privileges, including a 

salary increase as well. 

 

Like that, the first day ended with hardly any issues. Because it was more 

popular than I thought, the correct interpretation was pretty unexpected. 

Even though he did this kind of work for the first time, the [Blacksmith 

Master] appeared to be pretty good in accounting and will manage it. 

However, as I was the leader, I’ll have to think of new goods and tactics in 

the future. I cooked the spoils I brought back home yesterday and went to 



bed. 

 

A few more thoughts. The dungeon monsters from the 【Age of the Gods 

Dungeon】 were very delicious. They almost melted on my tongue when I 

ate them raw, but they are even more delicious when I cook them. I 

shouldn’t only explore the 【Demigod Rank】, but also the 【God 

Rank】. One day the 【Great God Rank】 … *slurp*. 

 

From today onward, I have a clear goal. 



Day 191 

The second day after the opening of the store. 

 

Apparently the buyers that came yesterday led to even more today. In the 

morning we had a crowd of shoppers. In addition, the quality of the 

shoppers had changed a lot. 

 

Specifically, instead of the poorer nobles, there are now more wealthy 

merchants. However it's not just that. Now there are also more of the 

nobles' servants. Although they were only officers, among them were many 

who held a high position in the Sternbild Kingdom. 

 

With the nobles came other visitors. Several servants accompanying their 

owners, as well as their butlers and maids who were shopping for their 

masters, though the servants also came to look at the goods for 

themselves. 

 

From my observations about half of them were servants, although I would 

personally prefer it if, instead of messengers, the nobles would come in 

person. Servants of course make personal purchases, but even if their 

wages are higher than ordinary people, they cannot afford to buy everything 

they want like their employers. 

 

Well, whenever the owners come by themselves without being 

accompanied by their servants and buy a huge amount of different goods on 



a whim, or buy things unaffordable for ordinary people, it certainly makes us 

happy. 

 

To our delight, our profits greatly exceeded the amount we expected. 

Incidentally, this probably only happened as a result of the Tomboy Princess 

and the First Queen, if not them, their employees, through the spread of 

information about our store through their network of secret believers [Faith 

of the Five Supreme Gods]. Frankly, this information does not interest me, 

however I welcomed the attention brought to our store. 

 

Judging from my experience, among the nobles and their servants, I often 

met followers of the [Faith of Five Supreme Gods]. They can be identified by 

a special ornament on their clothing, I also got used to their particular gazes 

the last time I encountered them, so it's become pretty easy to recognize 

them. 

 

Well, leaving that aside, they are likely to ensure a supply of customers. I 

felt a load fall from my shoulders. It would not be fun to close immediately 

after opening. 

 

But that is why it is too early to relax. Among the buyers, the majority turned 

up for something new and different, because you can't buy these items 

anywhere else, they have to come back to us, the store is necessary to 

provide the services and products that other stores simply do not. And 

because of the weak development of information transmission in the world, 

it is now important for us to attract buyers through rumors about our shop. 



 

Once you acquire a bad name, the chances of recovering your position are 

very small, therefore it was essential to create a good image of our store 

right off the bat. 

 

The secret is to meet the buyer with a smile. The others had no problems, 

however it's just that my smile was very intimidating. Yesterday the first 

visitor I met was shaking in fear. He himself felt that he would immediately 

be eaten. I was slightly wounded by such a reaction. Well, despite my 

personal feelings about it, I should think about the shop and correct myself. 

 

Seeking advice from Kanami-chan, she observed that the surrounding men 

were not used to me, it was a blind spot in my calculations. Trying to 

somehow solve this problem, I used an ability which inflicted negative status 

effects: [Intimidation of the Weak]. 

 

Normally, this ability is used to generate an intimidating pressure on another 

person, however this ability can also be used on one's self. It resulted in the 

suppression of my own intimidating aura. Seeing this, I immediately tried it 

in action, the pressure on the customers decreased, and the chance to drive 

somebody into horror dropped significantly. 

 

And so [Intimidation of the Weak] has become a useful ability to me. I really 

did not know where that might have been useful. Thus one of our problems 

disappeared, and we were able to continue working. 

 



Sent to us by a nobleman, an elderly butler was interested in obtaining a 

discount for certain goods. The fact that his order was small was one thing, 

but his request for a discount was too much, I told him that our prices are 

fixed for everyone, thereby driving the nobles against the iron laws of 

society. There were also other problems. 

 

Today, the most troublesome customer was a nobleman with well-

developed muscles, and a smile that didn't match his appearance. He was a 

Marquis, which was quite a reputable title, and he was also one of the few 

supporters of the Tomboy Princess during the last coup. As a result, he 

became an even more significant person in the Sternbild Kingdom, surely 

soon to become an important person to the Tomboy Princess. 

 

During our employment under the princess, we had met in person a couple 

of times, but this time he came in accompanied by three young servants. 

Among the servants were two [Knights] and one [Secretary], all three of 

them had not yet reached 20 years old. Apparently they were personally 

raised and trained by the Marquis, because everyone had a fairly high level. 

 

Armed with long swords and clad in steel armor, they stood silently behind 

him with impartiality, both (of the Knights) had good physiques and well-

trained bodies. Most likely their skills were slightly lower than the Rusty Iron 

Knight, but for personal guards, they were quite competent. 

 

Ahead of the 2 knights, slightly to the side of the Marquis was a female 

secretary, with a little, stiff face and assertive sharp eyes. She seemed like 



a cold, competent woman. At least she exerted this kind of atmosphere. 

 

And although she concealed it well, from her movements and her dark aura, 

you could guess her extensive training. Head on, she certainly would have 

lost to a couple of knights, but by using different tactics and tricks, she was 

probably stronger. No matter how you looked at it, the guards of Marquis 

Kaiser were strong. For any assassins, beating them would be unbelievable. 

 

Leading his subordinates, he inspected the goods hung on the wall. He 

asked about the history of Minister's magic items on sale and examined the 

suits made by leprechauns one by one. It's seemed like he was not 

interested in price and immediately bought them, for which I am grateful. 

 

Over time, the two knights could not see anything in front of them due to the 

mountain of purchases, and even at this stage, their purchases were still 

ongoing. Under the weight of their newly bought items, even their sturdy 

hands began to tremble, due to the sheer weight and number of what they 

had bought. 

 

I figured out the role of the secretary who accompanied the Marquis, who 

tried not to look towards the knights who were heavily breathing due to the 

strain. Apparently she was responsible for her master's finances, and this 

made her tormented with anxiety. 

 

We brought the mountain of purchases to Marquis Kaiser's mansion for free 

as a bonus for purchasing such a large quantity of goods. The two knights 



who did not have to carry the mountain of goods were relieved as was the 

secretary for not having to pay for transportation. 

 

The Marquis Kaiser was also an excellent conversationist. Of course it's not 

polite to say so, but despite his appearance, he was quite knowledgeable. 

With an inexhaustible supply of detailed knowledge, he could casually stir-

up a conversation, and clearly draw in the interest of others. 

 

Not only as a customer, but as an ordinary friend and companion he was 

quite interesting. The inner motive of the Marquis was probably to lure us to 

their side. Of course he did it for the Tomboy Princess with a pure motive, 

but it was with too much zeal. Dealing with him gives me a headache. But 

he was not disgusted with me, moreover he was a very nice man with no 

hidden motives making it all the more troublesome to handle. 

 

At times when you speak carelessly, his eyes become sharp like a snake's. 

Therefore it is necessary to choose words carefully with him. Because he is 

a seasoned aristocrat among his peers, who recently undergone a coup, 

Marquis Kaiser would be one of the victors. 

 

Unfortunately, we have a huge difference in experience. I could not help but 

let out a sigh of relief after his departure after becoming mentally exhausted. 

Reviewing our detailed conversation, I decided to finish today and think of 

new strategies so that the service sector did not lack in character. 

 

I like that I can cope with the conversation at the expense of the contracts, 



but dealing with it often increases my mental fatigue. Moreover, these 

fanatics make my shoulders just droop. I can barely stand the mental fatigue 

but I will continue. 

 

Especially since I have another mandatory job, I decided to entrust the 

matter to those whom are more suitable tomorrow. This way, everyone will 

be engaged in what suited them best. 



Day 192 

It’s the third day since the shop opened. 

 

Today, I'm not running the shop. Rather, I’m focusing on the reconstruction 

of the mansion's first floor. 

 

The chief, his disciples, and the younger members were busy working 

yesterday. It looks like work is proceeding faster than I expected. While it’ll 

take some more time before completion, looks like everything will be 

finished earlier than planned. 

 

By the way, I appointed Female Samurai as the shop manager. Thanks to 

her appearance and cleverness, she brought in other customers such as 

【Merchants】, 【Peddlers】, and even those from the other races such as 

the profitable elves (all men). Well, looks like she can handle it. 

 

We need to replenish the products sold last night, but there are still quite a 

few in stock. There should be no problems with this. 

 

When thinking about it, it looks like business is doing better than yesterday. 

While working on the reconstruction effort, I feel like I can hear someone 

calling me for help or something similar. But, I simply harden my heart and 

remain silent. 

 

Compared to yesterday, today's different as there are more wealthy 



merchants and 【Alchemists】 buying goods. A lot of things were being 

bought and sold in one go. 

 

The way things are done here, you set the price of your products to 

something less than their quality and since it’s also a sale, it would be much 

cheaper. You basically try and beat the prices of other shops. 

 

I wanted to keep the shop’s prices fixed but, since there are many cases of 

people negotiating the prices in this world, I decided to tolerate haggling to a 

certain degree. 

 

Since merchants were using their words to lower the prices, Female 

Samurai is having quite a hard time as well. The tenacity of veteran 

merchants is quite amazing, isn’t it? 

 

Despite a few complications, the other members nearby gather together in 

order to do business with the merchants. Honestly, they’re not as 

experienced as the merchants. It's a disadvantage and we'll continue losing 

ground up till closing time. 

 

Constant haggling. The battle of words continues to unfold over and over 

again. However, experience will be gained through this. Using my clones, I 

keep watch over Female Samurai and the others. 

 

Even if the other shops are bigger, most of the products being sold here are 



from the previous war. There are also raw materials taken from the Kuderun 

Large Forest. Because of this, there’s no problem if I keep the prices low 

since we can still make a bit of profit, even with all the haggling. That’s what 

I decided based on the situation. 

 

I think today’s experience will be a good thing for Female Samurai and the 

other members. However, contrary to my expectations, we still gained quite 

a bit of profit even though Female Samurai and the others lowered the 

prices. 

 

With this kind of effort, I think its fine to reward them with something for their 

good work. While I was thinking about such things at night, Female Samurai 

and the others closed the shop. Comparing their physical and mental 

conditions, it looks like a lot of them are mentally tired. 

 

After the girls and boys of Solitude finished their training, I entrust them the 

task of cleaning the store and replenishing the merchandise. This time, I 

make a trial run of the shop’s oil massage, the aroma oil to be used being 

the results of Dorian-san's hard work. 

 

Once renovation of the first floor is completed, I plan to open a massage 

shop for aristocrats and wealthy merchants. To prevent any problems once 

it opens, I first plan to train the talented people who were previously working 

in the Farmlands. 

 

Of course, I also plan to reward those from the shop. I’ll be responsible for 



Female Samurai who made the biggest contribution for the day. As for the 

others, it is up to them to choose their respective partner. 

 

Somehow, Kanami-chan and Redhead didn’t have any plans to get a 

massage. Rather, they instead start practicing with Auro and Argento who 

were standing at my side. 

 

In my world, you would need the necessary qualifications in order to 

administer medical treatment, and there are many laws that enforce that. 

There are no problems though since I am only teaching the basics and 

giving out suggestions. 

 

While suitable time and experience are necessary to improve the 

skillfulness of one’s hands, I feel like continuing might result in the 

obtainment of 【Jobs】 called 【Masseuse】 and 【Massage Specialist】. 

 

I ask Redhead about those kinds of 【Jobs】, but it seems like she has 

never heard of them. It’s possible that they exist, just that no one is aware 

of them. 

 

There are a lot of beds lined up in one room of the mansion. Coupled with 

the effects of Dorian-san’s special aroma oil, the fatigue of the members 

from the shop is reduced considerably. 

 

With the room temperature being kept consistent by a magic item, most of 



the people are sleeping soundly. Asking the members who are still awake, it 

looks like the massage was satisfactory even though the trainees are just 

beginners. With more training, they should become useful in the future. 

Disbanding after, I tell the trainees that if they have time, they should 

practice individually. 



Day 193 

Right now, in the morning, it’s snowing. 

 

Although it was snowing since yesterday, it’s far heavier today. There’s 

almost eighty centimeters of snow right now continuing to accumulate with 

each minute passing by. 

 

There’s no problem in opening the shop since installed on the main door is 

a magic item, utilizing a wind spirit and fire spirit stone in order to clear the 

snow at the entrance. However, it’s unlikely that important customers will 

come. 

 

With nothing important to do, most people would just stay in their homes. 

With the roads buried and the need to clear the roofs of snow, nothing can 

be done about the situation. 

 

As for the Master Craftsman and his disciples, I’ll give them a day off due to 

the heavy snow. I contact them through the ear cuffs. 

 

Today, there will only be a minimum number of sales clerks. For the 

members with no work, I make them gather in one place. 

 

After all, after so long, it’s the perfect day to train them without any 

reservations. Also, the snow is just the right thing for this. 

 



Places such as big plains filled with thick grass, hot deserts wracked by 

sand storms, wetlands, and many more exist. 

 

The training is for them to get used to all sorts of environments. Naturally, 

no one’s missing. 

 

With my abilities, I could emulate the environments in some way but not like 

today’s current scale. 

 

My abilities aren’t enough. I just don’t have anything that can decrease 

temperature and create ice. 

 

It might be possible by using magic, but I think that's just a big waste of 

time. 

 

Anyway, after flexing a bit in the mansion, I arrange their equipment and 

head for the training ground. 

 

All members wore a thick overcoat made from my thread and monster 

materials which repels water. At the same time, it prevents the loss of body 

heat from cold temperatures. 

 

They also have leather armor on, a backpack containing weights, and their 

favored weapons hanging on their waist or shoulders. 

 



With this, they are ready for the march. 

 

Since we had to prepare a bit before heading out, the training ground is 

already covered in snow. 

 

While continuing to march, we advance while using magic items and tamed 

pets to clear the way. 

 

In case that’s not enough, we’ll plow the snow aside with manpower. I do 

wonder though if it’s alright doing things that way. 

 

After all, I’m still uncertain about the strength of the boys and girls in 

Solitude. Maybe next time. 

 

Using 【Pyrokinesis】, I get rid of the snow in the training ground. As for the 

resulting water, I clear it using 【Hydro Hand】. Using both, I continue to 

clear the training ground of snow. 

 

The ground absorbed a lot of water and became muddy as a result, but I 

leave it as is. While I might be able to roughly remove most of the water, I 

think the muddy ground is fine as it is. 

 

Even if I removed the water, eventually, the snow will pile up again. Since it 

would melt anyway when stepped on, I think it's fine as it is. 

 



After fixing the place up, I take lead of the file of members. 

 

Being only a warm up, I make the troops run while making sure that they 

keep their formation intact. They'll continue doing so until they pass a 

specific minimum goal. 

 

As they run and breathe fresh air, their lungs go numb from the cold air. 

However, thanks to the exercise, heat is being generated internally. 

 

Even though it’s cold, there’s no problem thanks to their continuous running. 

As a result, their bodies are generating something like steam. 

 

Although the young members of Solitude aren’t running fast, they’re already 

tired. Still, they somehow manage to pull through. 

 

Looking at it, it seems cruel to be making such a young group do something 

like this. There are some members who vomited or simply fell down after 

they finished running. 

 

However, because they kept on going up till the end, they performed 

reasonably well. 

 

As expected, most of them can’t move anymore and need to take a rest. As 

for the rest who still have energy left, I make them form groups of two. With 

that, they start Parabellum’s basic combat training. 



 

They are training with real weapons so the chances of someone getting 

injured is quite high. Actually, I’m almost 100% sure that someone will get 

injured. 

 

Although their protective gears protects them from the sharp edges, the 

impact will still affect the body. 

 

If the part struck suffers damage like broken bones, then one might come 

close to dying. Thankfully, it didn’t reach the point of limbs being lost 

through there are some close calls. 

 

Because Seiji-kun and I healed them anyway, not one of them needs to 

bear the side-effects of major injuries. 

 

It is a dangerous training method but with it, I am certain that their fighting 

abilities can increase very quickly. 

 

Actually, the members’ tolerance for pain improved after the training started. 

They have become highly skilled in how to fight and so, their combat 

capability has risen rapidly. 

 

With little correction, they might even resemble me once they grow up. After 

all, they will continue to grow quickly as they continue to train. 

 



In case someone dies in the future, I don’t intend to stop. Of course, I won't 

let anyone die anytime soon. 

 

After a while, the other members of Solitude recover and continue their 

training for another few hours. 

 

They haven’t eaten lunch yet so they need to move their body’s slowly and 

carefully when in a bad situation. 

 

Through this, they can get a grasp on how the body reacts to the cold. 

 

After that, I then decide to fight nearly 100 members for training. 

 

I give a handicap by limiting myself to using my bare hands. 

 

Kanami-chan led the assault against me, starting by getting me encircled. 

 

From their eyes, I can see that the members clearly want pay back, holding 

the will to attack me without any hesitation. I must say, it’s quite impressive. 

 

In the end, after an hour, there is a mountain of corpses in the training 

ground. 

 

Other than me, only Kanami-chan is left standing. The rest of the members, 



including Redhead, Auro, and Argento, are down. 

 

As for the degree of injuries suffered, some actually suffered more wounds 

than one could normally bear. 

 

Well, the members of Solitude are still young and inexperienced so I easily 

blew them away with the wind pressure caused by my fists. They only 

suffered light injuries though like scrapes and bruises. 

 

After being struck by one attack, they couldn’t stand anymore. 

 

There was also a member who was proud of his fighting strength. In the 

end, his arm had been easily broken. His body was dripping blood thanks to 

the countless lacerations he suffered. It's quite a miserable stat. 

 

He managed to receive some of my attacks to some extent without getting 

knocked back managing to endure it somehow. 

 

Thinking about it, maybe I went too far. 

 

However, since one could actually die when in real combat, this much 

should be fine. 

 

Anyway, it was somewhat satisfying since it was possible to release the 



stress that had piled up. 

 

The members’ condition improved as expected, having afflicted moderate 

wounds on my hands and legs. 

 

While some injuries reached the bones, it was not a problem as even 

without using my abilities, it had already healed up, only a red mark and a 

lack of hair being noticeable. 

 

While not the best, it was still satisfying. 

 

With this, today’s quite a good day. 

 

Being in a good mood, I treat everyone using a potion mixed with my blood. 

I then use various high-quality meat such as from a Wyvern for a midnight 

meal. 

 

The Wyvern steak’s quite good. 

 

Same goes for the shabu-shabu of the [Jandal Cow] meat. 

 

Also the [Benjal Bird] roast. 

 

They were all delicious, probably because all the creatures are quite high in 



terms of level. The Wyvern meat is the best of all. 

 

The juices of the meat which burst unto the tongue, the texture that melts 

when put in the mouth, it’s really great. 

 

Just for a bit, if there’s an opportunity to hunt, I’d like to try the other kinds of 

Dragon Meat other than the Jadar Wyvern. 

 

Rather, maybe I should go and challenge the Demon’s Age of the Gods 

Dungeon by myself. 

 

When I get some free time, I intent to do so. 



Day 194 

It was snowing again today. Truthfully, it snowed much less than yesterday. 

There were also strong winds blowing, which led to banging sounds on the 

windows. Trees were bending in the wind, scattering the accumulated snow 

on them. 

 

Such a storm mercilessly took away the remnants of heat from the body of 

anyone who dared to go outside. The chances of getting frostbite were 

increased significantly compared to yesterday. In my current state, I 

wouldn’t be hurt, but I wanted to lock myself in the warmth of my house. A 

warm fireplace is the best. I like to sit and bask in the dancing flames in the 

hearth. 

 

Although in kotatsu, it was warm and it felt better, once you are within it’s 

warm grasp, you need an incredible amount of willpower to get out. A 

natural hot spring of the heavens. Once there, the body leaves from the 

comfort of the soul. 

 

Ahh… I already want to go back to the base and have a good breakfast 

surrounded by children and Kanami-chan, I thought about it. But then, I had 

a sudden idea. What if, you make something like a taxi, which will work 

without rest and bring citizens of the city to their destination? If we were to 

do this, it would earn us a good amount of money. 

 

One of my trump cards are the wagon 【Skeleton Centipede】 made of 

bone, designed from 【Lesser Summoning: Undead】 and with 【Skeleton 



Combination】 【Undead Chimera】. Comparing it with a simple horse, it is 

unmatched in speed, comfort and it did not need rest. Thus, I wish to easily 

create a whole bunch of them and the cost of production will not hinder us. It 

would complete almost all transportation dreams. 

 

Among the shortcomings, under the sunlight they can easily turn into 

smoke. But, this disadvantage can be overcome by covering it with my 

clones, and by means of a metal frame. In fact, the Tomboy Princess has 

asked me to lend them a couple, but I refused, because I wanted to benefit 

as much as possible to maintain the secret method of their creation. 

 

Now I have made something for few, or more, precisely the vehicle for 4 

people in the likeness of a taxi. The operation of the vehicle would be much 

cheaper than conventional carts, and I planned to also make the fares 

lower. And because of the low cost, and how it drives nice and fast, it will 

certainly attract customers. 

 

This will be a stimulus for increasing the economic activities, which in the 

cold season is usually “Frozen”. And if it does stimulate activity, then there 

is a great chance that we will have an increased amount of customers. If 

this transport works in everyday life, the income from it will be a good 

increase for us. 

 

It is not clear whether everything will go as planned, but from an economic 

point of view, the idea does not look bad. Fortunately, even if it fails, we will 

not lose anything. 



 

Nobody knows what to say about it in the matter of laws of the Sternbild 

Kingdom. If there were bans on that matter, we would be found guilty before 

even knowing it. Due to the high possibility of this, you need to dig into a lot 

of these laws. On this subject, I decided to contact Tomboy Princess. It has 

been decided and will do. 

 

Thus, finished with breakfast, I went to the Royal Palace for a meeting with 

Tomboy Princess, to tell her about my new idea. Of course, I could take a 

walk from the mansion to the Royal Palace and turn into snow demon, but I 

decided to first, start mass production of a smaller version of the wagon of 

the 【Skeleton Centipede】. 

 

I have all the materials in the glove box, and because of preparation did not 

take a lot of time, not even an hour has passed before I had finished 

creating it. 

 

The new creation is called 【Skeleton Spider】. In contrast to the long 

bones of the body of the 【Skeleton Centipede】 capable of carrying a lot of 

cargo and passengers, it is designed to carry a small number of 

passengers. It has a small body and had a lower capacity, but the four 

spaces within it, gives all the comfort to stay inside even if there were four 

passengers (excluding the driver), and the roof could carry a surprising 

amount of things. 

 

Even though it is significantly inferior to the parameters of the hundreds of 



bones, 【Skeleton Spider】 had all the necessary skills. The problem was 

in appearance. Imitating fashion, I made it look like a four-wheeled box, and 

this time, in front of the driver’s seat, which was located ahead, I had 

enchanted my abilities to make a bucked raking snow. This made it so that it 

looked nothing like the 【Skeleton Spider】 that was initially created. The 

bones were encased in a corrosion-resistant metal, after that, it no longer 

looked like a strangely shaped steel trailer. 

 

There was a high probability that the passengers will be interested in the 

traction vehicle, but I have prepared an excuse that it is working by force 

magic items. 

 

While they may not dismantle it, I think that deception will still take place. 

The interior was decorated with a dense fabric of my webs, as well as 

various trees growing in the great forest. Using absorbing vibration and 

shock, the tree species processed by the 【Body Fluid Control】 are added 

on top of the dense layer of my web. Another layer of wood is then 

deposited in the interior. 

 

Thus, the inside was very warm and comfortable, and was not able to feel 

even the smallest shaking due to motion. Certainly not matching the wagon 

【Skeleton Centipede】, the 【Skeleton Spider】 still offers good comfort 

while riding. Thus the bone spider was completed. 

 

With the final prototype, I got to the royal castle located in the amber palace. 

Gates. Fortunately, I made an appointment in advance, so I was easily let 



inside. Sipping expensive tea while waiting, Tomboy Princess and Boy 

Knight finally came. 

 

As usual, she looked cheerful when exchanging the usual greetings. The 

interior of the palace after the coup, was restored in a hurry, but some 

things still has traces of the coup and other things still needed time to 

remove. 

 

After finishing a non-binding contract, we went to the purpose of the visit, 

the 【Skeleton Spider】. The response was just spot on from the Tomboy 

Princess. 

 

The Royal Capital was still the center of the Sternbild Kingdom, and 

because the area is occupied considerably, traveling along it was quite 

problematic. To deal with it, they now allowed street carts, but their number 

was surprisingly small. 

 

Although it was affected by many interests, horse carts were filled with 

various difficulties, but as a result of what happened recently in the coup, 

there was still no preparation that had been done, and besides what it is 

snowing like this, most carts were just idle. 

 

Now it was time to go on stage with the 【Skeleton Spider】. Their ability 

was not only to move on the streets littered with drifts of snow, but also 

move with ease even in the icy cold snow storm, and was most importantly, 

very cheap. It could be amazing for the citizens of the capital. So the 



troublesome paper works went to the Tomboy Princess, and while the 

Sternbild Kingdom will not get a direct profit from this venture, it was for the 

sake of increasing the economic activities of the citizens, and thus 

increasing the tax base. 

 

Like I said, let’s live together for common prosperity. Although her answer 

sounded really like “she will decide when she wants to,” the issue has 

almost been solved, and she said it’s because she wanted a ride. Looking at 

her, full of energy, typical for her age, a soft smile appeared on my face. 

Taking the 【Skeleton Spider】 for a roll herself, she really liked it. 

 

“Well, if the wagon 【Skeleton Centipede】 does not work, because it can 

be?” she asked. 

 

Well, so be it, I had to give her that which came. After that we decided how 

many should be prepared, which route they will move up to where, and 

other minor details. I wanted to continue to maintain a good relationship with 

the Tomboy Princess. At the end of the affairs, I went back into the house 

and immediately started the mass production of [Skeleton Spiders】. 

Having finished the design, the manufacturing process has been to some 

extent, adjusted. The frame and the interior was entrusted to my comrades, 

thus reducing the manufacturing time. 



Day 195 

It was snowing again today. Truthfully, it snowed much less than yesterday. 

There were also strong winds blowing, which led to banging sounds on the 

windows. Trees were bending in the wind, scattering the accumulated snow 

on them. 

 

Such a storm mercilessly took away the remnants of heat from the body of 

anyone who dared to go outside. The chances of getting frostbite were 

increased significantly compared to yesterday. In my current state, I 

wouldn’t be hurt, but I wanted to lock myself in the warmth of my house. A 

warm fireplace is the best. I like to sit and bask in the dancing flames in the 

hearth. 

 

Although in kotatsu, it was warm and it felt better, once you are within it’s 

warm grasp, you need an incredible amount of willpower to get out. A 

natural hot spring of the heavens. Once there, the body leaves from the 

comfort of the soul. 

 

Ahh… I already want to go back to the base and have a good breakfast 

surrounded by children and Kanami-chan, I thought about it. But then, I had 

a sudden idea. What if, you make something like a taxi, which will work 

without rest and bring citizens of the city to their destination? If we were to 

do this, it would earn us a good amount of money. 

 

One of my trump cards are the wagon 【Skeleton Centipede】 made of 

bone, designed from 【Lesser Summoning: Undead】 and with 【Skeleton 



Combination】 【Undead Chimera】. Comparing it with a simple horse, it is 

unmatched in speed, comfort and it did not need rest. Thus, I wish to easily 

create a whole bunch of them and the cost of production will not hinder us. It 

would complete almost all transportation dreams. 

 

Among the shortcomings, under the sunlight they can easily turn into 

smoke. But, this disadvantage can be overcome by covering it with my 

clones, and by means of a metal frame. In fact, the Tomboy Princess has 

asked me to lend them a couple, but I refused, because I wanted to benefit 

as much as possible to maintain the secret method of their creation. 

 

Now I have made something for few, or more, precisely the vehicle for 4 

people in the likeness of a taxi. The operation of the vehicle would be much 

cheaper than conventional carts, and I planned to also make the fares 

lower. And because of the low cost, and how it drives nice and fast, it will 

certainly attract customers. 

 

This will be a stimulus for increasing the economic activities, which in the 

cold season is usually “Frozen”. And if it does stimulate activity, then there 

is a great chance that we will have an increased amount of customers. If 

this transport works in everyday life, the income from it will be a good 

increase for us. 

 

It is not clear whether everything will go as planned, but from an economic 

point of view, the idea does not look bad. Fortunately, even if it fails, we will 

not lose anything. 



 

Nobody knows what to say about it in the matter of laws of the Sternbild 

Kingdom. If there were bans on that matter, we would be found guilty before 

even knowing it. Due to the high possibility of this, you need to dig into a lot 

of these laws. On this subject, I decided to contact Tomboy Princess. It has 

been decided and will do. 

 

Thus, finished with breakfast, I went to the Royal Palace for a meeting with 

Tomboy Princess, to tell her about my new idea. Of course, I could take a 

walk from the mansion to the Royal Palace and turn into snow demon, but I 

decided to first, start mass production of a smaller version of the wagon of 

the 【Skeleton Centipede】. 

 

I have all the materials in the glove box, and because of preparation did not 

take a lot of time, not even an hour has passed before I had finished 

creating it. 

 

The new creation is called 【Skeleton Spider】. In contrast to the long 

bones of the body of the 【Skeleton Centipede】 capable of carrying a lot of 

cargo and passengers, it is designed to carry a small number of 

passengers. It has a small body and had a lower capacity, but the four 

spaces within it, gives all the comfort to stay inside even if there were four 

passengers (excluding the driver), and the roof could carry a surprising 

amount of things. 

 

Even though it is significantly inferior to the parameters of the hundreds of 



bones, 【Skeleton Spider】 had all the necessary skills. The problem was 

in appearance. Imitating fashion, I made it look like a four-wheeled box, and 

this time, in front of the driver’s seat, which was located ahead, I had 

enchanted my abilities to make a bucked raking snow. This made it so that it 

looked nothing like the 【Skeleton Spider】 that was initially created. The 

bones were encased in a corrosion-resistant metal, after that, it no longer 

looked like a strangely shaped steel trailer. 

 

There was a high probability that the passengers will be interested in the 

traction vehicle, but I have prepared an excuse that it is working by force 

magic items. 

 

While they may not dismantle it, I think that deception will still take place. 

The interior was decorated with a dense fabric of my webs, as well as 

various trees growing in the great forest. Using absorbing vibration and 

shock, the tree species processed by the 【Body Fluid Control】 are added 

on top of the dense layer of my web. Another layer of wood is then 

deposited in the interior. 

 

Thus, the inside was very warm and comfortable, and was not able to feel 

even the smallest shaking due to motion. Certainly not matching the wagon 

【Skeleton Centipede】, the 【Skeleton Spider】 still offers good comfort 

while riding. Thus the bone spider was completed. 

 

With the final prototype, I got to the royal castle located in the amber palace. 

Gates. Fortunately, I made an appointment in advance, so I was easily let 



inside. Sipping expensive tea while waiting, Tomboy Princess and Boy 

Knight finally came. 

 

As usual, she looked cheerful when exchanging the usual greetings. The 

interior of the palace after the coup, was restored in a hurry, but some 

things still has traces of the coup and other things still needed time to 

remove. 

 

After finishing a non-binding contract, we went to the purpose of the visit, 

the 【Skeleton Spider】. The response was just spot on from the Tomboy 

Princess. 

 

The Royal Capital was still the center of the Sternbild Kingdom, and 

because the area is occupied considerably, traveling along it was quite 

problematic. To deal with it, they now allowed street carts, but their number 

was surprisingly small. 

 

Although it was affected by many interests, horse carts were filled with 

various difficulties, but as a result of what happened recently in the coup, 

there was still no preparation that had been done, and besides what it is 

snowing like this, most carts were just idle. 

 

Now it was time to go on stage with the 【Skeleton Spider】. Their ability 

was not only to move on the streets littered with drifts of snow, but also 

move with ease even in the icy cold snow storm, and was most importantly, 

very cheap. It could be amazing for the citizens of the capital. So the 



troublesome paper works went to the Tomboy Princess, and while the 

Sternbild Kingdom will not get a direct profit from this venture, it was for the 

sake of increasing the economic activities of the citizens, and thus 

increasing the tax base. 

 

Like I said, let’s live together for common prosperity. Although her answer 

sounded really like “she will decide when she wants to,” the issue has 

almost been solved, and she said it’s because she wanted a ride. Looking at 

her, full of energy, typical for her age, a soft smile appeared on my face. 

Taking the 【Skeleton Spider】 for a roll herself, she really liked it. 

 

“Well, if the wagon 【Skeleton Centipede】 does not work, because it can 

be?” she asked. 

 

Well, so be it, I had to give her that which came. After that we decided how 

many should be prepared, which route they will move up to where, and 

other minor details. I wanted to continue to maintain a good relationship with 

the Tomboy Princess. At the end of the affairs, I went back into the house 

and immediately started the mass production of [Skeleton Spiders】. 

Having finished the design, the manufacturing process has been to some 

extent, adjusted. The frame and the interior was entrusted to my comrades, 

thus reducing the manufacturing time. 



Day 196 

The opening sales of our store ends today. 

 

Since it is the last day, I decided to help in the store. But first, I released 30 

final products of [Skeleton Spiders] outside. On the driver’s seat, our 

companions were dressed in appropriate uniforms, then moved towards 

their predetermined route. 

 

They were moving on the main roads of the Royal Capital, as well as the 

busy areas of the streets. So a lot of [Skeleton Spiders] drove, turning snow 

into water in bulk, clearing the streets. 

 

By doing so, more people began to go outside, increasing the number of 

citizens who saw the ads on the housings of the [Skeleton Spiders]. Thus, 

together with street clearing, we can increase the number of successfully 

attracted customers by advertising. 

 

Among other things, because we were cleaning the streets, we were 

additionally paid for, by the Tomboy Princess. This is because she received 

an order to do so from the merchants. Well, if the reward is right in front of 

you, you need to take it. 

 

After a rough clearing of the snow on the streets, people began to emerge 

on the streets again. Usually at this time of the year, because of the 

compact snow, the Royal Capital is in a lull (slow period of activity), but now, 



life is slowly beginning to bubble as usual. 

 

This is obviously good, though unexpected things happened, it’s just that, I 

had a different variety of customers today. The reasons varied. 

 

Because it was the last day of the sale of cheap goods, the fact that in the 

past few days this place became quite famous in the Sternbild Kingdom, the 

streets being cleared of snow, and the advertisements glued to the body of 

the [Skeleton Spider], business was blooming. 

 

Whatever it was, we had a lot of customers today. There is, of course, great 

profit from not being closed at normal hours like other shops. However, 

large amounts of profit does not decrease the amount of work, and at the 

end of the day, I build up a lot of stress from working. I even had a stiff 

shoulder for the first time in a while! 



Day 197 

Today, the group members stayed in the Royal Capital. There is not much 

to talk about. 

 

Even after the sales, customers still came to the shop, and the 

reconstruction of the ground floor is still underway. 

 

Snow is still falling and, Oh yeah, from today onwards, the 【Skeleton 

Spiders】 will be a full-scale business. 

 

That's the story today, because there is not many things to talk about. 

 

So, I think I will pay more attention to the other members. More precisely, 

the main group that remained at the base. 

 

First, the Female Knight. 

 

The Female Knight offered her sword of loyalty to me, along with other 

people caught in the same period of time such as, clergies and the red 

fencer, who are currently guarding the base in the Kuduren Large Forest. 

 

The Female Knight participated in the recent battle during the coup by 

hiding her identity behind a mask, and she quietly killed several dozen 

officers, contributing to the battle. 



 

Because she went back to the base on the tourist route, she was able to 

visit different cities. 

 

Along the way, there seemed to have been requests for Parabellum. I still 

don’t know where in the Sternbild Kingdom our true identity was found out, 

but it is to be expected. 

 

I only chose members that can accomplish the requests to accompany me 

and fortunately, the Female Knight was the daughter of a high noble family 

and presumed dead during the previous war with the elves. 

 

But the chances that someone might recognize her were not equal to zero, 

therefore, the Female Knight’s group had to keep their sightseeing within 

boundaries and returned to the base quickly. 

 

Recently, the Female Knight strolls in the vast forest, either alone or 

accompanied by her subordinates, collecting a great variety of materials. 

 

Currently, the forest is vast, gradually spreading, has more vitality than 

before and is producing even more Spirit Stones with better quality. Their 

superior quality also produces significantly better materials. This is probably 

caused by the hot spring. 

 

To know where good materials are, information is important. While Female 



Knight and her subordinates were collecting materials, they created an 

easily understood map, for which, I am grateful. 

 

Once she gets home, I intend to give her the dress which is an heritage 

artifact from the 【God of hesitation?】 obtained from an 【Age of Gods】 

Dungeon. 

 

As for the other members, is liquor and sake alright? 

 

A certain Kobold that evolved from a Kobold Footman to a Kobold Samurai 

went into a derivation dungeon in the Labyrinth City. 

 

He gathered people who did not play an active role in the former war and 

commanded them to work diligently to raise their levels and gather magical 

items. 

 

If they are able to gain a certain amount of goods, I plan on giving him a 

familiar Falaise Eagle. 

 

Even though I did not expect much from them, the dungeon capture speed 

was faster than I expected, which probably is because of the strong loyalty 

of the Kobold Samurai that took command. 

 

Unfortunately, during the conquest, a couple of group members died, which 

immediately made clear that this dungeon was dangerous and the dangers 



of the dungeon only increase as you progress. Such things will happen no 

matter how much you note it. 

 

As I pray that the dead souls may rest in peace, I do not blame Akita (the 

kobold samurai's name) for the casualties. 

 

As for what happened, Akita naturally did as much as possible, but the 

abilities of the now deceased comrades was just insufficient. 

 

The magical items were generally, gathered smoothly. The preparation for 

creating a branch in the [Labyrinth City] Purgatory is now underway. 

 

It is convenient to open a branch in the [Labyrinth City] Purgatory, even 

though the head office has been opened in the capital, since my favorite 

business is in the Labyrinth City, so it's importance is high. 

 

After becoming a kobold samurai, his intelligence is much higher compared 

to when he was a kobold footman. As long as his loyalty doesn’t make him 

act reckless, he will be very reliable. 

 

There are many subordinates who will try desperately to accomplish their 

mission if I order, which really saves me the trouble. 

 

I wonder if I should award Akita. Occasionally, there are famous swords that 

flow in from the east and I think those will be a good reward for Akita. 



 

I wish Minokichi and Oniwaka’s group good luck as they energetically kill 

monsters. 

 

Because currently, they are not diving in the dungeons within Purgatory, but 

instead, they're hunting monsters in the natural danger zone. 

 

Even though it is more likely to encounter monsters in the labyrinth, in 

nature, there are more variety of monsters. 

 

They cannot afford to be caught off-guard because if they do, they’ll face a 

powerful counterattack. 

 

The reason that they might be caught off-guard is because unlike the 

labyrinth, the strength of the natural monsters are not uniform. 

 

The strongest monster of the danger zone is the 【Wisdom 

Serpent/Dragon】 which is an unexpected existence because it is 

humongous and strong even by the standards of 【Giants】. 

 

Most often, monsters of such level only exist in the depth of the countless 

unexplored mountains, but there are exceptions such as the one that lives in 

a waterfall near Mason Village. Minokichi is lucky that his group has still not 

encountered one yet. 

 



There is not enough time to go to such depths, and at the place they are at 

now, they’re only able to meet bosses on the levels of the Red Bear or Jade 

Eagle. 

 

No, all boss class monsters are formidable enemies, but since the two boss 

class examples used, Red Bear and Jade Eagle, both have 【Divine 

Protection】, it makes them even more frightening than usual monsters. 

 

However, considering Asue and Minokichi’s strength and Minokichi’s good 

luck, the threat level is lowered considerably. 

 

Knowing that they will help when it is needed, I hope that the next time I 

meet Oniwaka, he will have grown to twice his current size. 

 

Possibly, he might even evolve. Impatiently, I wait for them to bring back the 

materials and corpses that they have gathered. 

 

Avenger, Rusty Iron Knight, and Scarface’s company are engaged in 

numerous requests. The requests mainly consists of eliminating thieves and 

bandits or subjugating dangerous monsters, and they ordered the requests 

by giving the existences that attack villages and towns priority. 

 

Most likely, such missions were chosen by Avenger because they reminded 

him of his ruined hometown. The appearance of Avenger challenging 

requests was a bloodcurdling sight. 



 

Combined with the fact that he is wearing a mask of a demon to hide his 

identity, it made people want to call him a human demon. Upon 

encountering him, bandits, thieves or dangerous monsters were all instantly 

killed in the blink of an eye and nobody would survive. 

 

Accurate information was collected by my clones and given to Avenger, so 

he immediately understood the problem without wasting time and he 

immediately solves it, which helps him earn the trust of the clients quickly. 

 

Even though they only profit a small change of a few silver coins (around 

tens of thousands of yen) per request currently, in the future, they will have 

gained a great deal of trust and good reputation, so I want Avenger to do his 

best from now on. 

 

If I am not mistaken, Avenger has incidentally not met 【Sub-cast】

characters yet and I pray for the meeting with, 【Witch of Youkai Flame】, 

【Cavalry Defender】, 【Usurper】, and 【Holy Woman of Compassion】. 

 

Because 【Witch of Youkai Flame】 and 【Holy Woman of Compassion】 

have already shown awakening among the four people, I thought that their 

encounter would be more likely if I sent Avenger on requests. 

 

Personally, I think that it is alright as it is because Avenger’s increase in 

combat strength is already of great benefit to Parabellum, but Avenger’s 

area of activity might have to expand. ED: larger area of activity for chances 



of meeting subsidiary characters. 

 

I feel that, overall, it is generally favorable, and the future of Parabellum 

looks very bright. Because night came, I went to sleep. 

 

 

【World Psalms 【Legend of the Black Eclipse Demon】, 【Sub-cast】 

character Seiji has ranked up.】 

 

【Since condition "1" 【Rank Up】 has been cleared, title 【Merciful 

Father’s Light of Salvation】 has been awarded.】 

 

【World Psalms 【Legend of the Black Eclipse Demon】, 【Sub-cast】 

character Gurufu has ranked up.】 

 

【Since condition "1" 【Rank Up】 has been cleared, title 【Rotting Guide 

of Severe Wickedness】 has been awarded.】 

 

 

I was just thinking that it was time to contact her, but then again, I decided 

sleeping was more important. I’ll deal with it tomorrow. 

 

As for Gurufu-chan, don't joke about her "rotting one". 



Day 198 

Considering yesterday's announcements, I contacted a couple of demons in 

the morning so as to clarify things. Those two were of course Seiji-kun and 

Gurufu-chan, who was close to him. 

 

Seiji-kun had Ranked Up from [Half-Saint Lord] to [Saint Lord (Variant)]. 

 

He became a Variant because of the [God of Affection's Divine Protection] 

that was bestowed upon him, and grew to be a little more adult-like, but his 

appearance had improved to resemble that of an unhappy handsome man. 

 

Though his class is specialized in supporting from the rear, he was still a 

[Demon], so he also possessed physical abilities that were beyond normal 

humans. But even then his physical capability was unreliable. It was also 

very likely that he would come up short in terms of physical prowess 

compared to a Human of the [Knight] profession. 

 

On the other hand, his healing and defensive abilities, and his internal mana 

supply had grown remarkably. From now on, I intend to make him work 

even harder. 

 

After becoming a Saint Lord, Seiji-kun had gained a somewhat interesting 

ability, which lets him summon weapons by unleashing his Ogre Orbs. 

 

He could manifest a crude silver mace as well as a silver shield encrusted 



with thin gold lines as well as a layer of gold plaque on the surface. (Feel 

free to correct this description-V.) 

 

The shield was small in size but on its surface appeared a wall of light that 

responded to Seiji-kun's will, which could then expand to form a protective 

circle. Previously, he had no such ability, and after trying it out it turned out 

that his shield strength was comparable with Minokichi-kun's white shield, 

while being much lighter. 

 

Thus Seiji-kun could protect not only himself but also others. Protecting and 

superior healing abilities were quite in the style of Seiji-kun. 

 

And the club's ability was the most interesting of the lot. The Mace is a blunt 

weapon, weighing about 10 kilograms (which is quite heavy for this kind of 

weapon) and seemingly designed to be a lot stronger than similar 

armament. 

 

Apparently the mace's quirk is to heal one's allies by hitting them. The more 

damage you do with the mace, the more the target will be healed. 

 

Of course using it against an enemy will deal the expected damage and hurt 

them, but to hit friends with a mace to heal them looked...strange. The blow 

itself dealt no pain of course, but the inertia persists so there is still weight 

behind it. It does not magically disappear on impact. 

 



Due to the fact that Seiji-kun cures only as much as he deals damage, it 

made sense to aim for the head, which would usually be fatal, but thanks to 

the mace's quirk, he could cure severe wounds that way. 

 

Useful, strange, but useful.(The translated 'Mind, and yet looks strange' is a 

bit weird-V.) 

 

Moving on to Gurufu-chan who ranked up from [devourer of the dead 

demon (ghoul)] to become [the demon of decomposition (rotten woman) 

(subspecies)]. 

 

Her pale and (literally) lifeless skin and dark long hair remained despite the 

class up, as well as the black tattoo without changing. But her face was 

more artificial and more beautiful like a doll's, and her figure now held a 

certain elegance. Gurufu-chan also gained a passive protection which is a 

part of her body, like a living armor. 

 

The armor looked pretty neat, an ensemble composed of a white dress and 

high heels. Gurufu-chan now looked like some sort of Noble or Lady. She 

looks good. 

 

As such, her rank-up will be very received by the other Parabellum 

members. She is in fact quite popular amongst the troops. It turns out that 

with such a face, she could easily compete for the top 10 most beautiful girls 

in Parabellum, if not for the rotting flesh and her class. (Rou most likely 

points out that since she is a ghoul/undead kind of demon, it gives the 



creeps to the other member, hence me going with 'class/race' instead of 

'character', which suggests that it's her personality that's stopping her -V.) 

 

Meanwhile: "What's up with Gurufu-chan?" 

 

"Her abilities surely bring bad luck. I fell a little sorry for her" 

 

"As long as she doesn't talk, she's just beautiful, you know...But even when 

she is silent, those eyes of her...Her eyes..." 

 

"Her hobbies spoil everything..." 

 

"She's rotten degozaru!" 

 

These were the kind of things that were whispered about her by the other 

members...    Not only did her overall character and appearance looked 

eerie, but she also had a new racial ability called [Demonic Decomposition]. 

It indiscriminately corroded everything she touched, organic or not, which is 

frightening. 

 

There are also rumors like what she secretly collects corpses, but if it is 

true, it is a personal hobby so I won't interfere with it(?) even if it is 

apparently her biggest problem. As for the new name, it shouldn't be a 

problem for Seiji-kun since he didn't change that much. (I am guessing he's 

keeping the same name-V.) I don't know what to do about Gurufu-chan... 



maybe Furo Kusa? No, it's not important at the moment. I thought of going 

to the hot springs back at the base with her, but the bath itself would 

probably start to decay were she to enter it. And yet... 

 

Thinking about it for a while, I finally decided to name her Iro Kusa. Because 

its a play on word with the kanji for 'rotten'. (I wasn't sure how to explain that 

nor verify if it is even true-V.) 

 

Or maybe because of the color of rotting flesh that popped up in my mind 

(*kusatta iro*)... Whatever it was that inspired me, I need to prepare the gifts 

to celebrate their [Rank up]. I also have to take into account that this makes 

2 more demon members, which fits with my idea of the [8 Demon Generals] 

that's supposed to be the cream of the crop. 

 

Right now, I have 7 Demon Generals. 

 

Minokichi-kun [Emperor of Shimmering Axe] 

 

Kanami-chan [Empress of Ice Kingdom] 

 

Asue-chan [Underground Thunder Hammer] 

 

Supesei-san [Monk of the Destroyed Star] 

 



Burasato-san [Searing Rusty Sword] 

 

Seiji-kun [Keeper of the Father's Light] (replaced 'his' by 'the'-V.) 

 

Gurufu-chan [Bearing Failure Rotting One/the Demon of Decomposition] 

 

 

I wonder who the last one will be. 

 

Well according to the name of the 8 Demon Generals in itself, all of its 

members members are supposed to be of demonic origin. Considering that 

all current 7 members were together since the Goblin Community back in 

Kuduren, it is highly probable that the 8th and last one will be Dodomeki-

chan. Or someone from the group of 5 ogres, who go around named 

something like the [5 Commanding Demons] (* Yes yes the very same 

colored from back then, "Paueogrus/Pantagruel" *). (I remember what Rou 

is talking about, something like Pantagruel which was the name of a giant in 

French literature during the Middle Ages/Renaissance. Kudos to anyone 

who can find it in the earlier releases!-V.) 

 

Well, I had a bit of time left, so I checked on them. Apparently they scored 

quite a bit of experience while they were traveling. 

 

I can't wait. 

 



Today's Synthesis Results: 

 

[Asia Dragon Scale Purification] + [Dragon Armor Berobust] + [Hard Dense 

Chitin Hull] + [Skin of Sharks-Scraping] + [Impenetrable Solid Black 

Armored Skin] = [Black Demon Laminated Dragon Armor] 



Day 199 

Today was a long holiday. 

 

Okay, so although we are on holiday,the store is still open today and 

working under the supervision of Female Samurai, but there are now work 

shifts, so that everyone will be able to relax. 

 

Same thing with our comrades responsible for making [Skeleton Spiders], 

although they do not have the day off, they now have someone to replace 

them. As for the rest, how to spend the holiday is decided for themselves. 

 

Some trained well as usual, some left the Royal Capital on the [Skeleton 

Spiders]. Among the rest, others continued training. Personally, today I went 

alone to the Labyrinth City Acura. It is natural for the conquest of the "Age of 

the Gods" Dungeon "Vessel Waterfalls Spirits". I dived in lightly  the first 

time around in the first floor because the last time there was no time left. But 

now even if it takes a few days, I was going to get to the last level. 

 

I can give out orders through ear clips, and the reliable Kanami-chan also 

stayed with the others. If something happens, even if I can not come there 

fast, with Kanami-chan they are sure to be alright. 

 

Other small jobs I had were shoved on subordinates, and it turned out that I 

had no unsolvable problems, which were surprisingly few for now. 

 



In order to relieve myself, I used all the useful companions, in order to free 

myself some time to conquer [Age of the Gods] dungeon. 

 

Just to help me get rid of the conquest of discontent left after the coup, 

when I only managed to fight 1 Hero. 

 

Even with top-notch snack in the form of the Water Hero, I had to endure, 

but there certainly, even if I do not hold back, there will be no problem. 

 

So I did some cooking and started to conquer the "Vessel Waterfall Spirits". 

 

As before, the wide corridors of the labyrinth, like the magnificent interior of 

a temple were flooded with ankle-deep water. The atmosphere here was 

mystical, sprayed clean air, space maze, just from that, we look works of art. 

 

Inside moved a lonely demon. For a while carefree traveling on the road, 

completely silent monster appeared out of the shadows of the dungeon. It 

was the falls earlier Iolite Elementals. 

 

It revolves around a light blue core streams of water than what looked like a 

flying slug. While this kernel does not destroy or remove from the body, like 

a slug, it was impossible to kill him. That's just on the level of danger clearly 

won Iolite Elementals. It is only more speed and power, as well as other 

physical aspects, but also he can freely use the first to third magic circle ice. 

 



Any magician who may just have amazing, so if clumsily pounce on him that 

was enough to end his life in a block of ice. 

 

And it's very core, even before Iolite Elementals could take something, I 

grabbed the silver hand. At the time when the blue core of a diameter of 

about 8 centimeters left the water body, it is the body no longer float in the 

air and fell to the floor, mixing with surrounding water. Even before this 

happened, the blue kernel already been eaten. 

 

 

Ability learned: [Purple Blue Fluids] 

 

 

Together with the previous time finally got the ability. The last time I had 

eaten 23 pieces, that is 24 given ability. 

 

I gained the ability more quickly than expected, I was relieved, well and 

immediately tried to use it. As a result, I realized that [purple blue fluids] 

allows you to cover the body with water flows as Iolite Elemental. 

 

It can be used as a water armor having good resistance to thermal attacks. 

While on the other hand it is weak against lightning attacks, but its still a 

very useful ability. 

 

Since I started to cheer up the hunt for Armored Scissors and Dirotonis. 



 

The last time I found a way to the second floor, because did not stay in the 

first and immediately went below. On the way I found several boxes of 

treasures, as well as cutting out all the monsters on the way, with powerful 

traps and other groups of adventurers, the path to the first floor took me less 

than an hour. 

 

Incidentally 2nd floor looks no different from the first, the only thing besides 

the corridors there were also plenty of room, as well as monster that are not 

on the first floor. 

 

 

Slippery Anaconda - Under 9 meters long with a diameter of 30 centimeters, 

the whole surface of the body exuded fluids that made it slimy. 

 

Fighting Man Frog - Under 2 meters tall with a muscular humanoid body, 

and a head of the frog with webbed feet and armed with heaving network. 

 

Water Harpoon Bird - Only appears in small rooms, 60 centimeters body 

with a beak like a harpoon and sharp claws, flying at high speed bird light 

blue. 

 

 

There were others, like flies attacking flocks of small monsters, but often 

come across, or were the most dangerous, these. 



 

Although monsters have significant strength, but with the activation abilities 

it is not the which it could be dangerous for my life. For each one missed 

and hit, because it is not the level at which there was a danger of my life. 

 

But progress here has been really difficult. The chance of an attack is higher 

than in the caves of origin, even if they die with one blow, all the same will 

not enough time. This is especially true with the [Slippery Anacondas] who 

like to hide in the pits intact tangles traps, once there, there is no way to get 

out from there. 

 

The walls of the pit are covered with slime, which will not be easy to get out, 

but being captured by [Slippery Anaconda] will not allow you to even try. If 

armed with solid armor more can be done, how to get out of the pit is 

another problem. 

 

By the way, secretly making their way through the corridors, I witnessed 

how a group of unlucky adventurers entirely got into a similar trap, while 

they probably do not have the ability to get out. 

 

For all that happens within the maze of everybody's responsibility, because I 

did not help them, and continued monitoring, which fell as a result of the 

team was not able to get out of the pit, all were strangled countless slippery 

anacondas. 

 

And whether their equipment a little worse, it would be immediately crushed 



bones. All were powerful magical objects to protect them, but after awhile 

they were slowly strangled. All five were swallowed whole, and cover the pit 

trap slowly shut, waiting for the next victims. Looking at it, I made two steps, 

too, fell into the pit. I could not miss such an accumulation of slippery 

anacondas, and hunting. 

 

In a normal fight with them out of the slime-like saliva it would not be easy, 

but with the ability to activate [Electro Master], I decided to start eating with 

their heads. Very raising the level of [Electro Master], I did not expect that 

polivshegosya discharge is not enough to kill the slippery anaconda (she 

had seen enough vitality for it) because I just ate her alive. If there is a lot of 

life so even better. 

 

 

Ability [Lubrication Fluid] learned 

 

Ability [Nominal Water Snake] learned 

 

 

I got two whole capacity, and the remains I decided to take it as a souvenir. 

 

[Slippery fluids] is like [Self Body-Fluid Control], but higher quality substance 

had the best properties, using her body, it was possible to simply reject 

attacks by a shell. Moreover, now even if I am caught, my chances are 

greatly increased vskolznut. Honestly I could achieve the same effect 



control of the body, but in order to surprise the enemy, this will do. 

 

[Seeking water snake] better to say something like a prayer for rain, which is 

the ability to search for water accumulation. In order to keep the mucus 

around your body, slippery anaconda need water, and apparently they use 

this ability. 

 

If you use it, you can even find water in the desert, and even methods of 

application is very limited, it is still very comfortable capacity. 

 

For the remains of the unlucky adventurers, I took their equipments. They 

were already dead, and soon they will be absorb by the dungeon. I decided 

to leave their bodies in deserted pit after eating the [Slippery Anacondas]. 

For one took out already caught the remains of unlucky adventurers 

anaconda, they took their equipment. They were already dead, because 

soon they will absorb the dungeon, and them little things I gratefully borrow. 

I will leave their bodies in a deserted pit after eating anacondas. 

 

At this rate, I continued to conquer the dungeons. Unlike dungeons 

outcome, this place is quite wide, so I pretty much had suffered yet found a 

way down, but the day I was on the right, and has successfully continued on 

his way down and reached the safe room, right in front of a large hall in 

which waited for an interim Boss 5 floors, decided to spend the night here, 

so as not to have to fend off the monsters all night and tomorrow to take on 

the interim boss.    I get up early tomorrow, because it is necessary to have 

a rest. Fortunately, I had [100 bones] in the glove box, because even in a 



cold cave, I did not have to freeze, and I fell asleep almost immediately. 



Day 200 

Maybe this is a bit sudden, but before I fight the sub-boss, I will discuss the 

team of five demons. The team of five demons, is made up of the former 

goblins who decided to attack me in the middle of the night, but were quickly 

repulsed and then worked as my slaves. On that day, they attacked me with 

good intentions for the sake of their starving comrades. In short, they tried to 

make me who knows how to get food, share it with the starving. 

 

That is indirectly trying to save the weak. This desire in goblins is very 

unusual. It is the nature of goblins to usually submit to the stronger and 

oppress those who are weaker. 

 

They certainly can not be called renegades, but just the five of them 

gathered in one place, were united by one goal. The team of five demons, 

villains and enemies no matter how much they begged for mercy, were 

killed without hesitation, on this occasion they did not get upset, but if they 

see the danger threatened comrades and innocent women and children, 

and they could not save them all, the five get highly upset about this. 

 

Demons that act like humans are quite unique, well yes it can be attributed 

to their individuality. Personally for me, I do not think it's bad. 

 

First of all, thanks to such a personality, they enjoyed great confidence in 

the group, as well as working hard on their abilities, thus becoming my 

strength. 

 



The team of five demons were stationed at the border of the Sternbild 

Kingdom and the Kirika Empire. Today, they saved an armed group 

attacked by the Orcs, saving the daughter of a Count in the Kirika Empire. 

They could not pass without helping, and gallantly drove the attacking Orcs. 

 

Of course accompanied by a detachment of Count's daughter, muscular 

guards, they delayed and significantly reduced their number, the former 

among the Orcs, a representative of the next stage [Demon Boar (Fanged 

Orc)] [Fanged Orc Mage]. Against the main forces, composed of Orcs, he 

joined a team of five demons. Against such an enemy that they made 

uniforms of massacre. 

 

There appeared to them like a daughter of Count saved because they took 

the mission to support, benefit greatly depleted squad of guards is not 

credible. At the moment, accompanying the Marquis's daughter, they go 

deeper into the Sternbild Kingdom. 

 

Apparently the daughter of Count was traveling incognito, carrying 

documents from Tomboy Princess. I think it smells like a small business 

issues, but oh well, charging it Kanami-chan. 

 

Okay, back to business. Having finished breakfast, I opened the door of the 

room in which I was waiting for the boss. 

 

Here, on the fifth floor, it was quite a broad, square-shaped room, with walls 

measuring about 100 meters. The walls were decorated as well as the 



corridors, in the likeness of the temple, and the air was as pure. If there 

were a race of undead monsters, probably from just one ounce of this air, 

they would get damage,because the air was so clean. 

 

For testing, I used [Lesser Summoning: Undead], which appeared Black 

Skeleton disappeared almost immediately turned into smoke. On the ceiling 

of this room, it showed of countless faces of the gods. And in the middle 

were five painted pillars of the [Great Gods], blue, red, white and black 

patterns. Among them, the black was probably the Great God of Origin and 

End. 

 

It is not clear if it was a male or female person holding a spear in their hand 

of misfortunes. Probably because of the protection obtained for the first time 

looking at him, he looks familiar to me, and there is a feeling of nostalgia. 

 

While I was falling into a stupor watching him from the room, located in the 

center was gushing out massive amounts of water. It quickly enveloped the 

entire floor of the huge room, and reaching as far as my legs until it stopped. 

 

The water was unusually cold. Just one step separated her from becoming 

ice. 

 

Just standing in her aura, my energy leaves the body. There it appeared, 

throwing water, a horn shaped like a wave on the surface of it there was a 

huge whale's head, and then there was a huge body with eight legs. Long, 

like a snake's tail hit the water. Four huge red eyes, tirelessly watching its 



surroundings. 

 

The entire body is covered with massive skin ultramarine color with metallic 

sheen. A huge monster 15 meters in length a height of 7 meters, a width of 

5 meters, the boss of the fifth floor Warpidron. 

 

The basic ways to attack, lightning attacks and horn, issued from a huge 

whale mouth water waves released from the hole in his head under 

tremendous pressure that can cut steel, water jets, a quick tug on the 

enemy, using its 8 feet, by the movement of the long tail water funnel. 

Usually this boss fought a whole group, since he is more of a feeble 

outcome boss of the dungeon. 

 

Especially since the water on the knee, the area was on the side Warpidron. 

For the enemy water interfere with the movement, and for the maritime 

establishment, it has not been a hindrance. Moreover, the more water it 

was, the better to reveal his power. 

 

I am standing in front of him in my numb head. So I felt the presence of a 

strong opponent. At the same time I woke up the appetite. Pure desire to 

eat the whole thing. 

 

Because there is no need to suppress their very thirsty, took out the glove 

box halberd, and raising a roar, I started to dance battle. 

 



 

[Dungeon boss [Warpidron] successfully eliminated] 

 

[Achiever [Yatendouji] recognized the right of further progress, continue to 

the boss floor [Warpidron] will be available with a choice of promotion 

without a fight] 

 

[Achiever [Yatendouji] as a bonus for the first elimination of the boss will be 

sent a box of treasure [Storm Horn of the Great Whale]] 

 

[Achiever [Yatendouji] as a bonus for [Solo Kill] will be sent rare ability 

[Water Pump]]    

 

After about 20 minutes. That's still not receded in the water, lay in front of 

me a huge box with treasures and bird Warpidron. 

 

Its creation was used not only gold, silver and precious stones, and mithril 

and rare magical metals, and it was done as a work of art. Chances are, 

even if Blacksmith-san and gnomes vozmutsja do this, they will be in 

difficulty. 

 

So great has been made this box of treasures [Storm Horn of the Great 

Whale]. 

 

We see the same type of thing that appeared for the performance of local 



history, the random box of treasures [Super]. Inside the boxes were random 

magic items, gold and silver, for which we have not got enough money. 

 

In the huge treasure box is [Great Whale's Horn of Storms]. I decided to 

learn to return, leaving the fun for later, immediately remove it in the glove 

box. Now we have Warpidron carcass. The horn was uprooted. Because of 

the efforts on the skull, the eyes of all four climbs. 

 

Giant thick and 8 feet were all cut off, the body was a huge cut from which 

spilled bodies, long tail was covered in wounds. 

 

It looked like the remains of Warpidron. For once met a strong opponent, I 

decided not to use a chur strong synthetic abilities, with the demolition took 

with him more than I expected time. 

 

The main reason was the incredible life force, is not addictive deep wounds 

almost instantaneously. At the time when I lost my living hand, I did a little 

panicked. As expected from the boss level at the moment when I relaxed 

immediately counterattacked. True tasted his flesh I immediately recover the 

lost hand no problem. 

 

Back to our meat. Let's start with perhaps the horn. The great horn was 

much better than expected, more simply delicious. 

 

If I had not previously tried the meat, I probably would have cried, "yummy". 



 

 

Ability [Carrying Lightning Horn] learned 

 

Now, from my 3 horns I can hit with lightning. At the time of application of 

the flash is quite bright that prevents the review, but its power is very high. 

Also it can be used without preparation because very convenient capacity. 

And if you use it with [Electromaster] can further increase capacity. 

 

Then I tried to eat the brain. 

 

He was crushed by the floor condition, but one bite all over my body broke 

its mouthwatering taste. It was like a wave swept the language of the body. 

At the same time, like a soup, it was easy to eat, so I got him on the 

machine to itself. 

 

Then I took a bite of the skull, which was tough as metal. But in fact it grew 

lightning horn because he had a refreshing salty taste, which woke up the 

appetite even more. Covering the skull, meat and fat, the taste was better 

grade of beef and melted directly on the tongue. Warpidron's meat was 

uniquely delicious. 

 

 

Ability [Greater Summoning: Demon] learned 

 



Ability [Mushroom Whale Voice] learned 

 

As expected from the interim boss. With strengthening of the dungeon, the 

biological parameters of its kind above me. 

 

And eating is the quantity and quality, it was pretty easy to get the ability, 

because I am happy. Of course, I could eat up the remains and alone, but 

decided to bring them as a souvenir for all. 

 

Maybe it will improve the mood Kanami-chan, and we must treat children. 

All will surely be welcome. 

 

Because had to stop himself from his desire to finish it immediately, 

removing the remains in the glove box before they are absorbed by the 

dungeon, I went to a huge gate leading out of the room. Before the battle, I 

did not notice it, but after the victory it appeared. 

 

Opening it, in front of me was a staircase. I went down the stairs, the walls 

of which were decorated with the same patterns as the corridors. There 

were the same as before the corridors and rooms, only more complex 

configuration. The air was heavier than before, because we can not relax, 

but I hope continued on his way. 

 

Did not and a few steps from the stairs as soon as out of the water, aiming 

at my heart jumped like an arrow shape, blue, solid like a steel perch in the 



amount of 10 pieces of silver, I swatted his hand, and on the ground I 

walked on the road chewing their meat. 

 

Today's goal is a safe waiting room in front of the 10th floor boss. 



Day 201 

Moving up through the confusing maze of rooms and corridors while killing 

the attacking monsters along the way, I headed further and further into the 

dungeon. The further I went, the wider the floors were and it became more 

confusing in a way. 

 

Thanks to [Mental Map Creation] and [Intuition] I took the shortest route 

possible without getting any injuries. Today I started with the first 11 floors. 

Yesterday I had a lot of problems. To begin with, the number of simple traps 

increased. After the 6th floor, compared to floors 1 to 5, the number of traps 

has increased by about 30%. 

 

Compared with the difficulty of the dungeon, and the number of traps above, 

the majority of them are still deadly. As I traveled through the floors this 

percentage of traps steadily increased. Frankly, the difficulty grew with 

terrible speed. 

 

Editor’s Note: some of this syntax and structure is wonky. Patching it as 

best I can while retaining original meaning. 

 

If I did not have [Sensor Phased Array], I wouldn't be able to find them all, 

and my advance would be considerably reduced. However, the main 

problem is that the dungeon, [Vessel Water Spirits], was created with the 

essence of [Divine Water Spirit] so it has a lot of water-related monsters. 

 



Editor’s note: this paragraph contains some reference to unclear principles. 

I’m going to clarify it and if somebody else with a deeper understanding of 

the intended meaning or original lore/naming wants to change it to be 

consistent with other dungeon principles please do. 

 

For example, there is a small room with monsters and at the entrance there 

was a hidden floor panel switch. If had stepped on it, the switch would have 

closed the room's massive door, flooding it with water, and drowning the 

offender. 

 

The monsters are mostly water types, which is not a problem for me. But for 

adventurers who do not belong to a race of aquatic inhabitants such as 

man-fish, being underwater is dangerous and the monsters are more 

difficult to fight. The level of death among those who are caught in such 

traps is very high. 

 

In addition, once activated, there is no way to stop it. Inevitably the room will 

flood and it takes about 20 minutes before the amount of water decreases. 

Afterwards it will eventually show the exit. 

 

But for me with the abilities [No Oxygen Needed] and [Water Body] even if 

the water level didn't fall, it wouldn't have been a problem. 

 

Also during battle with the monsters, a water stream may suddenly appear 

which can knock you down or wreck your balance. Some traps are much 

worse, including weapons flying out of the wall under enormous water 



pressure that can cut through armor like paper, water streams carrying a 

large amount of monsters into the corridor, as well as many other traps. 

 

Due to the fact that most of them are deadly, even though I was getting 

through without taking much damage, I was still getting stressed. These 

traps were far more troublesome because there are many monsters. 

 

Appearing in the corridors and rooms, they were quite strong and attacked 

in various manners. It’s too much trouble to list them all so I’ll only 

summarize the five from which I was able to get the most experience. 

 

[Giant Steel Toad] lying on the floor of the corridor, blending into the 

environment waiting for prey. They resemble a frog two meters in length, 

with steel scales and sharp teeth. 

 

With a round body, clad in armor, like a knight's helmet, armed with 8 

tentacles gripping organic weapons shaped as swords and spears which 

were used skillfully while freely moving was the [Combat Helmet Octopus]. 

 

Typically, hiding in corners or crevices in the wall, waiting for victims to get 

in range, throwing its more than two-meter body forward, grabbing the victim 

with its huge mouth, were [Hidden Biting Jaws]. 

 

Translucent body floating in the air through corridors, with tentacles 

stretching out from under the cap, the edges of which are highlighted in 



different colors, the 80 centimeter [Deadly Jellyfish]. 

 

Covered in blue chitinous shell, quickly rushing to attack its victim is the 

[Armored Blue Shrimp]. 

 

Now I will tell you more about them. 

 

First, the [Steel Giant Toad], is most often found in dungeon corridors and 

when you get distracted by small monsters, it swallows your feet and breaks 

them into pieces. Therefore, it is necessary to be careful. 

 

According to my information, it has made many adventurers suffer a lot in 

this dungeon. Able to break apart even those protected by magic shoes and 

metal legs, it has a huge mouth with sharp teeth. Even for adventurers who 

managed to make it to this level, it is not a small problem. 

 

But if you are able to detect it, dealing with it is pretty simple. Although it has 

solid armor, which usual attacks don’t even scratch, its movements are slow 

in return and it cannot dodge. 

 

That is the moment when you use a surprise attack, which can easily kill it 

with a single blow. 

 

With my abilities, discovering it under the water is simple, and I possess an 

offensive ability to punch through the scales with a single blow, so for me it 



does not represent any danger. 

 

Upon detection, I poke it with my halberd and fry it until the frog is crispy 

from the lightning. Under the hard armor that cannot be broken by weak 

attacks, it had a delicious, soft meat texture resembling flower petals. It 

would be good to add soy sauce, then you could roast it until it becomes a 

crisp and eat it. 

 

Ability [Water Breathing] learned 

 

I received that skill from them. After using it, I can control my breathing 

underwater. Frankly, having [No Oxygen Needed] is better, which allows me 

to operate without any problems. 

 

Well, maybe I can find another use for this ability. 

 

Then there was the [Combat Helmet Octopus]. Typically a 140 cm octopus, 

but its main body is protected with a helmet like shell. The shape of each 

individual shell is different, I personally saw the cross of the Norman 

Helmet. 

 

Depending on the shape, decoration and color they are made from different 

materials. Perhaps these differences aren’t only superficial. Perhaps this 

distinction is by gender and they have their own different categories. 

Although, to be honest, I have nothing to do with this. 



 

Well, as with different helmets, all the tentacles that held organic swords, 

spears and axes had very different shapes too. 

 

With such armor and weapons [Combat Helmet Octopus] possessed high 

combat skills. With its body made of strong muscle, able to fight both on 

land and under water, it is easily superior to a common ability of a warrior. 

 

Each wave of weapons is fast and accurate as well as each attack has the 

weight of a piece of heavy iron. Attacking simultaneously with 8 limbs, these 

attacks were extremely difficult to predict. 

 

In addition, these monsters gather in groups of 4-5 and work together, 

significantly increasing the danger. Their helmets are so strong that it can 

block a steel sword with ease. The only place where you can aim is the 

eyes. 

 

Attacking them head on is no less dangerous. Among the species of 

octopus, they also have combat helmet magicians. An inept band of 

adventurers can be broken in a matter of minutes. 

 

On the palate however, it was slightly stiff and crisp. But the more you try it, 

the more you want to eat and it is very good to drink with this sort of fish 

chips. Though for me, I personally think that the octopus definitely needed 

wasabi on top. 



 

The octopus can be used advantageously. Because of their great 

regeneration, if you tear a couple of tentacles from them and leave them for 

a while, when you return they will have grown the appendages back, so you 

can enjoy your meal longer. 

 

Ability [Suction Cups Creation] learned 

 

With this skill, the palm can create a lot of suckers like an octopus. 

 

And once I tried, it appears that it is not only the palm that can do so, but, if 

you desire, the whole body can be covered with suckers. This skill is well 

suited for stealthy missions. 

 

[Trap biting jaws] live in burrows similar to a variety of monsters. If detected, 

it is not very dangerous. As long as you don't come close to its burrow, they 

won't attack you. 

 

But that's only if you can find the hole. If you're not careful and fail to notice 

the burrow, getting inadvertently too close, then it will launch out at an 

incredible speed and you’ll be torn to shreds. 

 

My first meeting with them was on the 8th floor. While I was passing through 

I happened to notice a 6 man group of adventurers fighting a large group of 

[Combat Helmet Octopus] and [Toad Man]. As I watched, the group battle 



the monsters, although they were outnumbered greatly, they showed 

excellent coordination under the guidance of their leader, who used 

compressing sword arts and was fighting splendidly. 

 

Everyone in the group was a highly trained fighter, dodging attacks, inflicting 

wounds to the enemy, blowing past the enemy attacks and when they 

couldn’t avoid such attacks they blocked them, thereby reducing the 

damage. 

 

As expected from a group in [Age of the Gods] dungeon, able to pass the 

first boss, they were capable guys. Even I began to respect them. 

 

But then, one of their front line fighters, a young man armed with a sword 

which released heat, while fighting against a [Toad Man] and [Fighting 

Octopus Man] accidentally stepped too close to several burrows which were 

homes to [Hidden Biting Jaws]. 

 

His focus taken by battling with the enemy, he failed to notice that, out of 

their holes, two [Hidden Biting Jaws] flew and lunged for him. In an instant 

the young man lost both legs and his opponent the armed [Toad Man] 

pierced his abdomen. The legless adventurer fell to the floor, staining the 

water red. 

 

The adventurers threw themselves at the enemies driving them away from 

their friend, who was apparently still alive, despite having lost both his legs. 

They carried him away to a different location and I lost sight of them after 



that battle. 

 

I moved along the left side, carefully avoiding the [Hidden Biting Jaws] dens. 

When I killed some though, their appearance was beautifully transparent 

with white meat covered by a thick layer of fat. The taste was dense and 

rich as I expected some kind of oddity to its flavor there was absolutely no 

smell of rot, probably due to a life spent in pure water. The large number of 

small bones did not become a problem for me. Mmmmmm… I’ll be happy to 

try them again. 

 

Ability [Violent Attacks] learned 

 

[Deadly Jellyfish] floated through the corridors and, similar to [Hidden Biting 

Jaws], it's dangerous to approach them too close or through recklessness. 

Unless you lack caution they are harmless. 

 

In contrast to the [Hidden Biting Jaws], there was a much greater chance to 

encounter these jellyfish as they usually swim in groups of 10. Often it 

happens that they block the hallways with their tentacles. 

 

If I had not activated [Poison Resistance] together with [Lack of Perception], 

I'd have spent a few hours rolling around on the ground writhing in pain. 

 

It turned out that the venom wasn’t quite as toxic as some other monsters, 

but its effect was achieved by direct stimulation of the victims nervous 



system. Because of the danger, I prefer to shoot them from a distance and 

then to eat the body. 

 

On the palate, they were like jelly, but the tentacles gave them a biting taste. 

They can only make a dessert at best. 

 

Ability [Slow Steaming] learned 

 

As opposed to these static menaces [Blue Armored Shrimp] stormed the 

corridors. With its huge 2 meter, blue chitin covered body, it launched itself 

with its powerful tail, flying at the enemy with great speed. 

 

Attacking with their dense head and possessing a high penetrating power. 

To be honest, they are very annoying. One can imagine a two-meter block 

of metal that hurtles at you with impressive velocity. When a mass of them 

attacks you in a hallway it is no small thing to cope with their pressure. 

 

The meat just beneath that dense blue armor consists of a soft pink body 

the color of cherry blossoms. It imparts a springy feeling on the teeth and as 

you chew a just indescribably delicious flavor spreads out across the throat. 

Incredible. 

 

They make an excellent product for receptions and banquets. Even Tomboy 

Princess will be impressed by their presence. 

 



Ability [Steel Shell Blue Shrimp] learned 

 

While wandering through the corridors, I was able to get several of these 

monster’s abilities and additionally obtained a huge amount of experience. It 

was a bit of a shock compared to the recent low amounts of experience I 

had been getting. 

 

I was also able to use several abilities which I hadn’t invested much time 

into, [heavy swordsman] for example, thereby raising the level of a broad 

range of abilities. 

 

And now I finish the 10th floor with a boss battle. 

 

On the 10th floor, opening the same kind of door as I had seen in the 

corridors, I went inside. 

 

Inside, this room was nearly identical to the boss room of level 5 with its 100 

meter square size, its patterns on the ceiling and the center of the circle 

which was also the same. But this time the circle doesn’t pour forth water. 

With a gurgling sound bubbles crawled out 

 

From the circle appeared, to put it simply, a lizard-like skeleton [Skeleton 

Raptor] which was inside a [Blue Slug]. 

 

[Skeleton Raptor] was under 4 meters tall. Overall its structure was 



somewhat reminiscent of the [Black Knight Skeleton]. Its tail though, made 

up a third of his body and was strewn with innumerable thorns. 

 

The teeth in its mouth looked like daggers. The vaguely human lizard skull 

contained empty eye sockets. Within them though burned a dark red light, 

its focus set on me. 

 

Completely covering the reptile’s skeleton was a brilliantly glowing [Blue 

Slug]. The slug core was the same bright blue and lay inside the skeleton, 

with a size that was massive compared to all the slug cores I have met 

before. 

 

Well, I did something similar with the cores of my black skeletons so good 

job armor slug. [Skeleton Raptor] was clearly the boss of floor 10. 

 

Editor’s Note: Okay at this point I start running into this hilarious phrase 

which obviously comes from a Japanese/Russian to English mistranslation: 

Barefoot. Somebody please solve the mystery of the barefoot to 10 floors 

phrasing cause I can’t figure it out. 

 

Frankly speaking, because I have previously had to cleanse the undead I 

figured that the skill [Cleanse Undead] would work even if I don’t pull the 

slug core from the skeleton. 

 

But my attempts proved futile, so I stopped. 



 

At the beginning of the battle, [Skeleton Raptor] called for two huge living 

weapons in the shape of swords and the slug shaped itself into thousands 

of hands, like that one deity. 

 

Each of the hands could cast a variety of magic ice (like water ice arrows 

and blades) and water simultaneously. Their number exceeded 20 spells at 

a time, while behind them immediately began 20 more spell castings, 

followed by the next series, and so on almost without stopping. The level 

was kind of low, not exceeding 2nd rank, but because of the rapid-fire, its 

advantage was overwhelming. 

 

Following the initial spell barrage, the main body of the [Skeleton Raptor] 

reduced the distance with me and tried to cut me with swords. 

 

Its strikes were as fast as the wind and if you couldn’t dodge, it would cut 

most things like paper. Strikes from both swords rained down upon me. 

 

Editor’s Note: Some more odd stuff I'm not 100% on. Can’t figure out [feely 

sprinked on top] so I’m making something up until someone can do better. 

 

Honestly, [Skeleton Raptor] applies too many attacks simultaneously. Every 

sword stroke was fast and hard, and adding to this pressure came rolling in 

an endless stream of magic. The sum was a series of powerful chain 

attacks. 



 

Apparently, this boss was designed to attack many enemies at the same 

time, unfortunately for it, although I was alone I could easily handle 20 

simultaneous attacks of that level. 

 

Well, I handled this quickly. Thus the battle took very little time. 

 

[Boss floors [Skeleton Raptor] successfully killed] 

 

[Achiever [Yatendouji], the right of further progress has been recognized, 

continue beyond the boss floor [Skeleton Raptor] is available with a choice 

of advance without a battle] 

 

[Achiever [Yatendouji] as a bonus for the first elimination of the boss, you 

will be sent a treasure chest [Clammy Corpse of the Water Lizard]] 

 

[Achiever [Yatendouji] as a bonus for [Solo Kill, you will be sent a rare ability 

[Water Arm of War]] 

 

It seems the power of his attacks were higher than that of [Warpidron] but 

with far less endurance. The time I spent on the battle was less than half of 

this level. 

 

By using its combined chain magic and striking attacks [Skeleton Lizard] 

would cause more damage to the enemy than [Warpidron] but my specialty 



was in resisting this kind of assault so the result of this battle showed the 

difference in our power. 

 

Now, as was the case for the previous boss battle, I got my hands on 

another box of treasures. This time though the box design, while similar to 

the previous one. It had the marking of a slug that covered the [Skeleton 

Raptor]. By following this strategy I’ll be able to clear the remaining floors to 

get to other bosses. 

 

I decided to continue to collect treasure chests without opening them, with 

the plan to later open them all at once, so I stashed it in my Item Box. 

 

I ate the body of the [Skeleton Raptor] util he was completely gone. It took 

me 20 minutes to ensure that the bones could be properly chewed but 

following that it was obvious that lizard was a high level monster, his taste 

was really good. 

 

If you ask me, you could probably produce a full soup out of the juice from 

these bones once they were cooked. 

 

The slug remains that covered [Skeleton Raptor] tasted like juice and the 

core was the size of a goblin’s head. I immediately sent it to join 

[Warpidron]. 

 

While the mucous like body had a flavor similar to soda, the taste of the 



kernel sent a minty chill through the mouth, refreshing it like mountain ice. 

 

 

Ability [Symbiotic] learned 

 

Ability [Sword Dance] learned 

 

Ability [Parallel Use] learned 

 

 

As a result, I received an interesting ability. The use for [Sword Dance] 

seems clear. It is likely a combat skill that involves two swords. 

 

[Parallel Use] seems like the ability the slug used which allows the user to 

simultaneously cast many spells. After activating the skill, I could, on each 

finger individually, gather water, create vortex winds, summon flame, create 

a stone and call lightning. It’s an extraordinary ability. In the past, I could do 

the same with my abilities, but not with my magic. 

 

[Symbiotic] is a funny thing. 

 

It increases the chance of infecting a target with a parasite. Now, not only 

will the parasite be sustained by the host but the parasite will have the effect 

of generating an increase in the body's ability. 



 

It will serve well to enhance the combat potential of my slaves. 

 

These things took place yesterday. Today I have started with the 11th floor 

and, according to my information, this floor is the best place to collect 

materials. It took a little longer than I had planned but here I’ll be able to 

recover sound ground and satisfy this greedy feeling. Those materials are 

singing their siren song, I can hear it. 



Day 202 

After reaching the stairs of the 14th floor I stopped for a rest. From the 11th 

to the 14th floor,the corridors and rooms became much easier to traverse 

than before due to their layout. I was able to simply run hard and pass 

through them, meaning I came down to this point much quicker than the 

previous floors. 

 

Because I had spent the day so successfully I was able to relax now. One of 

the notable things about the dungeon from the 11th to the 14th floor was 

that it consisted of a beautiful lake that appeared at the 11th floor. 

 

Here the dungeon roof was a blue sky dotted with clouds and from the top, 

an artificial sun lit the entire area. Below, a vast lake stretched out, 

interspersed with trees and small islands of land. 

 

Interestingly enough, it appeared that the blue sky and clouds were illusions 

on the ceiling that rose 50 meters high. Although the clouds didn’t move, if 

you didn’t look closely this dungeon ceiling looked exactly like the actual 

sky. 

 

I was a little surprised by this stupid waste of effort. Basically this enormous 

cave was filled with a huge lake and many scattered small islands. The 

width of the lake was such that the center was easily a 5 kilometers away 

and the waters were between 50 and 500 meters deep, with the deepest 

center being 2500 meters. The small plots of land were largely coasted or 

shallowly submerged by water including the road which was nearly always 



under water. The ratio of water to land was about 4 to 1. In the shallows 

near the road, the silhouettes of stalking monsters could be seen clearly. 

 

Clouds above seemed to hover in the sky. Gradually I lost the feeling of 

being in a vast space and it instead seemed to be more like being in a 

gallery. The water was clear like glass, and the interesting motion under 

water was kind of eye-catching, Although dangerous. “Fummmm, everything 

is clear, not bad…” Incidentally the composition of this part of the dungeon 

was slightly different. Unlike the rooms and corridors previously,this area 

went with quality over quantity. 

 

Here there were no more than 3 kinds of monsters attacking at any time, 

which was significantly less than before, but each of them is equal in 

strength to ten of the monsters in floors 1-5, making it impossible to relax. 

 

In addition, more monsters are mixed among the trees growing out of the 

water. Because of the small amount of land it is very difficult to move. 

 

But it is in the water that you find the more terrible monsters. Due to their 

malevolence you can’t let your guard down a bit. This is the effect of the 

[Divine Water Spirit]. 

 

It is thanks to the presence of so many powerful enemies though that this 

place is known as being the richest location to hunt from the 1st to 15th 

floor. Also, it is due to the fact that the number of monsters is so low. With a 

quality scouting party you can avoid the more dangerous creatures and 



choose your targets carefully. 

 

Additionally, you can not only hunt monsters, but you can also go treasure 

hunting and collect very rare items, found only in the dungeons, in great 

number here. This place is particularly bountiful. For example, growing on 

small islands is the [Golden Carrot]. 

 

Another such item is [Ship’s Bow Underwater Treasure] which grows in 

depths of at least 50 meters on the bottom of the lake. 

 

Editor’s Note: [Ship’s Bow Underwater Treasure] sounds a lot like a 

translated plant name, we should consider using the Romanji or a less literal 

name for the plant as this sounds sort of goofy. 

 

Caught in the lakes are: [Steel Scales Fish "Arowana"], which are 10+ 

meters long. 

 

Eating the [Steel Scales Fish "Arowana"] are the [Silver Scales Fish 

"Pisuraruku"], which are up to 100 meters. 

 

Eating the [Silver Scales Fish "Pisuraruku"] are the [Gold Scales Fish 

"Rakasu"], which are a few hundred meters in size. 

 

Eating the [Gold Scales Fish "Rakasu"] is the Boss of the Lake, [Lord of the 

Fish Great Lake "Great Catch"]. 



 

Editor’s Note: Ok, these fish are ludicrously large. The lake itself was only 

2km wide according to previous text and one gold fish is about 1/8th of that 

with not much more depth. These sizes just don’t work well with the stated 

size of the lake unless there are only a few of these monsters in the water. 

My solution, unless someone comes up with a better one, is to increase the 

size of the lake mentioned before by 5. So the lake becomes 10km across 

and 2500m deep at the deepest and these monster sizes don’t make it 

seem so crowded. I am aware that this is stepping away from the 

author/translator original literal work but seems to embrace the spirit of what 

the author wanted to get at. Namely the absurdly large size of this area. 

Feel free to nix this change if it feels like taking too much license. 

 

There are some seriously high quality products here, with a variety of 

effects. Growing on the top of the water, with a great amount of restorative 

power compared to others is [High Holy Herb]. Breaking off a piece of the 

artificial sun yielded [Suspicious Sun’s Great Splinter]. 

 

With little effort, I was able to get to the bottom of the lake which held 

considerable numbers of treasure boxes, and in the waterfalls and the 

straits around the lake, I found magical metal deposits, and the possibility of 

even more goods. 

 

There doesn’t seem to be many adventurers with suitable abilities,so they 

would probably just graze the small plots of land and shallow parts of the 

lake because of the powerful lake inhabitants being deep in the water. Being 



relatively normal they must have preferred not to meddle too deeply, leaving 

the local treasures remained almost untouched. 

 

Unfortunately, the lake, containing all of floors 11 to 14, was simply too large 

to explore in a timely fashion. Even so I was able to collect a satisfactory 

amount of material. 

 

On the islands and coastline too, there are many useful things that are of 

too little value to be worth the time to collect but I have still gathered a large 

number of rare [Veshchichek] which is unparalleled elsewhere. Next time, I 

will definitely need to bring Kanami-chan and company here. We’ll enjoy the 

sight seeing. With this in mind I went down to the 15th floor. Again I found 

the world of lakes. Collecting materials on the road as I went, I quickly 

moved toward the stairs at the end of the floor. 

 

I have discovered very recently that it is best to battle barefoot, which was a 

bit unexpected. 

 

Editor’s Note: Again came across this goofy translation [it is seen to battle 

barefoot]. I don’t have the foggiest of how to interpret this phrase. It seems 

to be combat related but I cannot think they actually mean fighting barefoot. 

 

Around the staircase rose walls unlike anywhere else, which seemed to 

isolate this place from the rest of the floors so far. Inside the walls, the floor 

was covered with beautiful sand and from the opposite wall came the sound 

of a crystal clear stream of water. 



 

Moving forward I looked back to see that the exit was blocked by a large 

boulder. This wasn’t there when I entered so apparently there can be no 

retreat now. That is, to be killed, or to kill the boss, these are the only two 

options. At that moment the 15th floor boss climbed up from the exit stairs. It 

proved to be a huge crab. 

 

It had a thick red and blue colored shell which grew amethyst (purple), 

amber (yellow), ruby (dark red), and onyx (black) crystals on different sides 

of the crab. Looking like a sort of cross between a truck and a bulldozer, its 

body would easily crush its prey. 

 

The right limb was developed into a huge claw,which the crab could vibrate 

this claw at a high frequency while closing its pincer. When it did there were 

sparks and I heard a strange high-frequency ringing. 

 

From the front of the body hatched 4 red eyes, watching the surroundings, 

and from his mouth red white bubbles floated eroding anything they 

touched. From the 15th floor boss [Crystal King Crab], it is possible to obtain 

crystals, which have marvelous properties for making magical items. Plus I 

will have the opportunity to taste delicious crab. 

 

 

[Dungeon [Crystal King Crab] successfully eliminated] 

 



[Achiever [Night Sky's Child] has been granted the right of further progress, 

continue to the boss floor [Crystal King Crab] will be available with a choice 

of promotion without a fight] 

 

[Achiever [Night Sky's Child] as a bonus for the first elimination of the boss 

you will be sent a treasure chest [Bubble Song Crystal Crab]] 

 

[Achiever [Night Sky's Child] as a bonus for [Solo Kill] you have obtained the 

rare ability [Crystalline Resonance]] 

 

 

Its defense was greater than [Warpidron] and its attack was stronger than 

[Skeleton Raptor]. For its size it had an incredible mass and velocity of 

movement, and with a terrifyingly powerful vibrating claw it could easily cut 

me in half. 

 

By firing eroding bubbles from its mouth I was forced to dodge frequently 

and it proved terribly difficult. From the crystals on its back it produced a 

sonic attack which if you didn’t know the theory behind, was simply 

impossible to defend against. Once it reached the point when its body had 

been pierced all over, it turned red and suddenly increased its abilities 

drastically, putting even me in a difficult position. 

 

After I wounded it, [Crystal King Crab] jumped to the ceiling and launched 

itself to the ground to strike with its huge claws. 



 

The attack didn’t simply end with the claw hammer though. Upon impact the 

claws threw electricity like countless snakes and the shock wave blew sand 

into the air, turning the room into an electrical dust chaos. 

 

If you fell under the claw you might then be immediately crushed to death 

trying to dodge, or be sliced apart, or be blinded by scattering sand, or hit by 

lightning. Truly it was a terrible attack. 

 

Had I not at that moment, activated [Black Demon’s Dragon Armor] it would 

have been dangerous, even for me. Even with a 1000 layers of armor, 53 of 

them were penetrated. 

 

Getting hit directly, it might not be fatal but I would have definitely suffered 

serious wounds. 

 

Overall, the slaying of the boss took me 20 minutes, and I threw the remains 

and treasure chest into my [Item Box]. I then made my way to the 16th floor. 

That floor will probably be on the bottom of the lake. Going down the stairs I 

looked through a small window from which shone the water’s surface. 

 

Well, it will probably be necessary to swim under water to advance. There 

are few sources of light so the atmosphere gets pretty grim. Attempting to 

dive, I notice that there is a way to go through the tunnels and rooms and 

find small pockets of fresh air. 



 

Here, the number of traps has declined significantly but the water has 

turned ice cold. I had to dive in heavy armor so it was really kind of a 

nuisance. By the way, due to the fact that this floor lies on the bottom of the 

lake, not many people ever come down here, being mostly content to collect 

the items on floors 11 to 14. If a person gathered only a dozen oddities from 

this place they could live happily ever after. It’d only take a few tens of 

minutes but there’s the risk of traveling underwater. 

 

Figuring out a way to move around down here would allow you to collect 

much more expensive materials, magical artifacts, and treasures than any 

of the above floors. I’ll move on though for the sake of progress. 

 

Of course, being able to move well underwater, I started to dive. While 

diving in cold water, somehow I finished today on the 18th floor. In the dark 

aquatic world, the monsters were mostly represented by swimming fish 

races. 

 

With thick lips drawing in the flesh of their prey, 60 centimeter 

[Regurachabubakk]; with sharp teeth and fins like daggers, and loving 

ambush [Karanshin]. Their attacks were very annoying, but I'm happy to 

sample their tasty meat. 

 

Editor’s Notes: a few more Russian/Japanese monster names. Honestly 

these could remain untranslated without problem and could simply be added 

to the bestiary as is since they appear so briefly (as is the case with many of 



the one off monsters listed in these dungeon passages). 

 

Passing through the gloomy bottom of the lake was more psychologically 

exhausting than I thought. Moving clumsily, you could easily wound yourself 

on the sharp rocks. 
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Last night, I went to bed hiding within a small room located in the ceiling of 

the underground lake. 

 

Today's breakfast was the [Crystal King Crab] meat that I didn't dare to eat 

yesterday. I wanted to try turning it into soup because it was a crab, but I ate 

it raw instead. After ripping off one of its legs, I began to eat its soft flesh.  

This leg was truly abnormal, to be able to move with such high-speed 

maneuverability despite supporting a body that could easily weight several 

dozen tons. The meat was firm and elastic, on top of that my mouth was 

filled with juice with a single bite. 

 

The inherent sweetness of the crab's meat filled my mouth, and the 

overwhelming sense of pleasure gushing forth from my tongue struck me 

like lightning. 

 

Honestly, it was much tastier than the Wyvern's meat. While the Wyvern's 

meat certainly has a unique taste to it, the unbelievable richness of the crab 

was somewhat refreshing 

 

 

Ability [Corrosive Bubble Breath] learned 

 

Ability [Crystalline Wave Vibration] learned 

 



Ability [Compression Thunder Cannon] learned 

 

 

While being pleased from gaining so many offensive abilities, I continued 

my voyage to the bottom of the lake. 

 

Although there weren't many traps and monsters about, just navigating 

through the disorderly piles of protruding sharp rocks and tight spaces takes 

quite a bit of nerve. 

 

Naturally there are small rooms located here and there, dotting the 

landscape. But since they weren't connected, You'd have to swim to go from 

one to the other. On top of that, it was rather dim here, so you're quite 

susceptible to injuries from the rocks. 

 

Once you get used to it though, it wasn't much of a problem. I was 

advancing as quickly as possible while collecting any items I came across. 

 

After lunch I was able to reach the 20th floor. In front of me lies a hollowed 

out large circular dome that could have easily reached over 100 meters in 

diameter. 

 

Innumerable bubbles 10 centimeters in diameter began to bubble up from 

the ground. There seems to be an air pocket on the ceiling of the dome like 

a small room, but the majority of the space is filled with water, for aquatic 



combat. 

 

The only source of light in this room comes from [Bio-luminescent Shellfish] 

and glowing moss that grew naturally on the walls, filling the room with a 

crystal clear blue light. The room looked beautiful. 

 

So the name of the boss in this room is [Vortex Armored Turtle]. It appears 

to be a giant blue turtle stuck to the center of the room, 8 meters in length, 

protected by a terribly thick carapace. In addition to being possessed of a 

hardness comparable to dragon scales and crustaceans, it also had tens of 

hollowed spikes covering it, not unlike syringe needles. 

 

The turtle attacks by siphoning water with its spikes, creating a whirlpool 

that draws the victim towards it, drowning it in the process before dealing 

the finishing blow itself. 

 

It relies on its hard shell to fend off enemy attacks while it feeds. Combining 

this with the surrounding terrain, this makes for quite a hard foe. 

 

Frankly, there is no effective way to deal with this boss. 

 

The thick armor has the ability to nullify lightning, ice, water, heat, and 

physical attacks to a certain extent. 

 

To win, you need sufficient force to crush his forehead. 



 

 

[Dungeon Boss [Vortex Armored Turtle] successfully eliminated] 

 

[Yatendouji recognized the right of further progress, choice to further 

advance without fighting the dungeon boss [Vortex Armored Turtle] is now 

available] 

 

[As a bonus for eliminating the boss for the first time, Yatendouji will receive 

the treasure box [Tortoise Hiding in the Vortex]] 

 

[As a bonus for [Solo Kill], Yatendouji will be sent the rare ability [Utopia]] 

 

 

The carapace protecting the turtle certainly was hard, but once you disperse 

the whirlpool, the fight becomes relatively easy. A blow from my silver arm 

was enough to break its outer armor, but due to its sheer size, it took a while 

to kill him. 

 

After collecting the treasure box as well as the carcass of the turtle, I 

advanced towards the 21st floor. On the 21st floor was a river, surrounded 

by milky white columns, 3 magical metal vessels were docked on the 

shores. 
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From floors 21 to 24 I had to follow the river, which was surrounded by milky 

white buildings and wooden ships. 

 

At the base of the stairs descending from floor 20 to floor 21 there were 3 

different vessels. 

 

1 - A small vessel for one person 

2 - A medium ship for several people 

3 - A large schooner for several dozen people 

 

Ships move passengers via their mana. The ship could move freely 

according to the will of the registered captain. I attempted to store a vessel 

in the [Item Box], but the attempt failed, apparently they are a part of the 

maze. A pity, I would have found a use for them. 

 

The ships also have certain structural features, depending on their size. A 

small boat was more fragile than others, but in return it could move faster. 

Apparently you can manipulate the form the vessel takes, to an extent. 

 

The average vessel was slightly slower, but in return much stronger. This 

vessel class possesses a few ballistas along its sides for protection. It 

seems that this is the default ship for dungeon explorers. 

 



The biggest ship was the slowest, but bore many ballistas, and you could 

use your mana to cause it to deploy a protective field. With enough people, 

this vessel is almost impossible to sink. 

 

I chose the boat of small size and, by slightly changing its initial shape, I 

formed a surfboard. Since it moves by mana, there is no need to spend too 

much simply to move. I just want to quickly move along. 

 

This choice was incorrect. In the buildings along the river are gathered a 

large number of monsters, who try to sink sailing vessels. If I had chosen 

the large ship, it would have been more likely the river journey could have 

been easier. While it's no problem to defend myself, what if the ship 

suddenly starts to sink from monsters putting holes in it? 

 

In a way, this part of the dungeon almost looks like some kind of attraction. I 

kind of enjoyed it. 

 

By the way, the river turned out to be incredibly long. Even taking my 

acceleration as I descended into account, moving from the 21st to 22nd 

floor still took 2hrs. 

 

Incidentally, at the end of the river is a huge waterfall, a few dozen meters. 

Using my gravity control skill, I shifted the ship's orientation to ride the 

waterfall like it was horizontal and continued the journey. 

 



After a while, I arrived on the 25th floor, and it seems like all of it serves as 

the boss battlefield. I suppose my fight will take place on the surf board. 

 

Editor's note: again with the “battlefield with barefoot” translation. I’m 

mystified. 

 

Rafting on the surfboard, carefully surveying the surroundings, I saw what 

looked like a man riding a fish come up out of the water. 

 

Introducing, covered with silvery scales blue and just under 4 meters tall, 

the fish-man [Giruman]. 

 

Extending far from thick legs and hands were visible purple membranous 

webbing between the fingers and toes, dark blue eyes, which were at odd 

angles so it wasn’t clear where they were looking. In his hand he held a long 

4 pointed lance with a poisonous purple color. Finally, he was wearing a 

coat of armor, covering his body entirely, which looked stronger than his 

natural scales. 

 

This was the hero Fishman boss [Dominaria Giruman Lord Rider]. 

 

Such was the 25th floor boss. 

 

Incidentally, the huge fish on which the boss rode was called [Ragon], and 

was an armored predatory species of fish. It was 9 meters long, a 



monstrous fish like a whale. 

 

[Dominaria Giruman Lord Rider] initially did not approach me. Instead he 

attacked me with huge waves generated by the motion of [Ragon], as well 

as with water bullets out of his mouth, preferring to attack from a distance. 

 

Sometimes [Ragon] leap out of the water trying to perform a ram or spear 

attack followed by a tail sweep. Also, he began to call to his aid [Giruman 

Knights]. With a variety of fish heads, armed with tridents, the [Giruman 

Knights] attacked. I had to maneuver my vessel at high speed. 

 

Their submarine attacks were very pushy, using [Hydro Hand] to create 

waves, which I jumped and surfed on, dodging their attacks. When they 

were exposed I impaled them on the halberd and got to enjoy some raw 

meat. 

 

Meat from [Giruman Knights] was very fresh, to taste the floor boss fish 

meat, touched by this flavor, I look forward to it. 

 

Chopped and sprinkled with soy sauce, I would be even tastier. As I slayed 

the minions I put the carcasses in the [Item Box] and continued to operate. 

 

As I continued to attack the boss and inflict damage, the more he 

approached and tried to close the distance. After I dealt him a significant 

injury, he rushed to melee and used the 4 pointed long spear to attack. 



 

[Dominaria Giruman Lord Rider] has the skill [Master Spearman], but unlike 

the normal racial skill its growth was higher. Also added to this was the 

power from the [Age of the Gods] Dungeon, causing his every blow to be 

swift and strong. 

 

The tips of his spear carried magical empowerments, with the ability to inflict 

[Auto Reset], [Fish Poison],[Mind Pollution], and [Body Pollution], so that 

even a scratch could cause significant damage. 

 

[Mind Pollution] and [Body Pollution] were especially troublesome. 

 

Taking their attack, the body and mind began to weaken, causing you to 

slowly whither. Somehow I was able to block or reflect the majority of 

attacks with my halberd, but those few scratches which he paid me began to 

put pressure on my mind and body. 

 

After some time, when I finally defeated him and the deterioration was gone, 

I was able to breathe a sigh of relief. 

 

 

[Dungeon boss [Dominaria Giruman Lord Rider] successfully eliminated] 

 

[Achiever [Night Sky's Child] recognized with the right of further progress, 

continue past the boss floor [Dominaria Giruman Lord Rider] will be 



available with a choice of promotion without a fight] 

 

[Achiever [Night Sky's Child] as a bonus for the first elimination of the boss 

will be sent a box of treasure [Silvery Blue Fish of Ancient Hero]] 

 

[Achiever [Night Sky's Child] as a bonus for [Solo Kill] will be sent rare ability 

[Johnny Water Rider]] 

 

 

Collecting the treasure and boss corpse, even though the battle was long 

and I had little rest, I continued the journey on the 25th floor. 
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From the 26th to the 30th floor I remember almost nothing. 

 

The structure of this floor is a huge basin with a diameter of a few kilometers 

and slippery slopes. As you come closer to the center, it gets even more 

slippery. And in the center of this basin is a giant Vortex of water.This vortex 

is what commands the entire valley. 

 

Even at the most shallowest outermost edge of basin, the fresh water still 

goes up to my waist. 

 

If you lose vigilance and step onto an uneven stone, you simply would be 

carried away by the water. 

 

To go to the next floor, the door is down at the center of the basin, so I 

decided not to resist the flow of water of the vortex, but at times it is still 

needed for me to swim against to current to get to the next level. 

 

By the way, flying was not possible. 

 

When trying to take off, all the water at once rose up and blocked the 

passage, forming an insurmountable wall. And if there was an attempt to 

break the wall, it was pretty tough.So much that even a hit with all the force I 

could punch with that blew a hole several hundred meters in, would be 

immediately closed, so the only option I had was to swim. 



 

The funnel was not trapped at all, as the traps were down the basin.And the 

basin itself was basically a huge trap that saved a little, but still climbed 

monsters. 

 

This dodge because the crater was impossible, because there is a chance 

to be zagryzennym death. 

 

I had to go with the place where you can just drift to the exit. 

 

There was a little box of treasures and monsters, and those that were, were 

not particularly tasty, and had previously come across. 

 

In general floor you want to go quick. 

 

In the short time I have suddenly reached 30 floors, is located in the center 

of the crater. Here, in the center, I was able to find the dungeon boss [gur? 

Fu.karyubudisu]. 

 

It seems like the previous barefoot, all levels of the battlefield. 

 

Funnel already raged, and the closer to [gur? Fu.karyubudisu], the more it 

grew, making it even more difficult to eliminate. 

 



At first I tried to get it from far away, but around him there was a lot of water 

walls and floors water that it is well protected. 

 

I have always preferred the close battle, so I certainly did not give up. 

 

Closer to [Grief-Charybdis] was really hard, but it growing up and down blue 

hair, white translucent skin, feminine body structure, the face covered with 

masks, because I did not know how much she is beautiful, but judging from 

the figure must be beautiful . 

 

Because, wondering how she looks now, I immediately dived into the funnel, 

and spent several hours trying to get to the [Grief-Charybdis]. 

 

 

[Dungeon boss [Grief-Charybdis] successfully eliminated] 

 

[Achiever [Night Sky's Child] it recognized the right of further progress, 

continue to the boss floor [Grief-Charybdis] will be available with a choice of 

promotion without a fight] 

 

[Achiever [Night Sky's Child] as a bonus for the first elimination of the boss 

will be sent a box of treasure [Wailing Maiden]] 

 

[Achiever [Night Sky's Child] as a bonus for [Solo Kill] will be awarded a rare 

ability [Maelstrom Grief]] 



 

 

As soon as I approached her, she was incredibly weak. 

 

Completely defenseless, all with one blow I pierced her belly. I did not 

expect this from her weakness. Under the guise of beauty was a doll face, 

but then I think nothing about it. 

 

That's only in exchange for its weakness, in the center of the funnel, where 

it stood was too dangerous. 

 

v? tekkusu.sherut? toru - it was more than just attack the funnel, and the 

size of it was enormous. And the closer approaches it the stronger it 

becomes. 

 

Were it not for my ability [No Oxygen Needed], I would have just choked. 

 

Breath, I gathered the corpse and a box of treasure and went on. 

 

Floor 31 again prepared a new kind of battle. 
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Outside, Kanami-chan and the Ad Boches teammates, had many things to 

do. The first was to conquer the maze. 

 

Today for breakfast I ate a tank turtle and Dominaria Giruman Lord Rider. 

But unfortunately, before I had time to eat the turtle whole, it was absorbed 

by the maze, leaving a heart the size of a goblin's head and a liver of the 

same size, which I ate raw, as well as two of the legs which I fried. 

 

The meat did not taste bad, but while I was eating the heart and liver they 

turned crispy. 

 

They had a very specific taste, one I never tasted before, because I could 

define it, yet at the same time I could not. But I think it will go well with some 

drinks. 

 

The Dominaria Giruman Lord was eaten along with his fish [Ragon]. 

 

The taste of Dominaria Giruman Lord's flesh was very concentrated and the 

remaining after taste was nice and clean. I felt that the meat in my mouth 

just scattered from one temperature to another, simply indescribable. I ate 

so much even I was stuffed. 

 

The huge [Ragon] was quite plump, its meat tasted very delicate. Pink meat 

and the sweet smell coming from him awakened my appetite. Everything 



was simply delicious. Every boss of high-level dungeons was amazing, each 

bite sent a burst of energy throughout the body. 

 

 

Ability [Sound Scales Creation] learned 

 

Ability [Summon Average Fishman] learned 

 

Ability [Tearing Holes Creation] learned 

 

Ability [Shell Creation] learned 

 

Ability [Multiple Shells] learned 

 

 

This time I got a lot of abilities especially meant for creating. 

 

[Sound Scales Creation] and [Summon Average Fishman] abilities were to 

summon Dominaria Giruman, [Tearing Holes Creation], [Shell Creation] and 

[Multiple Shells] had come from a Tank Turtle. 

 

Each of them has its own characteristics, but they are all quite good. I 

immediately tried [Summon Average Fishman], I was able to call on the 

representatives of the Giruman race from fish analogues to the strongest, 



the Black Giruman Lord. 

 

In addition, they possess certain intelligence, therefore, could operate 

independently. For the independent movement they didn't have detailed 

orders, but for the accuracy of their performance it was better to give 

commands. 

 

The higher their rank, the more they can move without any orders. 

Compared to the low rank ones it's a very surprising result. Promotion will 

now be a little easier and in the future this will be huge help. 

 

Considering it a good sign, I continued to move throughout the whole 

morning. The path on the 31 floor laid among the clouds in the air. The 

stairs were leading down, except for the area that was swirling around in 

circles. 

 

I was able to confirm the presence of a ceiling, but could not confirm the 

existence of solid ground. It is easy to imagine the actions that take place at 

an altitude of 2000 meters. 

 

For a test I threw down a clone, but for some reason after a while he 

reappeared overhead and fell down again without stopping. Apparently 

space looped here. Chances are you probably won't die if you fall, but if 

you're unlucky, you may fall to your death. 

 



The only way to descend on was in the form of thick columns of water. I 

thought of making my way through the air, but an unseen force kept me 

from flying beyond a certain point and no matter how much I tried I had no 

success in that regard. 

 

Because it was necessary to not give up and rely on the easy way. I 

continued forward, but be that as it may, I still didn't swim. 

 

Using [Summon Average Fishman], I called a Giruman Lord and floated on 

its back like on a surfboard. Due to benefits I received from the ability [Rider 

of Water Beasts], I did not become tired from riding the Giruman Lord. 

 

Yet I think that the ability to call them gave me access to many easy ways 

through the dungeon. It would have been nice if I didn't have to move on the 

water surface to the other areas, even more so in some other places. 

Because this place is essentially a three-dimensional maze, it gave me a lot 

of trouble. 

 

Its very structure has been a problem and now even climb brazen monsters. 

Their bodies are similar to the shrimp's solid shell that repels weak attacks 

and it won't leave a single trace, while aiming its sharp nose straight into the 

victim, using its enormous four fists to hit, creating a wave similar to 

bombardment. It's called the [Four Guns Storm Shrimp]. 

 

[Blue Knight Mermaids] were dressed in armor made of various magical 

metals, with a well-trained upper body and with their lower body hidden 



under water in the form of a huge fish tail, which enabled them to swim fast. 

In their hands were spears and harpoons designed for underwater hunting 

as well as attacking in organized groups. 

 

With huge fins on their bellies that looked like animal legs were huge 

sharks, [Lightning Shark]. At the same time having 9 tentacles with suckers 

like an octopus or squid. Each tentacle had a significant effect and each 

shark had a special body, which allows them to defeat the enemy. 

 

As I dealt with them, trying not to fall down, my progress was slowed 

considerably. Yesterday I was able to reach the 32nd floor, but even though 

it took me a surprising amount of time, today I was able to get up to the 35th 

floor. 

 

The boss of the 35th floor, collected a large amount of water inside a huge 

crystal clear orb. It was a flawless, smooth ball, a perfect sphere 8 meters 

wide called [Acura Golem Ball]. 

 

I don't know what it's made of, but the material was transparent enough to 

make it difficult to notice under water. The creature's appearance was quite 

odd so I was not clear on how it was going to attack me. 

 

It actually had a typical way of attacking: crashing at high speed, using its 

huge body or plunging into the surrounding water, releasing a dense flow of 

water in the form of a network. Many varieties of magic and slicing water, 

which is difficult to avoid. In addition, it had the kind of attack similar to 



suicide bombing, but it almost never used it because it had thought that 

there's no need to be worried. 

 

In terms of armor, it was very close to the [Vortex Armored Turtle], but there 

were more ways to deal with it. Yet, this is the strongest boss I had 

encountered in all the levels I had previously been on. Why was it the most 

difficult? It was terribly hard to attack it head-on, because the battle was fast 

paced and confusing. 

 

 

[Dungeon boss [Acura Golem Ball] successfully eliminated] 

 

[Achiever [Yatendouji] recognized the right of further progress, continue to 

the boss floor [Acura Golem Ball] will be available with a choice of 

promotion without a fight] 

 

[Achiever [Yatendouji] as a bonus for the first elimination of the boss will be 

sent a box of treasure [Caretaker Battle Balls]] 

 

[Achiever [Yatendouji] as a bonus for [Solo Kill] will be sent a rare ability 

[Underwater Stalker]] 

 

 

The boss of this dungeon used the battlefield to the fullest. It could come 

closer to attack using a huge ring or retreat by absorbing water. 



 

Before that, I did not fight the bosses in full force, but this time it was a fact 

that the battle had turned into a rush from place to place. 

 

Really, such a tactic was very effective. I also didn't have the need to kill it 

just because it was a golem. It was enough to keep it from moving until it 

ran out of fuel or its body collapsed. 

 

But this time, its fuel was the mana coming from the dungeon and its body, 

after some time, soaked up the water and began to recover itself. I had to 

continue to finish the dungeon, to do that, I had to defeat the boss and if I 

constantly ran away, sooner or later I would have run out of stamina. 

 

It had continued to ambush me, using a network that it produced and tried to 

drive you into a corner rather than just ending it. Really nasty tactics. It had 

poor visibility, but was still fast, catching it was extremely difficult. Well, I am 

usually not afraid of attacks, but while I was focused or had her in my sights, 

I could control the situation. 

 

But if I did not show weakness, the enemy continued to flee. I tried to lure it 

by showing weakness, but it wasn't interested. It is a bit unclear, but the fact 

that the attack was not followed meant that the conditions were not met. 

 

As a last resort, I used [Summon Average Fishman]. I called a bunch of 

Giruman Lords and since they are humanoids the skill [Human Bomb] 

worked on them, strengthening their power at the expense of a slightly 



modified [Parasite], made it into a living torpedo, that helped me to catch the 

ball. 

 

After the explosion, they collided and it received a bit of damage and due to 

that its movements slowed down, which allowed me to finish it off with the 

red spear. Although I felt the spear pierce, it never broke, so I was able to 

eat it later. 

 

It seems a staircase appeared immediately after the destruction of the Ball 

Golem. A moment later I noticed there was no shade from the staircase. 

 

Hanging in the air the stairs looked really strange. Of course I already felt 

worn out, but the fact that I was getting closer to the final floor excited me so 

I ventured on. 

 

On the 36th floor were countless waterfalls coming from the ceiling and the 

floor was a massive swamp. 
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As I reached the 36th floor, monsters were quite weak and there was few of 

them, I caught them because they were easy prey. 

 

On the place where the water fell from the ceiling, a large boiler had been 

formed, making it suitable for fishing. Besides the fish I had caught on floors 

11 to 15, I was able to catch [Seven Color Eels] and [Cherry Rainbow 

Trouts] that, with just a tiny sprinkle of salt, were quite a tasty meal. 

 

Especially the Fishermen don't go here often because the fish is not 

frightening. 

 

I have some experience in fishing, but these place will spoil me greatly if I 

continue so I catch a few dozen pieces and then stop. 

 

Moreover, the plants that grow in the cold water of the boiler were a real 

luxury. 

 

There was: [Crushing Parasites Eggplant], [Bright Golden Watermelon], 

[Red Life Tomato], and [White-Blue Cabbage]. 

 

Out of all those, I personally took a liking to the [Crushing Parasites 

Eggplant]. 

 



The skin is so soft that one touch made your finger slip, the purple flesh was 

really tasty. If it's so tasty raw, then what will happen if it's cooked. Just by 

eating it, the rate of mana recovery in my body increased and its endurance 

was fine. I scored quite a useful ingredient. 

 

Normally, the eggplants needed a long time to grow, but here in the maze 

they would already grow back by the time I would be returning to the 

surface. 

 

Slightly examining its consistency, I realized that there are many different 

kinds of herbal ingredients, but in exchange there was a limited number of 

boxes with treasures and magical metals. 

 

We'd certainly welcome some delicious ingredients, but it's still a pity. 

Perhaps there could be people who don't care about anything since they are 

comfortable that way. 

 

The air was clean and fresh, there were a lot of high-end products here, the 

temperature was fixed and didn't change, there are a lot sources of clean 

water as well as communication with some huge monsters I encountered 

here. This place isn't boring and it's very pleasant. Put the cart over there [in 

1000 bones], slightly isolate the place with fishes and would be quite a 

place. 

 

In fact, many things waited for me outside and because of that all this will 

remain only in my dreams. I had to leave this rare place to go next one. 



 

On the 40th floor was another huge waterfall and thus of the same sized 

boiler underneath. The falling water around it was creating cool and sharp 

gusts of wind. 

 

Around it lay a lot of huge stones covered with plants. There is a pit under 

the waterfall in a lake, which had slippery banks. 

 

On this battlefield, waiting with a huge body the size of the crystalline king 

crab and resembling a wolf or dog, was a fantastic creature on 4 paws. 

 

To catch prey, each of its thick, long legs ended with four sharp claws. 

 

The front legs, slightly less than the rear, gave it excellent stability while 

standing on the ground. 

 

From the back it grew fat, short, translucent tentacles, between which I 

could see electricity coursing from one tentacle to the next. 

 

It tail is like a tree that has the double length of its body, which ends with 

three sharp, finger like claws. These claws are likely meant to attack from 

the enemies blind spot. 

 

It body is covered with blue green wool, it looks pleasant to the touch, but at 

the moment of impact it transforms into the armor of countless needles. If 



it's awkwardly grabbed with bare hands, it could tear the skin off all the way 

to the meat itself. 

 

Its mouth was long and like a beetle it had tusks, which flowed from the 

mouth covered in blue liquid and it constantly stuck out a long snake like 

tongue. 

 

It had three eyes, one of which was in the middle of its forehead that 

protected the hard external skeleton. 

 

This boss fight, with the [Undead Bloody Lizard "Pochi"], started off with a 

battle of howling. The howling was overwhelming, like when I fought 

Minokichi-kun. The shock waves it released made an electric shock pass 

through my body. 

 

When this happened, countless monsters started to climb from the 

underground craters. 

 

[Four Guns Storm Shrimps], [Blue Knight Mermaids], [Helmet Fighting 

Octopus] and [Lightning Shark]. The monsters I had encountered along the 

way here, there were 50 of them in total. 

 

That's not all. Their bodies had missing limbs or crushed skulls, their eyes 

had fallen out of their sockets, they missed parts of their bodies or their 

insides were sticking out. They were all dead. No matter how heavy their 



wounds were, I didn't see a single drop of blood. 

 

Pochi seemed to fill his belly with them as he drank the blood, tore out their 

guts and bit them vigorously, of course, after that they did not survive. 

 

Normally, you'd throw the prey away, but Pochi apparently has the ability to 

allow parasites to infect enemies by patching them up. 

 

Parasites absorb the bodies and blood of corpses using it as nutrients. They 

can develop and serve as the vanguard for Pochi because, to hunt other 

creatures, it manages corpses. 

 

Thus it can manage them in the dungeon where the undead evaporate 

almost immediately, because in fact, they are not undead, but parasitic life 

forms. 

 

They manage other people's bodies in a similar way a hero rises 

demagogically. The vanguard saw me as a potential new production and 

fearlessly rushed into battle. 

 

 

[Dungeon boss [Undead Bloody Lizard "Pochi"] successfully eliminated] 

 

[Achiever [Yatendouji] recognized the right of further progress, continuation 

to the boss floor [Undead Bloody Lizard "Pochi"] will be available with a 



choice of promotion without a fight] 

 

[Achiever [Yatendouji] as a bonus for the first elimination of the boss will be 

sent a box of treasure [Nearest Body of Honorary Hippopotamus]] 

 

[Achiever [Yatendouji] as a bonus for [Solo Kill] will be sent rare ability 

[Master Medium Water Control]] 

 

 

By using parasites as bargaining pawns, Pochi, at a convenient moment, 

attacked me with sharp fangs and tentacles. 

 

From the sweep of its claws I could fell sharp wind and by a single touch of 

the tentacles, the skin melts and roasts entrails. 

 

Because of my ability [Null Electric Damage], the damage was not so great, 

but I already had very strong toxic fluids. 

 

Before I wasn't able to efficiently battle with the boss, so improvised and 

solved some problems, but in the end I was able to successfully remove its 

tail. 

 

In exchange for this, because of the numerous parasite monsters, my 

halberd almost became unusable. With this level of damage it can still be 

repaired, so I put it away in the glove box and instead took out the [Giant’s 



Long-Lasting Carving Knife]. 

 

The former kitchen knife was, for me, a huge magic sword. A sword is 

certainly not the best thing suited to kill many opponents, but against living 

organisms, it was good enough. It was still better than fighting with my bare 

hands. 

 

For some time, I'll fight with the sword. As expected, the monsters were 

dealt with in a swift manner. Anyway, I'll do all I can with it. 

 

After collecting the treasure box and the carcasses, I went to the 41st floor. 

There was no ground there. 
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At floor 41, there was a world of crystal clear water beneath my feet. Simply 

put the entire floor was a transparent lake. 

 

Under my feet was a huge lotus, another sushi(?) was not here.There was 

not any wind either. If I did not move, the water surface remained 

completely smooth. 

 

The lotus was the largest object here with 50 meters in diameter, even if it 

stand in 10rom,it would not sink. On one side of the lotus, ranging in size to 

a few dozen to a few meters, the road was led by petals, after which it is 

spread in a variety of ways. 

 

Seeing that here, too, I can not fly, and because there are no other options 

left, I went straight on this road, after some time, on the road appeared a 

branch going to the left, going on, there were more branches. 

 

It looked like a maze or a corridor without walls, that is made out of lotus 

petals. 

 

The visibility was good, because it was possible to roughly sketch the route, 

I made my way through the petals of the lotus, along the way I also killed 

strong monsters that ambushed me, and I collected treasure boxes as well. 

So it was convenient to me. 

 



But in fact, the maze was a huge, complicated route, and what I have seen 

from it, was nothing more than the surrounding area, that did not help me. 

Even if I saw a box, I could not always reach it. If I had more time, maybe I 

would have been able to climb all the way there, but I did not have the spare 

time. Because it was necessary to give up, I left everything as it is. 

 

The biggest challenge on this floor was, the jumping off petals, you 

immediately found yourself on the stairs(?) of the lotus. 

 

It used to be a looped space, and now the whole surface of the water 

returned to the start. 

 

Because of the ruthless monsters jumping out of the water, and jumped 

over boxes with the treasures, several times I found myself at the start, and 

to be honest, by this I began to accumulate stress. 

 

Yet, gently moving after a few hours, collecting treasure boxes, durable 

corpses and attacked by stupid monsters, I finally reached the 45th floor. 

 

In the end, in front of the stairs there was a huge petal in size of the lotus 

itself. 

 

The road on which I came, lead the way of the petals to disappear, lost in 

the moment I stepped on it and drowned, leaving small ripples that will soon 

disappear. 



 

At the moment I set foot on the last petal, the boss of the 45th floor, two 

beautiful women appeared. 

 

The name of dungeon boss was [Red Nun Gemini]. 

 

Growing up back blue hair shone, reflecting light, staring at me with furious 

eyes (this time it was natural to me), their puppet faces, hiding their desire 

to murder, the twins were smiling . 

 

They were dressed in jeweled and skulls, tight clothes similar to the evening 

dress red gloves on his hands and forearm, in the same style as the dress, 

but a sheer fabric. 

 

their height reaching 160 cm, with a small body with a slim build. But they 

are peculiar to women, the softness and fullness of their normal movement 

looked sexy, having, like the Dryads, innate magical powers [charm]. 

 

Weak volyu from one kind of lost his mind. 

 

Red Nun Gemini representative races [River Lady Vivian], that is, both are 

water fairies. Representatives of this race, usually live peacefully in lakes, 

and when meeting them, they are very friendly, but there are exceptions to 

all rules. 

 



These two Red Nuns were just an exception, loving to watch fools drown, 

luring them with the sight of their beautiful face in the water. 

 

The red color symbolizes the blood of their robes, they killed living beings, 

or the hatred overwhelms or boiling feeling charmed by them, or is it the 

result of magic, imposed on them as a result of which the blood of anyone 

who touches them will heat up to 100 degrees just to fry their foe. 

 

Incidentally, even if one of their head was cut off, they almost immediately 

recover, and I need to kill them in one hit. Also, due to the fact that they are 

fairy water until there is water, they can absorb and recover. 

 

Surrounded by water, which was able to be their weapon, the place was the 

best hunting ground for them. 

 

 

[Dungeon boss [Red Nun Gemini] successfully eliminated] 

 

[Achiever [Yatendouj] recognized the right of further progress, continue to 

the boss floor [Red Nun Gemini] will be available with a choice of promotion 

without a fight] 

 

[Achiever [Yatendouj] as a bonus for the first elimination of the boss will be 

sent with the treasure box [Red Nun Lady]] 

 



[Achiever [Yatendouj] will be awarded the rare ability [Hot Water Flow] as a 

bonus for [Solo Kill]] 

 

 

From all sides of the paper, I was boiling the tsunami occurred. 

 

Together, they have created more than 200 boiling water lassos that floated 

in the air. 

 

Even if uverneshsya was the likelihood of getting damage from the spray, 

that is, if there is no way to block the attack, meaning it is not. And the water 

was a lot, because just by blocking attacks, the situation is getting worse 

and worse. 

 

And the worst is that one stood in front of me, and the other went behind 

me, so killing them both at once worked. 

 

Frankly their attack from different sides really got me. 

 

As a last resort, I used the red spear with synthetic ability, the artillery spell 

increased the damage by 4, and in end killing them both at once by piercing 

their heart. 

 

After collecting the body and a box of treasures, I went down the middle of 

the sheet that appeared in the stairs leading to the top floor 



 

46 floor was the mixture of all the previous floors in the illusionary space. 
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46 floor looked like countless waterfalls falling from the ceiling, the air 

dragged countless water flows, and on the ground countless lakes and 

valleys. 

 

In this structure, it was a lot like what I've seen. 

 

Streams of water in the air had the same looped space, and floated on the 

lakes such as the petals of the same recovery system to start. 

 

In the marshes, where it was ankle-deep water, so it was a place where you 

can gain items, as there was a river with fast stream and waterfalls falling on 

it. 

 

But there was still something that I had not seen before. 

 

Before, I saw huge waterfalls just 1 floor in height and now piercing 45 to 50 

floors. A few kilometers wide, a huge waterfall. 

 

Although it was possible to dive in and get to 50th floor, but it was likely I 

would die. The area next to me is exposed as it is impossible to fly, because 

jumping down was not an option. First of all, there was great water 

pressure, simply diving into a huge waterfall, body powder. But if you're 

lucky, you will reach 50 floors by falling from a height of several kilometers. 

Falling from this height, it almost guaranteed death, but even if not, the 



wounds would be serious, and on top of a huge amount of water. 

 

Only a fool will go down to the dungeon in this state. So you need not be 

lazy, but as before I'll go down the stairs and go forward. 

 

As expected from the top floor, where all the monsters from previous levels, 

and the vast area, even incomparable with all previous. 

 

Furthermore, among the monsters I come across, were slightly weakened 

version of bosses like [Warpidron] floors. [Veirpidron Child], [Skeleton 

Raptor Combat Slug], [Crystal Crab King], [Vortex Armored Turtle], 

[Giruman Lord Rider], [Grief Charybdis], [Golem Ball], [Bloody Hound], and 

[Dzheminyuva] like creatures. 

 

Compared with the boss floor, they can be called miniboss, but they still 

remain a serious opponent. 

 

Miniboss, yet not the boss floor, but their taste was still great. Besides 

beating them, you could get protected special treasure box from them, 

because this was even more sense. These boxes had a high chance of 

getting a magical object class [Relic (Ancient)], but even if it was a not, a lot 

of magical bars, or large amounts of gold, I was very happy. 

 

Killing bosses catches the eye, so I moved forward. Along the way, 

somewhere in the 48th floor in a fairly remote location away from me, I 



noticed a group of 8 people, three were in the forefront, defending their 

backs 2 and 3 in the rear, which is to fight monsters. 

 

Among them, the leader was dressed in crimson armor [Swordsman] is 

likely what may be a [Hero] or a [Great Hero]. His aura is like the hero of 

darkness or Avenger, because it tastes better than the boss floor. I was 

curious, so I decided to watch them. 

 

The roaring water falling from the top evaporates in seconds, a hellfire 

completely covering his huge sword, it reminded me of Minokichi-kun. Likely 

it's [Divine Blessing] is related to fire or the god of heat. 

 

I think [God of Lightning] or [God of Fire] is likely to be true. But a [Hero] or 

[Great Hero] is very powerful, no doubt. 

 

And the purpose of their trip to the [Age of the Gods] dungeon, with the 

opposite attribute of water are likely to overcome his own weakness. 

 

Defeating the boss floors to meet certain conditions, you can get a rare 

ability, I think this is their goal. 

 

But even if you do not get a rare ability, you can develop a strategy for the 

battle against the unloved element, and also to raise their level. There are 

certainly cons, but the pros are greater. 

 



While this is true, not that it was so easy to do. 

 

Overcrowding monsters using the weakness of your element , the conquest 

was not very simple. To break here, one needed no small ability. A floor 

boss is not quite a small obstacle. 

 

If they are to rely on their ability, the outcome is certainly your death. 

Whether you are [Hero] or a [Great Hero], your dead anyway. 

 

Well, let's finish with the ideas. 

 

The Group is able to get to the top floor, dungeon-class [Divine Spirit], they 

must be tasty. If I eat them, I can get power. The groups ability, and their 

armor is not bad, because using [Submission], you can make them quite 

good at hand. 

 

 "Attack ---. No doubt, the attack outside!" 

 

Anyway, this time around, I decided to observe them. 

 

I need to finish the dungeon soon, not wasting time. This time, my goal was 

to conquer the dungeons. From the beginning I ought to do it. Especially 

since I have a case in the city maze, as well as waiting for the speedy return 

of my comrades, because we suffer, we suffer. 

 



I hope that I would meet them elsewhere as enemies. 

 

Incidentally, I also think they spotted like to see a monster, or the scene 

where the floor and ceiling are reversed, so their faces looked intently at me 

pyalivshiesya. Another reaction was not, because using [Throwing Knife 

race of giants], I live dismantled 9 mini bosses, and then continued to move 

quickly on the way to the stairs. 

 

 

Even when I got to her, my back is still burning through their eyes that I 

ignored and moved on. 

 

When it was evening outside, I came to the stairs leading to the last 50 

floors. 

 

I lightly rested, so that I would have no problem with stamina and mana. 

 

 

After trying how far I can walk, holding capacity, I went into the room where I 

was waiting dungeon [akuriamu.foruria]. 

 

A battlefield with the latest barefoot, became a hole under the most 

enormous waterfall, which was held from 46 to 50 floors. Probably, because 

of it is underground and owes its name [boiler waterfall spirits 

(akuriamu.foruria)]. 



 

 

After jumping from the hanging steps in the air, my body sank into the water, 

and I immediately began to sink. Because streams are born falling water, 

unlike [gur? Fu.karyubudisu] great funnel, here once hitting the water 

becomes clear where the top and bottom where. 

 

 

Violent rotation does not allow you to emerge to gain oxygen, but even if 

they turn out, falling on top of the water will not do it. 

 

 

If it was not because of [No Oxygen Needed], I would have drowned at this 

level. 

 

What a place, if possible, I'd rather not fight here, that was my honest 

desire. 

 

 

Well, this desire was not to be. 

 

From the deepest center of the boiler and violent waterfall it appeared. 

 

 



Frankly, I would not have to limit their ability here. 

 

The next time you go on the normal. 
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Since yesterday I continued to battle barefoot dungeon. 

 

The battle was taking place in the boiler from a huge waterfall, where the 

water falls from a great height, which lasted most of the day, finally ended. 

 

So the boss was [Boiling Waterfalls Spirit], [Shark-head Thunder Wyrm]. 

 

View dragon, long, like a snake, the body length of 50 meters, a diameter of 

5 meters. 

 

With such dimensions it no longer fits the definition of [snake carrier wisdom 

/ Dragon], but because of poor intelligence, managed by instincts, 

considered Drake. 

 

On his head, reminiscent of a shark, the whole body protected by dragon 

scales, resembling shark skin. On his back, he had countless fins made of 

thunderous gems, and on the sides, rose-like wings, and sharp pectoral fins 

of the same materials. His body is covered with blue light, but when he 

attacks it becomes yellow, and then red, which makes it highly predictable. 

 

Usually it is the strategy of attack, stroke electricity from fins that carry the 

water more than on the ground battle roar, leap all over, one-touch which 

could deeply hurt the body, speeding up and so high-speed swimming, due 

to the manipulation of water, releasing the power of the boss dungeon in his 



element. 

 

His movement, even in the mad eddies, was excellent, he was the true 

owner of the boiler huge waterfall. 

 

Although Drake, but was the creation, by the power of the dragon is not 

inferior, but as a species, it is much more superior to the Lords. 

 

And at the moment, his body lay not far from the severed head, chopped 

into several pieces. And even with his head cut off, he still lived a while, and 

finally he died. 

 

I lost a few limbs, and the lower part of my body was largely wounded, the 

battle was really to the death. 

 

Even I myself was greatly limited, but if so at [Divine Spirit], then it would be 

at the level of [God]? And then there is the level of [Supreme God]. 

 

And what tastes creatures that await me there? 

 

I even saliva flowed ... No no ... 

 

As I thought about it. 

 



 

[Dungeon boss [Shark-Headed Wyrm] successfully eliminated] 

 

[History of the divine heritage [Boiling Waterfall Spirits] conditions of 

performance [Solo Kill] [long-lived sub dragon] [Recessed conquest] made] 

 

[Achiever Yatendouji will rimmed special ability [Lord of Water Spirits]] 

 

[Achiever Yatendouji as a bonus for [Solo Kill] will be sent a box of treasure 

[Thunder Shield Shark Scales Drake]] 

 

[After the conquest of the effect will be activated gate movement] 

 

[Please be careful when using the system movement] 

 

[Awakened Hero / main character for the implementation of the history of 

the divine heritage, the divine power receives a portion of [the divine spirit of 

spring water]] 

 

[Owner of the collection of the divine power is the Supreme God, because to 

be distributed, inferior in quality, the divine power of the [Divine Spirit]] 

 

[Declarer divine power for the issue to be materialized] 

 



[Yatendouj obtains a precious ring [Nucleus of the Divine Spirit of Spring 

Water]] 

 

 

Sounded in my mind alert. 

 

And before his eyes there was a box of treasures, as well as 5 rings 

connected by silver chains bracelet. To start collecting the corpse and box, I 

researched information on jewelry, one touch to which I felt in me was 

beginning to boil an incredible magic power. 

 

Using [the highest rank identification Magic] I read the information about it. 

 

?????????????????????????????????????? 

 

Title: [precious ring nucleus of the divine spirit of spring water 

(ankuritoriamu)] 

 

Classification: [""? decoration] 

 

Grade: ["", ""] grade 

 

Abilities: [precious ring nucleus of the divine spirit of spring water 

(ankuritoriamu)]: [5 treasure water element] [spring water fountain], 



[extension capabilities] [heretical retribution] [change of divine power], 

[feeding subordinates], [ change in shape], [pierce the villain], [soul five 

lives] 

 

Note: [a child of the night sky] fulfilled the history of the divine heritage 

[boiler waterfall spirits (akuriamu.foruria)], as a result of the drawing of the 

divine power received this decoration. Executed in 5 rings connected with 

bracelet of  silver chains, each of the rings and a bracelet adorned with a 

variety of blue gem embedded in decoration. 

 

Touch it can either [a child of the night sky] a creature which [a child of the 

night sky] will allow it to do so. With touching without permission happened 

unimaginable disaster. 

 

Any additional information? 

 

"Yes No" 

 

???? 

 

What is it? Simply amazing! 

 

Ability released even greater than [Soul Sword Sunlight's Hisperion]. 

 



Its because you can wear with both dressed in their right hand, duplicating a 

silver bracelet black [superior furious King (egurusa.puru)]. If I do, I'll get 

even more incredible thing. 

 

Thinking so, I unconsciously tried their taste ... 

 

Solid. As expected, not eat. Will the time when I can have magical objects of 

this quality? I was overcome doubts about this. 

 

But now I'm tired, so I decided to come back. 

 

I was a little surprised by the presence of hops in the world, yes, because 

here [Age of the Gods] dungeon. The fact that there is a transport system 

that does not exist outside, is not surprising. 

 

With this, in the future, here to collect little things will be easier. 

 

Finished with take longer than I thought, conquering [Age of the Gods] 

dungeons in once, I went outside. 

 

The sun, after all this, it seemed even brighter. 
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Arriving here from the capital itself, I decided to stay overnight in the 

Labyrinth City [Akurima]. 

 

I came out of the dungeon later than planned, because I wanted to taste the 

food produced in the dungeons and cooked in the Labyrinth City. 

 

The hotel where I stayed, "Banjo But," took a huge amount for a simple, but 

in exchange for it was one of the best hotels "Akurima." 

 

Inside the room was located softest, comfortable for sleeping, bed, made of 

materials that were born in the maze, refrigerator, in which lay a drink and 

juices, as well as lighting equipment, jewelry craftsmen work on the wall 

hung a picture, which depicts a beautiful standing in the middle the lake, the 

room was decorated with rare flowers, and from the window of a beautiful 

view of the city at night maze. 

 

(Even though the price is absurdly high,the hotel is not only popular with the 

nobles visiting the city, but also among adventures who wish to delve into 

the deepest reaches of the dungeon.) 

 

Presenting comfortable under the huge fee, this place was popular not only 

among the nobility who came to the city from outside, but among travelers 

dealing with the conquest of the depths of the labyrinth. 

 



(The hotel also includes room-service) 

 

The "Banjo But" as was the restaurant, because here you can order dinner 

in the room. 

 

Delicious food here was the subject of their pride, because I was expecting 

a lot from her(who's her?). 

 

But even something for once to stay in the "Banjo But," I went through the 

bustling city at night in the most famous Akurime upscale restaurant 

"Pannakotten." 

 

 

It is located on one of the floors of a huge building made of [seven-color 

changing stone] produced in the maze. This stone is soft like jelly, but under 

the influence of heat for some time froze and acquired iridescent color. 

Inside, everything was decorated with magical items, creating an elegant 

atmosphere. 

 

To visit this place needs an appropriate costume department because a gift 

from the Tomboy Princess. 

 

Possessing extraordinary strength, but it has an excellent elasticity, made 

from yarn [thread demonic soul] [a great demonic moth (ooonikaik)], which 

is the required minimum is used as the material for the manufacture of 



[tissue demonic soul]. 

 

This suit was incredibly convenient, besides it was not unnecessary 

ornaments than me he liked. 

 

Because of the fine workmanship and expensive materials, the cost of it has 

been quite solid, with the money, you could buy a house in the Royal 

Capital. 

 

When I did not ask for a fee for spirits, I'm a little surprised, but apparently 

there has played the role of my suit, I think that was very helpful. 

 

Anyway leave a conversation about clothes. 

 

Food prepared from high-quality products dungeons hands renowned chef 

higher level [master chef cooking maze] Ririmura Enberun, as well as him 

personally selected the staff kitchen, the taste was just delicious. 

 

______________ 

 

Looking no menu, and then, and it looked perfect, because not become 

constrained, not really looking at the price, the result of my order was 

handed down table for 6 people, covered with a variety of food. At this time, 

all the food, occupying a table for 6 people, I was going to eat alone. 

 



All the ingredients used were just super, and really prepared by the best 

chefs. Well, not whether every dish cooked them a work of art? 

 

I inspected the brightly decorated dishes in anticipation and at the same 

time placing hope. In fact, from the first bite, I realized that it was even more 

delicious than I expected. 

 

 

Only once tried, I could not stop until everything is gone, my stomach is 

stuffed to satiety. 

 

Bringing positive features of each ingredient to the maximum, using the 

techniques are mastered, frankly just extraordinary. 

 

Ririmura cook it all, I do not whether it is better than serving the Princess 

tomboy and the first queen, who works at an exclusive royal family cook? 

 

Of course there are different components, compare their work may not be 

correct, but no doubt, from all over the world try the food here, I tasted the 

creations of the highest class. 

 

After eating all cooked food, I reflexively called Ririmuru. 

 

In fact, I was not worried about how I see it or not, but probably he himself 

was interesting to look at the man who ordered the abnormal amount of 



food. 

 

Because it was not long as he appeared. 

 

Introduced Ririmura, seemingly looked like a strict middle-aged man. 

 

A stirred with gray, brown hair, slightly shiny green eyes, thin, but at the 

same time very trained body. 

 

And it is clean, simple white clothing cook. But they gave the impression of 

a loved one for a long time and used clothing. 

 

After seeing him out of habit, I honestly told him my impression satiated 

smile and nod. 

 

It was sort of an exchange of courtesies between people confidence in their 

own work. 

 

Ririmura myself and I liked the food so that the next time I'm here with 

Kanami chan and MinoKichi kun and now here I come. 

 

Next time I'll bring here new ingredients slain monsters and level bosses 

ask them to cook. And this time, obtained products, we eat together. 

 



So I returned to the "Banjo But," enjoy a pleasant dream, and today I 

enjoyed the breakfast, which I ordered another since yesterday evening. 

 

 

Compared with a meal in the "Pannakotten" while eating dissatisfaction felt 

strange, but the food in the "Banjo but" was in its delicious, because there 

was no discontent. 

 

Souvenirs comrades and I scored in the vault because they do not have to 

look for, because to pay the bill, immediately went back. 

 

And yet, during the conquest of the dungeon, I spoke through his clones, 

but this is the first time they acted on their own for such a long period of 

time. 

 

Because I covered the concerns about this. Raising the speed of flight, 

pleasant flight across the sky very soon ended, and I without any incidents 

returned. 

 

In the capital the same, on the main road, immediately went to the house 

where I was expecting a passionate embrace Kanami-chan. 

 

I embrace my body hands were so small, but from them my bones 

crunching, ready to break. 

 



Anyone in my place would become a bloody mess, as far as her arms were 

strong. The strength to drink blood [Vampire Noble (subspecies)], it is not 

normal. 

 

But these hugs I had almost no problems, my old body became much 

stronger, leaving a feeling of possessing unusual vigor. 

 

Now I, who challenged the "Age of the Gods" dungeon significantly raised 

the level. 

 

Carefully prepared "Age of the Gods" dungeon monsters, even the weakest, 

gave a bunch of experience, and experience with the bosses floor general is 

enormous. 

 

Next promotion in rank, perhaps enough for me 1 or 2 times to get into Age 

of the Gods dungeon level [Divine Blessing]. And in the dungeon [Divine 

Class] will be even faster. 

 

Eh raising rank ... 

 

Although I am quite happy to be [the apostle apostle demon lord 

(destructive subvid ekusupish? Zu)]. But thinking about what will happen 

next, I was plagued by various doubts. 

 

To begin, I'd like to fight with the owners of the strong body and a great 



power [snake native intelligence / dragon]. 

 

Variety winged Drake dzhadarsky vayban because so tasty, and the 

materials from it are of a quality sufficient to produce magical items. 

 

So what I do to make efforts in order to enjoy them. 

 

And as my goal remains [heroes] and [brave], as well as similar strong 

creatures like the [Demon King], [Emperor demons], [the king of beasts], 

[Emperor animals] and other characters [stories], meeting with which is very 

likely. 

 

With [the characters] and [brave] I have fought, as well as, albeit restrained, 

with Drake [shark Golov Wyrm] too. But for those whom I have not seen, I 

can not say anything. 

 

It was possible that in the future, the forces of the apostle Lord is simply not 

enough. 

 

And raising the rank, ability, and that now is not just to become even more 

difficult to obtain. 

 

Title I now quite normal, but with increasing amounts of capacity, the ability 

to expand their practical application. Hmm ... The problem ... 

 



But oh well, when the time comes, then I will think. 

 

So I finished the talk over the idea. 



Day 212 

Yesterday all day Kanami-chan did not leave me a single step (except for 

the toilet). 

 

She grabbed me by the neck, and fastened on her back. Now, because of 

the structure of the bodies could not be called the game an adult with a 

child, that is how it looked from the side ... It is hard to imagine. 

 

Well, looking at her pretty smiling face, I can not object to that either, so I 

decided to just leave everything and so. 

 

Not that I'm tired of it, I do not mind being hugged. 

 

But Kanami-chan on her back, with both arms hugging me stuck Auro and 

Argento, looked at me pretty strange. 

 

Well, okay, let's assume that this kind of intimate relationship is a bit to 

much. Being a father is also not easy. Although I had to do far less than it 

should be, because of that, perhaps, I should not have to complain. Well, let 

us leave this discussion. 

 

Today I decided to open a box that contains collected treasures . I certainly 

could not do it yesterday, but yesterday I had to see how it is progressing 

with the alterations of the shop to see how there training commander and 

his rabble that was with increasing Akaka and boys knight, waiting for me, 



these other duties, such as issuing price items intended for sale in the store. 

 

By the way, this duty was the most troublesome for yesterday. Fortunately, 

this time, the received items, were all not of a simple dungeon, and from the 

"Age of the Gods Dungeon" because all belonged to the [Legacy of Ancient 

Gods], that is, the price will surpass similar items. 

 

Even if we take the same therapeutic potion uniform size and uniform 

quality, the effect of its force is from several percent to several times more. 

 

Ranked among the adventurers, much in need of healing potions, especially 

those wishing to buy them a lot. 

 

But in the case of [the divine heritage], due to the enhanced effect, rather 

than to go on sale, most of the leaves during the conquest of the next 

dungeon. The resulting sell them very small. 

 

And the more things come from Kumashiro demand is huge, because they 

are likely to buy the traders. At the same time, the farther away from the 

place of production, the more valuable they become, due to transportation 

costs and reduce supply. Because as long as you do not send them to the 

dungeon, or until you find improvised able to do it for you, even with power 

and wealth, they are hard to get. On this much coveted and rare items. 

 

But this time, on the way through the corridors, I tried to clear all the boxes I 



found treasures in. Through the work of [good luck] and [golden 

opportunity], the drop rate of the boxes veshchichek significantly increased, 

potions treat low-grade steel items that are not sorry to sell the benefit of 

their accumulated quite a lot. 

 

This time I was producing one, because the cost of it was almost zero, only 

needing one water eggplant, or other product in its class, handed down out 

a few sheets of silver was worth, and the cost of magical items such as 

armor reached a golden tiles. 

 

That is, even if you shove on the cheap profits it will be substantial. 

 

But that's why the price is so difficult to assign. 

 

That's only in such an amount as it is now, once again the dial will be 

difficult if the time to give in and make a quick buck emerges, we hate 

merchants more than they should, and it threatens troubles. 

 

Although if they get at us with their offense, we want to take revenge by 

force, we give them the power and the answer, but if they start behind the 

scenes, it will be troublesome again. 

 

Useless work I do not need, because if possible, I do not want to increase 

the general amount of work. 

 



Because, this time, to rely solely on the opinions of Tanyasshi san and 

company was not reliable, I got in touch with an experienced deputy head. 

 

The Deputy Head, is the same one we met during our first trip on the way to 

the protective city Trient, where he worked as deputy head of the company 

"Faro measure," a lover of gambling, I lost in the dust, though a good worker 

but the player uzhimochek bald, middle-aged. 

 

With his help we were able to significantly reduce the time spent in gratitude 

for this, it will be necessary to conclude with him a deal. 

 

Personally, I would like to recruit a Deputy Head of us for the future, but 

changed his mind after the player, and suddenly all the goods in secret to 

lose. 

 

Back to our treasure box. At this time, obtained with the bosses 10 pieces of 

boxes lined up in a row. 

 

 

Dungeon boss [Warpidron] box korovischami [storm horn Great China] 

 

Boss floors [riz? Dosukaru.w? Sur? M? Do] box with treasures [sticky water 

lizard corpse] 

 

Boss floors [Crystal king crab "kurisuora.kingukurabu"] box with treasures 



[bubble song crystal crab] 

 

Boss floors [eddy A tank turtle ("v? Tekkusu.sherut? Toru")] box with 

treasures [tortoise hiding in the maelstrom] 

 

Boss floor [For Dominaria giruman Lord rider] box Treasure [silvery blue fish 

ancient hero] 

 

Boss floors [gur? Fu.karyubudisu] box with treasures [woeful maiden] 

 

Boss floors [Acura golem ball] box Treasure [caretaker ball battles] 

 

Boss floors ["Pochi" dead bloody lizard] box treasure [the nearest body of 

honorary hippo] 

 

Boss floors [Red nuns Dzheminavia] box Treasure [red armed lady] 

 

Dungeon [Shark-Headed Wyrm] box with treasures [thunder shield scales 

shark Drake] 

 

 

Each of them has suffered a corresponding boss ornament, and the box are 

made as works of art because cost is not very small sum, besides they had 

the properties store things. 



 

From the previously mined treasure boxes, I got a huge amount of gold, and 

medicines. 

 

I wonder whether this time as well. Of course you can open one, and look 

for the treasures that were kept inside, stretching so for a long time. In fact, I 

just had nothing to do. 

 

From the beginning, I thought it would be vain to open them all at once, 

because today I will reveal to [storm horn great whale] to [silvery blue fish 

ancient hero] and the rest tomorrow, looking forward to what will come out 

of them. 

 

 

[Aporou obtained [Weapon-Staff] Golden Horn Thunder Ball] 

 

[Aporou obtained [Weapon-Sword] Water Scales Corpse Sword] 

 

[Aporou obtained [Weapon-Hammer] Crab Claws] 

 

[Aporou obtained [Weapon-Spear] Curse Four Water Pike] 

 

[Aporou obtained [Armor-Shield] Meat Shield of Horned Whale] 

 



[Aporou obtained [Armor-Shield] Bulkhead Water Shell] 

 

[Aporou obtained [Armor-Platebody] Armored Vortex Platebody] 

 

[Aporou obtained [Armor-Cape] Aquatic Cloak] 

 

[Aporou obtained [Armor-Legs] Crystal Platelegs] 

 

[Aporou obtained [Armor-Boots] Crystal Boots] 

 

[Aporou obtained [Armor-Helmet] Crystal Horned Helmet] 

 

[Aporou obtained [Armor-Gloves] Aquatic Fin Gloves] 

 

[Aporou obtained [Potion] Fresh Mucous Nucleus Combat Water × 4 small 

vials] 

 

[Aporou obtained [Potion] Protective Wall of Water x 4 small vials] 

 

[Aporou obtained [Material] High-class Whale Blubber x 4 huge bottles] 

 

[Aporou obtained [Material] Healing Various Diseases Turtle Jelly ×10] 

 



[Aporou obtained [Material] Medium-sized Ship Manufacturing Kit ×5] 

 

[Aporou obtained [Material] Blue Planet ingot × 10 pieces of metal] 

 

[Aporou obtained [Book] explains the logic of Water Magic Grimoire] 

 

 

Altogether 19 items or things in one box caught from 3 to 5 types of items. 

 

Frankly, I was waiting for more items, and there are only 3 pieces, yet it was 

Kumashiro class of [Divine Spirit], especially with the bosses of floors for the 

first murder. 

 

In the other, I do not climb because there is nothing to compare, but could 

be longer and put? 

 

Well, all the same difficulty was only in the conditions, and all subjects 

received quite useful. 

 

 

[Golden Horn Bell [Thunder China]] looks like a monk's staff with 6 rings, 

enlarged heads of China and tip served as the Golden Horn. One touch to 

hear the sounds, and if they wave in the air, could cause thunder storm. 

 



[Sword from the corpse scale water [water scales]] apparently magical 

object resembling a live blade Lizard skeleton. Completion of the scales with 

his sharpness could be easily cut down the stones. 

 

[Breaking legs Hammer [crab claws]] rainbow colors, vibrating, made of 

giant crab claws crystalline hammer, one touch them, just scattered the 

stones. In addition, by pressing the trigger claw shrank. 

 

[Curse chetryrezubets water [fish bone]] weapon similar to the one which 

had Dominaria For giruman Lord rider having the same four powers. In 

addition, it had a sharpness and had good length and lie comfortably in the 

hand. 

 

 

And as a piece of frozen meat in the form of shield that produce heat 

[horned whale meat shield [Thunder China]], creating countless bony hands 

on its surface [red robe sets bony hands], a huge tower shield in the form of 

turtle shell from which protruded countless spikes that produce water under 

tremendous pressure [shell wall of water spikes], made clear in a rounded 

shape that covers the entire body armor similar to the exoskeleton [frozen 

over water [eddy turtle]] they [Ancient] relic class magic items . 

 

[High whale oil in a large pot] has many uses, goods which is very hard to 

get, I had already planned to go after him. 

 

To start [damn chetryrezubets water [fish bone]], I will use as a substitute for 



a halberd, until such time as it is not repaired, the rest will distribute the best 

of friends. 

 

All of this will serve as a great enthusiasm for our combat forces. 

 

After the first inspection, I immediately put aside [explains the logic of water 

magic magical grimoire], thinking that he wants to get the rank of the EUSR, 

as well as [assembly kits magical medium armored ship] [metal ingot blue 

planet] to Tanyasshi san and companies, while maintaining their at the 

bottom of the glove box. Deciding to test [musk with mucous nucleus of 

young combat water (small sticky bottle)]. 

 

The experimental will be [Demon Bear] Kumajirou and [[[Ortoros]]] 

Kurosaburou. 

 

Of course, I could use black knights and undead, but the bottles that I have 

not much, but judging by what is written about them, they will not cause 

harm, because I decided that since I worked so hard they got hold of, it 

would be necessary to use them for pets. 

 

The use of bottles was very simple, just pour water on his chest from a 

bottle with jelly floating in her core. 

 

Doing so in an unusual way, a large number of water that almost instantly 

turned into goo, and now covers both a slug that lizard skeleton. A slug 



nucleus grew into the body, and there is crystallized, and now they could 

see the middle of the chest. 

 

Covering mucus normally protects the core of the silver chest, but to join the 

battle, covers the entire body. Not only to increase capacity at the expense 

of attacking the tentacles, but also significantly increased and so incredible 

defensive abilities of both. 

 

The reward for the experimental leg became [Warpidron] they gobbled with 

gusto. 

 

Pat on the head, I felt different from usual, feeling as though they breed 

became stronger. 

 

We've got 2 bottles quickly giving such power. New I can get just a little 

later. So to whom should I use them? Slightly difficult, but I found one where 

I annexe. 



Day 213 

Today, I opened a box with the rest of the treasures, that is [Sad Virgins] to 

[Thunderous Sewn Scales of Shark Drake] as a result obtained with these 

subjects was 31 things. 

 

The species were many, but as in previous ones, each of them was sure at 

least one subject, one way or another associated with barefoot, which were 

obtained for these boxes. 

 

Each of them was stronger than yesterday's five subjects. 

 

Personally, I liked [Thunderous Sewn Scales of Shark Drake] magic item 

[Legendary] class [Shark Rope Calling Thunder Dragon]. 

 

 

One of the other items was a woven rope in three colors: black, blue and 

yellow, It's called: [Shark Rope Calling Thunder Dragon] it's very elastic, and 

is commonly used as a belt. But if necessary, can be used as a lightning 

whip . 

 

But it is not the biggest advantage of it, you can call upon [Shark-Headed 

Wyrm] but it costs a huge amount of mana, but the result will not quite the 

same as the one I met in the maze. the called [Shark-Headed Wyrm] will 

inherit characteristics from the summoner, and depending on that, he will 

have different abilities. 



 

 

Sorry, but the [Shark-Headed Wyrm], on the ground may not show all his 

strength, but in a naval battle, he will simply be irreplaceable. if the chance, 

I'm sure he'll let frolic. Fortunately yesterday I found [to build a set of 

medium armored magical vessel], so it may be that the ability to drop out 

pretty soon. 

 

In addition, this time, I realized that the box with the bosses of the lower 

floors contain the best items and the number of these items is much higher. 

 

But the fact that the quality increases, it goes without saying. 

 

At this time, the box with 5 - 10 floors were given three kinds of items 15 - 

20 for 4 type, with 25 - 30 to 5 species, with 35 - 40 6 species, with 45 - 50 7 

species. Thus all kinds of boxes obtained 50 items. 

 

Since the beginning I thought that would be enough, but as I opened the 

box to the lower floors, under pressure from the quantity and quality of the 

items I have changed my mind. 

 

Moreover, I'm starting to wonder how much is it convenient to have strength 

enough to conquer the dungeons. 

 

Of course in another [Age of the Gods] dungeon, this structure may change, 



but the chance is great that it just left. 

 

For the benefit and for the sake of confirmation, following the conquest of 

need, because of habit, I began to plan the next time. 

 

After a morning training, as expected, we Kanami-chan returned to the base 

in the great forest. Repairing the halberd because of conquering the mase, 

as well as giving the obtained magical materials and plants in a maze  was 

our main goal. 

 

Furthermore, develop new alloy will likely have yielded results. Blacksmith-

san and the company will be able to make a halberd even more will 

powerful by using result given and  exceeding my expectations. I'm almost 

sure of it. Because Blacksmith-san, a trained blacksmith's work, 

representatives of the races predisposed to work with brooms gnomes, 

teaching fellows, who were [Blacksmith Half-Lord] has firmly entrenched his 

knowledge, it was natural that she raised her level and technology. 

 

Due to the fact that every day she works with materials of the highest level, 

such as the spiritual stones, as well as of the changes introduced by the title 

of [consort of the black demon], pushing her abilities. This is the most 

Blacksmith-san, using the ability of a variety of rare magic metal, very 

curious what it can do with a halberd? 

 

Yet perhaps before [Relics (Ancient)] class magic items she did not rise, but 

[unique] class up she has all the chances. 



 

Also, what tactics I can use, using it together with that obtained in this time 

[Curse chetryrezubtsem water [Fish Bone]], hence I have more battle alone, 

because the style with the use of the two copies may be better. 

 

 

Incidentally, the same as the other bearing the title of [Consort of the black 

demon] Redhead and Sisters-san also got an increase in all the abilities and 

skills. 

 

 

Alchemist-san created potions, incomparable to those made before, now it's 

only high-end products. 

 

 

Thanks to the materials of the great forests, babbling potion sold by us, 

have the effect of higher than usual, and its poisons, it became even more 

difficult to cure without the antidote, and their effect is much stronger and 

more frightening and unique. 

 

They even sold in the Royal Capital's shops and are not weak popularity, 

we even got out of their regular customers. 

 

Incidentally, the last time a chur plunging into the study, she sometimes fell 

into a rage, but why it is at this moment looked so cute? 



 

The quality of food prepared by the Sisters has significantly risen, besides, 

they have become even better at managing their subordinates. Moreover, in 

the case where they give orders and when they do not give the taste 

significantly different. 

 

If they do so, and will continue to develop their skills, very soon they beat 

even Ririmuru. 

 

 

As expected, I desired and lightly hoped. 

 

On the Farmlands, which is managed by Dorian-san, crop grows well, and 

her personal massage techniques significant differences. 

 

 

Sale shop in the capital, grown by force Dorian san and company worked 

well, but from a massage parlor in the "Hot Springs Village Parabelum" 

Some visitors have even become addicted if you do not have a massages 

for some time, they start to get shaking hands, hallucinations, and will 

significantly dwindled. 

 

 

Such symptoms suggest but we don't use dangerous drugs do we? 

 



A friend, father elf, being one of them, gently pretended not to notice. 

 

In any case, if you overdo it, nothing good will come out here and so. 



Day 214 

I handed Blacksmith-san the halberd to repair, and prepared the goods for 

shipment to the capital. After a rest in the "Hot Springs Village Parabellum" I 

spent the night here. Today, we are bypassing the capital, going directly to 

the Labyrinth City Purgatory. 

 

Situated near the Royal Capital of the Sternbild Kingdom, the [Labyrinth 

City] Purgatory became a haven for our comrades, I bought a three-story 

house, which was another little shop managed Parabellum. 

 

We are selling items and medicine, the same as the store in the capital, but 

as I prepared some special offers for the city maze. 

 

One of the offers [Labyrinth Transportation Industry: Dungeon Sheppard] 

 

The principle of this operation is very simple, to help adventurers who are 

not able to buy a very convenient bag for storage, to transport the items 

they find. 

 

If there is no bag storage the main source of income for adventurers, item 

drops in dungeons, will mostly remain in the dungeon. 

 

In addition, bags over filled due to greed significantly inhibit movement, 

which increases the chance of being killed on the road. In such cases, it led 

to an increased number of hard-won items tearfully thrown out. And given 



the huge number of things thrown out, for people who make a living selling 

them, this does seem to be a needless waste. Also, if the supply increased, 

it would be possible to avoid price hikes and shortages of goods. 

 

In order to solve these waste problems, the project [Labyrinth 

Transportation Industry: Dungeon Sheppard] was born. When adventuring 

in the maze, their belongings will be transported by [Labyrinth 

Transportation Industry: Dungeon Sheppard]. 

 

People who may become customers in the city maze are many, and even if 

the project failed, we have little to lose. 

 

 

However, in this business there are some problems.  

 

Among the team of explorers, the carrier in the maze is the lowest position. 

And while they are in the same danger in the maze, usually adventurers 

hired weak creatures for the maze. Adventurers prefer to invest in their own 

equipment, because of that, the amount carriers charge to run them in the 

maze on average is rather small. In addition, depending on the integrity of 

the employer, sometimes for the slightest mistakes, their salary is 

significantly reduced. Typically, carriers are children who have lost parents, 

or people with injuries that lost the opportunity to explore the dungeon alone 

because they can no longer match the power of the dungeons. With respect 

to the carriers, there can be problems with following the adventurers. The 

carriers are putting their lives on the line, along with the adventurers who 



sometimes cheat them. Because of this, the work is considered to be very 

severe. 

 

(Note: Russian-> English translation sounds like he makes a workers union 

to help the carriers, the Google translate sounds like he stole the contracts 

from the old carriers, both are worded in confusing ways. I went with the 

google translation since he is a greedy demon. I took some liberties to 

smooth it out, feel free to delete/revert if you wish.) 

 

Naturally, I was attracted to the project, as I was not going to allow such 

humiliating slavery without dabbling in it myself. I could raise the rates 

without paying my carriers, it could be such fun. 

 

Behind the scenes we are asked by various people if they can break their 

current contract, and sign new contract documents with us in the store. 

 

In the beginning there were many fools who decided to try take revenge for 

it, waving their fists uselessly, but for the moment, all has calmed down. 

 

 

Among the workers in the unit "propagator" most of the staff consisted of 

trained workers to a certain limit, it was mainly Hobgoblins and Half Lords. 

because all workers in the labyrinths had the level "propagator", they are 

able to conquer it up to the lower floors and return safely. Their equipment is 

excellent, much more so than the adventurers who can not afford to buy 

magic items at a magic store. And if there are lads who wish to make money 



on our equipment by taking it, we have the ear cuffs with my clone in them, 

in which case I let them fight them in retaliation, or as a last resort to 

escape. 

 

By the way, the price for the transportation for one person is a silver sheet, 

a denominations of 10 thousand gold, paid per floor. If they are asked to 

give a supporting role, by approaching and disarming the traps, or giving 

knowledge about monsters, we receives 1/10 of the total production 

(items/coins/etc..). If the carriers have to participate in  battle, the share 

becomes 2/10 of the total production. If given martial lectures (helps with 

bosses?) inside the dungeon share will be 3/10 of the total production. If 

they save the adventurers lives in a dangerous situation, the share rises to 

4/10 of the total grained. 

 

Frankly, the price compared to a conventional carrier in the city maze is 

huge. Because of the price per floor, the total is as much as 10 sheets of 

silver as we are usually hired for 10 something floors. The plan, I stopped at 

a maximum of 4/10 of the total production, because I think that any higher 

and people will just buy their own storage item and move on. 

 

But in terms of major clients, to be able to hire more employees than they 

are on the contrary very cheap and surprisingly comfortable. Rumors quickly 

spread about us, and we already have several regular customers. 

 

 

This allows us to make friends among those who in the future may be 



known to the same will increase popularity of our shop. Shop buys already 

dropped items now when there's all that much to export to us in many ways 

has become easier. At the moment, I have plans to take over all the 

business of providing carriers in the city maze "propagator" because now 

I'm making some behind the scenes action, but the results will be seen later. 



Day 215 

Remember when there was the 150-day war? What happened between the 

other countries, slightly away from the Empire. 

 

Lately I've been busy, because until they disregarded, and so to win this 

war, "Lumen Holy Kingdom" recently began to use annoying actions behind 

the scenes. 

 

The Holy Kingdom proclaimed the doctrine of the power of people engulfed 

lost "Erinbe to steel scaffolding", raising its national strength. 

 

After that, their already vast territory, has grown even more, surpassing the 

Kirika Empire, which is already bigger than the Sternbild kingdom. 

 

Not only that, in this war all [Legendary Heroes], [Heroes] and [Great Heros] 

"Erinbe country steel forest" have joined, bringing the total number of 

[Heroes] in the Holy kingdom to 24 people. 

 

In comparison with the Sternbild Kingdom with only 4 Heroes, and 8 

[Heroes] in the Kirika Empire, it has become clear the extent of their current 

strength is. 

 

After that, the former long in terribly bad relations with the Holy Kingdom, 

the king of beasts Lionet managing "Etogran animal kingdom," the kingdom 

of beastmen, as well as located in an alliance with him, "Demonic Empire" 



an emperor Hyaurutonom demons, the Holy Empire can now fight they 

more than equal. 

 

   

 

Well, in general, if you throw out the details turn out, that the Holy Kingdom 

is on the rise. Behind the scenes of all this, they began to send out even 

more murderers and spies in the different countries, was not this the reason 

for going there and then incident. 

 

 

I can not say exactly, but it is likely that recently the people who attacked 

Minokichi kun was just one of them. 

 

Sending of low social status zverolyudey on dangerous missions, such as 

hired killings, is one of the methods of the Holy Kingdom. 

 

 

At this time, it may happen that Minokichi-kun and the company accidentally 

hit them during the quest, not wanting to put their activity in the kingdom in 

jeopardy, they decided that once the number was not much, it's time to 

eliminate witnesses. 

 

 

As a result, they were divided. If my guess right or not, I do not know. As 



expected, the gathering of information of such level is impossible, even for 

me. If only one survived, we would all immediately recognized, but they are 

all destroyed. 

 

 

But if this theory is correct, we would have to return the favor to them. 

 

And if out of the 24, 12 suddenly disappear,it is in fact better, I guess. 

 

Besides 4 [Great Heroes] of the Holy Kingdom, they were lured from their 

Imperial [8 Great Squad Heads (rugarudo.oruden)], because initially it did 

not belong, so that if they will not be all right. 

 

   

 

Yes, the likelihood of the hostility in the Holy Empire is at a maximum. 

 

   

 

I feel there is a war of unprecedented dimensions before, but there is in this 

something hidden in the depths, I feel it via [Intuition]. Because I sent my 

clones to the side of the Holy Kingdom. 

 

   In this country, there may be something to do with my [History]. 



Day 216 

Today in the evening, nothing had happened. It turned out to be a quiet day. 

 

On the morning, training as well as the restructuring of the store and a 

delicious dinner. Recently, a lot of things happened and because of this a 

restful day is pretty good. In order to release the accumulated stress, relax 

while as wind blew. 

 

And as the night sounded another warning. 

 

 

[The character of the world of legends [Dark Legends] is an assistant of an 

important character, Dodome, fulfilled [Rank Up (evolution)] 

 

[Condition "1" [increasing rank (evolution)] is satisfied, the title will be sent to 

[eyed demon, Deputy Commander]] 

 

[World History [Dark Legends] all [8 Demonic Generals] are collected at the 

same time all the powers [8 Demonic Generals] have been released] 

 

[Became available for use [8 Demonic Generals] 

 

[depleted attack [the outbreak of military attack (8 Demonic Generals)] 

 



[Became available for use [8 Demonic Generals] depleted attack [face of 

emptiness (construction demons 8)] 

 

Apparently the latter was Dodome-chan, not 5 command demons. I 

wondered what would have happened if it was a team of 5 demons, but oh 

well let's leave that for later. 

 

Inquired what happened to Dodome-chan, I looked through the ear hairpin. 

 

Dodome-chan was the representative of the race [Demon of 9 Divine Eyes 

(kugimeki) (sub-species)]. 

 

Demon 9 divine eye, respectively name, female demon with nine eyes, 

compared with Dodomeki, whose eyes all over the body, they are much 

diminished. But specializes in collecting information of demons is far more 

important increasing the quality of each individual's eyes, because that 

number seems sufficient. 

 

2 eyes settled as people, two were above the eyebrows, one the biggest 

eye on the forehead and one in the palm of one hand on the back of her 

hand. 

 

Where are the others I do not know, but becoming a demon with 9 divine 

eyes, her shiny black hair, collected something like hair clips and a white 

light on her face made her look like an old Japanese beauty. Illusory 



flowers, like Sakura, decorated living armor, looking like black clothes in the 

Japanese style. In the dream, they are slightly bared her shoulders, it 

looked very erotic. 

 

It looked like a living weapon red bamboo umbrella, when rotating which 

sounded bells, as well as the red wooden sandal. If it comes on the night of 

the full moon walk, be sure to become a painting. 

 

Its fighting abilities have remained minor, but her eyes emitted a bright light, 

at least give it a minimum of self-defense. 

 

From the rear driving units, collecting important information quickly, 

accurately and widely me in the future I hope for her achievements. 

 

Hearing what had happened, I immediately went to bed. 

 

Tomorrow in the morning I have a job. 



Day 217 

Waking up, I saw that Redhead's belly had become large. 

 

This is the same symptom as in the case of the Sisters, Alchemist-san, and 

Blacksmith-san. 

 

(* If it is certainly not jammed night of a dragon *). 

 

She is pregnant and will soon give birth. Usually, she'd start panicking, but 

we've already done this several times, so we're familiar with the procedures. 

Without undue haste, but thoroughly and confidently, we prepared to deliver 

the baby. 

 

Will this time a boy or a girl? Since we already have a name for it, there's a 

level of anxiety tormenting me. 

 

As a result, she gave birth just as the sun was going down. When the sun 

set over the mountain range, my 5th child was safely born. 

 

   

 

[Conditions met, the terms of the [Dark Legends] ["", ""] will be released] 

 

 



[["", ""] Become [18 Demon Warlords] among subordinates [Yatendouji] will 

be selected [18 commanders fighting the demons]]. 

 

 

[Individuals selected [18 Demon Warlords] over time and the achievement 

of the conditions for the detection, will be granted a blessing.] 

 

Simultaneously, an alert sounded in my head, the second day in a row. 

 

 

As is the case with [the world's history [Dark Legends]] [8 Demon Generals] 

as well as with [the demon wife "], the conditions were not originally made 

because they nebyli released, [" "," "] become [18 Demon Warlords] decided 

another mystery. Well postpone it. 

 

 

The child of Redhead wasn't an [Ogre-mixblood] like Auro and Argento, nor 

was it a [High Ogre] like Oniwaka, it's also not a human like Nicola. 

 

Rather, it was an [Demon Apostle Variant (Apostle Lord) (sub species)], 

born with [God of Gem's Divine Protection] as well as [Divine Sacred 

Beast's Divine Protection]. 

 

Since I belong to the destructive mind, I thought if they become a child, but 

instead got a sub-appearance. 



 

So my fifth child, a daughter was born. 

 

Hair the color of burnt ash, beautiful ruby-like red eyes, and a brown skin 

tattoo that resembled mine. Diamond-like matter covers her entire body. 

Part of her skin has changed into something apparently consisting of [God 

Gems]. 

 

And as a gift from [Divine Sacred Beast], a dark red wool grew on her 

forearms and legs. It was a pleasant to the touch, a pleasant surprise, but it 

could also serve as a layer protection, it was so solid a steel knife couldn't 

penetrate it. 

 

A horn protruded from her forehead, glistering like obsidian. When she was 

born, the horn was soft but in less than twenty minutes, it became sharp like 

a steel blade. 

 

She is still young though, so even if someone got hurt nothing serious will 

happen, but it is still dangerous. Thus I covered it with a shell made of 

dzhadarskogo vaibana leather to prevent accidents. 

 

Incidentally, two Lord's Orbs [Onitama] were hidden in the back of the 

forearm like red and blue colored jewels, my daughter had beautiful 

[Onitama]. 

 



At the moment, she's no different from an average human baby. But in a 

few weeks, she'll be up and running around, just like Auro and Argento. 

 

It was decided that my third daughter will be named Opushii. 

 

(* But he has complained of names Gobudzhi *). 

 

By innate talents, including five of my children, it is most likely the most 

gifted, besides having a very nice wee. 



Day 218 

Today for lunch, finally, was completed on the first floor of the mansion. 

 

Outside, the snow was flying, the wind howled and it was incredibly cold, but 

the temperature on the ground floor wasn't even cold, since the temperature 

was maintained with expensive magic tools. 

 

In a large room were several massage beds separated from the main space 

using partitions, forming a closed space. 

 

The interior was decorated with moderate colors, but the materials used 

were of high quality since the main target audience are young female 

nobles. 

 

And although we have prepared a small private little room for visitors, the 

main action will take place in a large room. 

 

Besides a large room, we have prepared rooms with beds where you can 

enjoy the sweet flavors. The good thing about this world is that among the 

different kinds of minerals, often amidst the very expensive ones to be 

precise, there were some suitable for making thai massage beds. Also, I 

was fortunate enough to be able to buy them at normal price thanks to the 

Tomboy Princess. 

 

And the use of extremely high-quality prepared medvedepchelami honey 



flavor was obtained that allows us to do advertising for a low price. 

 

Finish the cooking, for future publication, to invite the Tomboy Princess and 

the First Queen. 

 

Although there are still many cases. 

 

But today we finished, it was decided to have a rest. 

 

Spend the day with Opushii became the center of attention, as well as with 

Argento and Auro and look after her. I want more pretty kids want to be like 

my lovely kids. 



Day 219 

It was snowing in the morning, and making his way to the capital through all 

this snow are MinoKichi and company. 

 

 

Thanks to the coat of arms engraved on [100 bones], as well as the 

princess and I waiting at the gate with her sitting on my back, the gate 

guards didn't start to panic. But the combination of [the great armored bear 

(? M? Biggubea)] with a body so large it could be compared to a house, and 

Minokichi kun mounted on it made the heading column look like the 

embodiment of the infernal guards. 

 

 

I have not met his subordinate, the appearance of an unknown species 

minotarva, the situation would be such that it would meet [characters]. 

 

Well, nothing happened. 

 

   

 

On their way of returning to the great forest, MinoKichi kun, Asuka-chan, as 

well as Onivaka, EUSR san san BuraSato, and the company, I called them 

to come over to the royal capital,and try the meat of the dungeon bosses. I 

only called the leaders, as well as those close to them in terms of rankings, 

since calling everyone over just wouldn't work out, the rest will taste left at 



the base of the great forest products. 

 

   

 

   

 

   

 

So, this time, the main products that we have. 

 

Eaten by me [Bone Raptor combat water], [Golem ball Aquarium], which, 

besides me, who can not be there, except for [Akulogolovogo Wyrm] with 

[Veirpidrona] to [Bloody Raptor Pochi] all the bosses floors. 

 

 

As expected, I didn't take out the humanoid [Grief Karibubis] and [Red nuns 

Deminiyuvia]. Fortunately there were people among his comrades and they 

wouldn't like it. I'll eat these two later so I'll keep their existance a secret. 

 

 

Amongst the floor bosses, a majority of them were large, along with the 

collected ingredients, mountain cooking, came out just awesome. 

 

But we were like edaki MinoKichi Kuna and Asuka chan, because even this 



amount would not be enough. 

 

 

So the whole day was very lively. 

 

In my opinion, this liveliness isn't so bad. 

 

 

And the hero of today's feast, as expected, was the newborn Opsi. 

 

[Learned ability [Parasitic Beast Injection]] 

 

[Learned ability [Dead Beast Misao Surgery]] 

 

[Learned ability [Eater Beast of Eating Blood 



Day 220 

After yesterday's banquet, by morning the participants were like a mountain 

of corpses. They weren't actually dead, just suffering from a murderous 

hangover, most are just knocked out. 

 

Yesterday, I drank several barrels containing a significant percentage of 

alcohol, upscale booze from the [Labyrinth City] Purgatory, because nothing 

can be done about it. But I was not concerned, because, today staged a day 

off in the morning vsporov stomach [Sharkhead Lightning Wyrm], ridding it 

of guts, I conducted a simple osvezhevanie carcass. 

 

 

Not to self osvezhevanie causes me problems, I'm still used to this but it is 

the size, I had a little trick for it though, Well before lunch I somehow 

managed. 

 

 

Liberated from the inner carcass showed elastic red meat, one look at that, 

it was enough to understand how much this a high-quality product is and  its 

first-class taste. 

 

 

But yes this time I started, not for food. 

 

Naturally bodies I ate with pleasure, but it's all for the sake of [External 



Exoskeleton]. 

 

 

The exoskeleton with Hind Bear and the [Red Bear Beast King's Prestige] 

for land, along with the king of Falaise Eagles [Jade Eagle King's Flight] for 

air battle. 

 

 

Thus, since I have a form for both air and land, then I'll need a form for 

aquatic combat. An Akulogolovy Wyrm was the most suitable material for 

this. 

 

Holding a heavy and huge skull while finish collecting my thoughts, I 

Immediately activated [exoskeleton]. 

 

By doing so,  a third exoskeleton was successfully registered. 

 

[Ability [exoskeleton]] 

 

 

Become a Member "1" [Red Bear Beast King's Prestige] 

 

 

Become a Member "2" [Jade Eagle King's Flight] 



 

 

Become a Member "3" [shield scales dragon lord of thunder shark] 

 

 

Registration is over 

 

Become a Member "4" [] is empty 

 

Become a Member "5" [] is empty 

 

Ostavyshesya "2" forms are available for registration 

 

What is the "number" want to choose? 

 

By doing so, I have created a new exoskeleton called [shield scales dragon 

lord of Lightning shark]. 

 

It's a blue exoskeleton, formed with a small number of protruding portions 

glistering with a shine resembling diamonds. 

 

lined up on the back are several dorsal fins made of precious stones 

thunder. Acute fins formed on the forearm.  Membranes formed between the 

toes, and at the level of the posterior a long tail protruded, with a large fin at 



the end. 

 

Membranes and fins on the back are just supporting tools, the main 

propelling force will likely originate from the tail. 

 

The overall design resembled a humanoid [Akulogolovogo Wyrm], and 

personally I liked it. 

 

while I was understanding how it works, I found out that this time the 

exoskeleton comes with a build-in transformation mechanism . 

 

The transformation takes place at my feet. 

 

It grows into a tail, and my lower body becomes snake like. Something 

similar to the half man, half snake, Lamia. 

 

In this form it was possible to perform funny movements on the ground, but 

its main purpose is for swimming. 

 

Got a good exoskeleton, I was terribly pleased. 

 

And tomorrow, since we for once gathered, will have to conquer some new 

things in [Age of the Gods] dungeon. 

 



I'm looking forward to it. 

 

This time, it will be necessary to choose a place where you can gather a 

mountain of vegetables. 



Day 221 

Currently, the store in the Royal Capital will do fine even if I'm not here, the 

Female Samurai is able to manage the store on my behalf. If some 

unexpected problem beyond her abilities to solve happens, it is always 

possible to contact me through the ear cuffs. 

 

Since Solitude make up the work force there, they should be able to cope to 

a certain extend. Thus, there isn't any actual need for me to remain in the 

Royal Capital. 

 

That is my single journey, and it became clear that for the sake of our future, 

we need to expand our operation range beyond Sternbild Kingdom. 

 

There are several reasons for this, but the major one is due to the fact the 

kingdom only has a handful of [Age of the Gods] dungeons, and the highest 

level amongst the bunch is only [Divine Spirit].  

 

For the sake of increasing our combat potential, I will not act alone this time. 

For the sake of conquering high level dungeons, I'm bringing along Kanami-

chan and the other [8 Demonic Generals]. Among the [Age of the Gods] 

dungeons, there are [Divine Spirit] class, [God] class, and the highest: 

[Great God] class dungeons. Apparently, there are only 5 of them in the 

world, and just thinking about it gets me all pumped up. 

 

ED: [Age of the Gods] Dungeon is the exact same rank as [Demigod] rank 



dungeons. As established in an earlier day in the 190s...but this version 

sounds alot more right hmm. ~Miraclegrass 

 

But in order to enter [God] and [Great God] class dungeons, we'll need to go 

beyond this country. 

 

Of course we can simply enjoy the [Divine Spirit] class dungeons, but we'll 

conquer them in no time since there simply isn't enough. 

 

Thus I decided to conquer the [Age of the Gods] dungeons beyond the 

Sternbild Kingdom. While I was thinking that we should start with a [Divine 

Spirit] dungeon instead of a [God] class, they wanted the latter. I thought: 

"Isn't challenging a [God] class dungeon a little too early for them?" But 

apparently, the fact that I was able to conquer a  [Divine Spirit] alone egged 

Minokichi-kun and company to immediately start with the [God] class, I 

personally would like to try it, so I guess it's decided. 

 

Moreover, if, during the conquest, we realize that It's simply too hard, we 

can simply change the dungeon, that's the gist of things. 

 

Fortunately, In the early levels of a [God] class dungeon, there shouldn't be 

that much of a difference in difficulty compared to the upper floors of a 

[Divine Spirit] class dungeon, so surviving shouldn't be a problem. 

 

Although we have decided on challenging a [God] class dungeon, but where 



exactly is still unclear. 

 

We have some choices, but the most likely amongst the candidates would 

be the demonic empire. 

 

On the borders between the Demonic Empire and the Holy Kingdom,  there 

is an [Age of Gods] dungeon known as the [Furemusu Blaze Dragon 

Mountains]. As a result, even if the relations between the countries is poor, 

a large scale war is nearly impossible, limiting everything to small 

skirmishes and secret wars. Well, leave us out of it. 

 

ED Note: The original text called it 'フレムス炎竜山', roughly translating to 

Flames blazing dragon mountain. But since it's Katakana, it could be 

something else with a similar sound, thus I kept it as Furemusu. Anyone got 

a cooler name (Original russian name "Fleymus" also works in this context)? 

Btw, Russian saids it's the Holy Empire, but the Google translation called it 

"St. Kingdom of Demibeasts",and then the bottom saids holy kingdom 

again,  what the heck...   

 

[Furemusu blaze dragon mountains] is fundamentally differnet from the 

previous dungeons we've been to, where you go into undeground 

basements. This is classified as a Natural barrier type, one that has never 

been conquered before, until now that is. 

 

To briefly explain what a Natural Barrier type dungeon is, they are 

seperated into two area: areas inside the [Border zone], and areas outside 



the [Border Zone]. Areas inside the [Border zone] is where the actual 

dungeon is. 

 

Natural Barrier type dungeons are usually places like great forests, 

expansive valleys and whatnots, but in this case amongst the Natural 

Barrier types, [Furemusu Blaze Dragon Mountains] is a volcanic type, 

known for their high difficulties. 

 

The dungeon boss makes its nest at the center of the volcane, and the 

whole place is filled with toxic fumes, countless lava flows, and even plants 

that adapted to the harsh environment such as a forest with flaming trees, 

housing monsters. 

 

Flame type and death type monsters lurk in every corner of this sorching 

earth. Traps such as lava-spots are formed by the treacherous terrain and is 

used to impede conquerors and cheaters alike. 

 

Furthermore, there isn't a single person throughout history who has 

managed to conquer this dungeon, ruled by a high-level [Wisdom Dragon]. 

 

ED Note: I'm changing [wisdom of the serpent carrier / Dragon] to [Wisdom 

Dragon], much less of a mouth full. Feel free to change it to something else 

or simply revert it. 

 

On top of that, no one has even managed to kill all the field bosses, and 



successfully reach the center of the crater to slay the dungeon boss, let 

alone conquering it. This resulted in the declining number of challengers 

due to the fact there isn't enough credible information. 

 

Thanks to this however, challengers from both the Demonic Empire and the 

Holy Kingdom tend to choose this dungeon over other [God] class Natural 

Barrier type dungeons. 

 

There are numerous examples in the past such as a hopeless group of 

adventurers and fearless truth-seekers, eager to challenge the dungeon 

until they found something from the demonic empire and the Holy Kingdom. 

Apparently, 6 [legendary heroes], whose strength rival the hundreds, and 

even the thousands, were sent there along a large number of subordinates. 

 

Individually and together, the group exibited overwhelming strength during 

the conquering processes. Everyone here had experience  conquering 

[Divine Spirit] class dungeons, and even other [God] class dungeons. 

 

And yet all 6 [Legendary Heroes] were never heard from again. 

 

No one knew exactly what happened, since no one has ever returned alive 

from the boss battle. 

 

All they heard from the foot of the mountains were the sounds of battle, and 

there were even eye-witnesses of a [Wisdom Dragon] flying in the sky. A 



few days later, when the sounds of battle had died down, the boss was still 

alive. They lost. 

 

ED Note: From what I gathered, it seems like a group of adventurers saw 

the hero army from a distance, but didn't actually participated in the fight. 

 

Personally, I wouldn't mind eating a [Legendary Hero], who are considerably 

strong, well let's leave that for later. 

 

If the [Legendary Heroes] failed, the reason was probably because the 

dungeon boss is not a drake, but an actual dragon. 

 

If this had been a kind of underground dungeon, this area would be a closed 

space to an extent. But since it's a natural type Dungeon, the boss could fly 

freely in the sky it has to be a dragon (excepting water dragons). All 

[Wisdom Dragons] share the characteristic of being highly intellectual and 

possessing immeasurable magic powers, allowing them to bombard 

enemies below with magic spells so strong humans could never possibly 

hope to attain them. 

 

On top of having a huge body lined with durable carbide-like scales, and 

bombarding attacks from the skies, countermeasures are limited. It's no 

wonder even [Legendary Heroes] would face difficulties when challenging 

them. 

 



Moreover, even if it is [God] class, [legendary heroes] would hold out for a 

while, but their comrades very likely died from a single strike without actually 

doing anything. 

 

I silently prayed for the [Legendary Heroes] that not having enough skills 

were driven into the ground. I wonder what they were to the taste, I was 

tormented by the thought. 

 

Incidentally, the main purpose of our conquest will be rare minerals, as well 

as extracted from the monsters, materials. Because we can easily bailout 

halfway. 

 

Of course we had other choices, but [Furemusu Blaze Dragon Mountains], 

for various reasons seemed the best choice. So if we're gonna go 

somewhere, this place would be the most idea. 

 

However, amongst the eight of the demons, two complained: "Ah, isn't it hot 

there? the heat is a little too much for me, but a banquet of sweaty men 

fighting...but...hm......" 

 

ED Note: Irofu-chan's reply has been updated...oh dear... 

 

"But I'm only gonna end up being a burden for you all..." That's not a very 

positive thing to say about our expedition, it seems I'll have to movitate them 

one way or another. 



 

The demons who lacked zeal (Irofu-chan and Dodome-chan, who is now 

Kugime-chan), think it's better for us to leave them here. but the verification 

of the 8 demon general's formation on the battlefield is one of the goals of 

our trip, so this time, I've gotta take them with me no matter what. 

 

Of course I can order them with force, but I understand the reason behind 

their lack of movitation. 

 

Belonging to the undead species, Irofu-chan is very weak to fire damage. As 

for Kugime-chan, she isn't very suited to battles in the open field. I wasn't 

even sure would she be any help. 

 

Both have their own reasons, so I'll try to convince them gently. 

 

But I'll do all of this tomorrow. 

 

Today will be a day of practice, so Minokichi-kun and I will have a sparr. 

 

ED Note: The original text saids dogfight, but I'm pretty sure Minokichi 

doesn't know how to fly, unless he's a desendent of the legendary Moon-

Jumping Cow. Bad reference I know. 

 

In order not to damage our surrounding we will not use weapons. But even 

without them, with outstanding physical abilities and martial arts mastery 



taught by me, Minokichi-kun had enormous power prowess. 

 

His fists were fast and heavy, to the point that it seemed he might have 

broken a few bones, he was even aiming at my vital organs. 

 

Parrying all his attacks, I applied force to break Minokichi-kun's stance. But 

as he was starting to fall, He used his incredible physical abilities to rebuild 

his stance. 

 

If it was the old Minokichi-kun, he would have definitely fallen to the ground. 

It seems like this level of attack wouldn't be enough for Minokichi-kun 

anymore. 

 

Feeling his rapid growth, I naturally started to laugh, and we had a more 

committed spar without holding back. 

 

Since there are enemies with whom you can't pull your punches, this level 

of training is welcoming. 



Day 222 

After a morning workout session, I began persuading the 2 Demonesses to 

go underground with me, but they weren't very happy with the idea. Well, I 

suspected from the beginning even if I did try to persuade them, they aren't 

going to be motivated. However, that doesn't mean I intend to give up so 

easily. But I've got to persuade them somehow before we head out of the 

kingdom towards our destination. 

 

Putting that aside, now that I've finish my work of the day, I think I'll enjoy 

some lunch. The said work is to publicly announce the fact that we opened 

a massage parlor. 

 

For the sake of quick advertisement, we invited Tomboy Princess, the 

person with the highest status as our customer. But since the Tomboy 

Princess herself own isn't enough, we also invited several guests ourselves, 

and asked her to invite a few more maids to take care of her belongings as 

well as several guests of her own choice  . 

 

I chose her not because I was lazy, but rather to strengthen relations with 

the people of her faction. 

 

Thus, we also extended our invitations to the first queen. 

 

Looking slightly more cheerful than usual, she looked much younger than 

her actual age, but also retaining her adult charm through her dress. 



 

Just behind her are the Dark Hero and four maids, two of them are familiar 

faces. 

 

ED note: Probs the two maids looking at the queen licking Aporou knife 

during their first meeting...urgh.. 

 

 

Well, if you put the Tomboy Princess in charge of selecting additional 

guests, it's almost guaranteed that she'll choose them. Anticipating that, I 

wasn't surprised, and recently, I've beginning to get used to the first queen's 

habits (since it's someone else's interest, we can only give up).  

 

Arriving on the skeleton spiders specially reserved to pick up out guests, 

there is the first queen and the Tomboy Princess, who had a profound smile 

on her face. Most likely, she stuck a deal with the  first queen for some sort 

of benefit in exchange for being on the invitation list.  

 

And looking at the wry smile from the Boy Knight, I was almost certain of 

this fact. 

 

I have a feeling that starting from last time the Tomboy Princess has ceased 

to conceal her character. 

 

Oh well, she looks much cuter with a bright, happy smile than having one 



hidden with darkness anyway. 

 

Back to business. We've asked our guest to sample our oil massages as 

well as our stone bed massages. 

 

ED Note:I'm aware the russian translation saids bedrock, but he's referring 

to a stone bed, and not actual bedrock, 

 

During the bedrock massages, guests are asked to wear special clothing, 

before they lay down on the sheets laid over the stone bed. 

 

After 30 minutes under infrared light, and from the sheets warming their 

bodies, they all looked very happy due to experiencing something new. 

 

Relieve their body of accumulated fatigue, wide happy smiles appeared on 

their faced. 

 

Just like that, we grasped their hearts, making them our regulars. 

 

After that, in order for our guests to stay hydrated, we sold drinks made from 

a mixure of salt, spring, and juice procured from the dungeons. They are 

very popular commodity. 

 

I'll have to think about new flavours in the future. To avoid any trouble 



during massage, only comrades with the same sex as the guest will perform 

the massaging. 

 

The oil we used is made by Dorian-san via blending honey that she 

collected in the great forest, a precious material that can instantly provide a 

variety of positive effects. 

 

This oil has the effect such as promoting skin health and rejuvenation. But 

the most wonderful effect this oil provides is improving metabolism, allowing 

you to burn extra calories. 

 

The effects are apparent after using it once, and there aren't any side 

effects present unlike certian magic drugs out there. 

 

Not only is it comfortable and pleasant, but it's also a safe, all-natural 

massage. After telling our guest about the effect, it's impressive how their 

eyes lit up immediately. 

 

As expected from Dorian-san's race, to not only possess superior ability to 

seduce the opposite sex, but also her dexterity in the field of cosmetology is 

very surprising. 

 

This oil is like a drug, increase the number of clients come back because of 

its abilities, I am extremely grateful to her. 

 



This time, I will have to pick up the perfect souvenir for her. 

 

After the procedure was over, I asked for their feedback, they are all very 

happy. 

 

Everyone saids they want to come back again, this influx of visitors is good, 

this project will also be successful, too. 

 

This time, all the guests are likely to become our regular client, this is 

something we got to cherish. 

 

In addition, those who participated aren't limited to the noble ladies. We also 

allowed the maids to participate. So they, too, can help us spread the word. 

Butlers and maids, receieve a higher salary, compared to commoners, so 

they can come to us to relieve fatigue after a full day of work. 

 

Thus, we successfully completed the trial session, and guests are sent 

home the same way they arrived. 

 

But after we sent home the invited guests, 8 people stayed with us for 

dinner: Tomboy Princess, Boy Knight, the first queen, the heroine of 

darkness, as well as 4 maid. 

 

Seeing that she was going to cook for the queen as well as the Heroine of 

darkness, the maid who helped around the house had a happy smile was in 



high spirits while she was cooking. I, who also helped with the cooking can't 

say the same though. 

 

 

ED Note:  Officially confirmed, it was the maid smiling since she was serving 

dishes to the Hero of Darkness and her country's queen. 

 

 

And during dinner, newborn Opushii would occasionally smile and pout her 

cheeks. The queen also often touched her jewel-like skin. 

 

Her mother Redhead, whose face had a happy smile since the birth Opushii 

is talking to the queen, and moved by the heroine of darkness. Both being 

mothers, the queen and Redhead formed a friendship. Even though it is a 

little late to reflect upon the relation between the Tomboy Princess and I, 

this spectacle of three individuals with completely different social status is 

quite a stunning sight. If it were somewhere else someone talking to the 

queen like that would have gotten them excuted for blasphemy. But nobody 

really cares about behaviours, and as a result, Tomboy Princess and 

company returned home late at night. 

 

The bone spiders wading through the snow at night while illuminating the 

streets looked like messengers of hell, seeking their prey. 



Day 223 

Eventually, we have officially decided to challenge [Fleymus Blaze Dragon 

Mountain]. 

 

According to my research, not only is this place the most profitable, it's also 

relatively. 

 

In addition, if something ever happens in the Holy Kingdom in the future, 

having a base in the demoniac kingdom is always a good idea. 

 

However, we are still facing some problems. 

 

Here's the list, from the relatively easy to solve ones, to the more annoying 

ones: 

 

One of these problems is Kugime-chan's response : " I do not want to go 

because I will only become a hindrance". For the sake of resolving this 

issue, I will act today. 

 

Clearly gently persuading her isn't going to work. It's not because it's 

inconvenient, it's simply too time consuming, so I decided might as well use 

the time to persuade her to strengthen her instead. 

 

Thus, cold morning, when the snow is slowly falling from the top, we went to 



a trained court in the mansion. 

 

Thus, on this cold morning, when the snow is falling slowly from the sky, 

we've now training in the center of the mansion's training grounds 

 

Kugime chan is equipped with her Bio-Weapon, a bamboo umbrella, as well 

as a magic item in the form of a fan [High performer of the Night gales], 

made of black silver and Jade. 

 

ED Note:The fan's name is "夜風の太夫". While 夜風 is Night winds,の is 

kinda like ('s), 太夫 is a high ranking performer in Noh Theatre, a popular 

thetrical style in Japan characterized by its use of masks. There is no direct 

english translation for 太夫. Btw, I can always change it to "Yokaze no Tayū" 

which is how it would sound in Japanese.  

 

 

As for me, I'm only armed with two trees, cut to form two poles 2-meters in 

length. 

 

Both of us are protected by our Bio-Armor (in my case it's only from waist 

up, so I worn my poncho). 

 

Armor aside, the difference in attack power between two poles and living 

weapons and magic items combined is simply too overwhelming. 

 



Not only can't I use them as defense since they're too fragile, if I tried to 

attack her head on, they'll simply break as well since they can't withstand 

the impact. 

 

Well, it's good to give her a bit of a handicap. and even with the 

overwhelming difference in weapons, the 9 eyes on Kugime Chan's face are 

now wide open, all of them showing fear and anxiety. 

 

Even if I have weapons podovlyayusche weaker, and I will only use your 

body, with a handicap of this level, I think the problem will not be. Because 

without offering effortless, driving 2 sticks exclusively through the fingers 

and wrists, I took a step to meet Kugime-chan. Well, even with this level of 

handicap, it's not that much of a problem. Effortlessly, I swung the two poles 

with my wrist and fingers while taking a step towards Kugime-chan. 

 

But, every time I take a step forward, Kugime-chan takes two steps 

backwards. When I take two steps, she takes 6. The distance between is 

only increasing. 

 

Accurately calculating my attack range at the last moment, she deftly 

avoided my attacks with a very small margin, just barely out of range. 

 

I tried to observe how she would respond when I used a feint, and she 

immediately picked it up. However, it's probably the result of her gut feeling 

rather than observation, since she used some unnecessary movement. 

 



So this time, I didn't use a feint, but an actual attack. 

 

knocking a pebble on the , aiming at her anxious face Kugime-chan, this 

movement was seen with both eyes, causing her again avoided. 

 

Using my wooden pole, I stiked a pebble laying on the ground, and aimed it 

towards the serious face of Kugime-chan. She even percieved the pebble, 

and avoided it.  

 

 

Apparently becoming [9 demon divine eye (kugimeki) Subspieces], it 

maximizes her ability to collect and process information. She can analyze 

my behaviors. She even has a special ability where she can read my 

movements before I even began moving. If I moved at a constant speed, it's 

impossible for me to reach her. 

 

I can do something similar, but Kugime-chan is far more faster and accurate 

than I am. While this is all true, her superiority only lies within this domain. 

Her combat ability is still quite low as expected. Amongst the demons, her 

physical capability are quite weak and frail. 

 

Thus, she is unable to utilize her precognition abilities to their fullest 

potential. 

 

If I became a little more serious, by the time she predicted my actions, her 



body wouldn't be able to keep up with my speed. 

 

Even when I pulled my punches, the shock of the impact from my pole 

hitting her traveled throughout her body, knocked the her out of her lungs, 

and she began rolling on the ground, writhing in pain. 

 

After doing this several more times, she finally stopped. But she was still 

unable to get on her feet. 

 

In order to numb the pain, she curled up into a fetal position and trembled. 

To fall into this state from a single strike, it's no wonder she didn't have the 

motivation to go into the dungeon. 

 

Kugime-chan had a strong sense of responsibility, that's why she was 

worried she would become a burden to others. 

 

But from my point of view, her low combat abilities aren't a problem at all. If 

there's a problem with your defense, we'll simply need to help you get 

better. Since Seiji-kun is coming along, and he has the abilities to defend 

and heal himself and his comrades, we would be able to recover. 

 

Even if she isn't directly involved in the fight, Kugime-chan can still collect 

information from her surrounding with very high accuracy. She can be a 

biological radar for sensing enemies and traps. 

 



That's why, to me her fear of being a burden is only groundless fear. 

 

Since her role isn't to directly fight, her combat abilities will be sufficient if 

she can defend herself for just a few seconds. 

 

And she cleared this condition. 

 

All she needs to do is try it once, and her anxiety will dissipate. 

 

Although, we'll need to work on her lack of confidence and emotional 

control. Because of her fear of going into a [God] class dungeon, I tried to 

convince Kugime-chan gently at first. Since that didn't work, I'll carried out 

training which she reluctantly joined. I'm going to pound some self-

confidence and readiness into her, even forcibly if I have to. 

 

"All is well, all is well, even if one or two hands to break, we quickly 

recovered, even if the bodies explode, we can quickly do something." "All is 

well, all is well. Even if one or two of your arms is broken, or one of your 

organs ruptured, my [Blood elixir] will be able to patch you up." 

 

ED Note:The original text didn't say blood elixir in particular (just elixir), but 

what other kind of elixir would Aporou have to mend this kind of injury? Are 

you even trying to calm her down Aporou? that's just gonna scare her even 

more! 

 



"Therefore calm down, and let us continue training until the anxiety has 

passed." 

 

After that Kugime-chan had a look of despair on her face, as if her spirit had 

left her. 

 

ED Note:What did I tell you... Anyway, the Google translate says 

consciousness, But there are a lot of words in Japanese that could have 

similar meanings when translated to english, but different concepts in 

Japanese, in this case soul or mentality, So I chose spirit instead. That 

made more sense. Someone give me the raw please. 

 

 

The training persisted for about half a day. 

 

after rolling several hundred times on the ground, breaking bones and 

rupturing organs we finally successfully completed the training. 

 

We will be continuing until tomorrow, even though Kugime-chan had a look 

of disappointment on her face. Since I got to beat her into shape. 

 

She shouldn't be so perturbed from just this. Kugime-chan continued on 

while completely covered with blood, breaking half of her bones, and 

receiving countless wounds while under the influence of high-speed healing, 

nothing scary really. 



 

If she was motivated from the start, we wouldn't have to go through this. I'm 

keeping that though inside. 



Day 224 

As a result of yesterday's training, Kugime-chan looked like a zombie. But 

there is a major improvement. 

 

I asked Minokichi-kun to attack her with his battle axe. But not only did she 

react much faster than before, she also managed to dodge the attacks 

unscathed. 

 

Enraged, Minokichi-kun began to attack seriously. But all his attempted 

were completely read, and he didn't manage to land a single hit. 

 

Of course if Minokichi-kun fought with all his abilities and with the intent of 

killing her, the result would have been quite different. But as a result of 

yesterday's hellish training, Kugime-chan, with a broken smile on her face, 

had her defense significantly strengthened. 

 

Unless she's required to attack, she'll be fine in the dungeon with this level 

of self-defense. 

 

If she still had doubts about taking part in the dungeon conquering, that 

would have been a problem. However, when we asked her about it, she had 

a 180 turn in her mindset, and was quite determined. 

 

Then I breathed a sign of relief. 

 



This is a good sign: "Please spare me from training with the two of you" and 

she begged earnestly. 

 

Minokichi-kun, who was standing nearby, was looking very pleased. 

 

Oh well, that's one problem down. 

 

Now that we solved Kugime-chan's problem, lets move on to the next one. 

 

This next problem has to do with Irofu-chan. Similar to Kugime-chan, I 

already gave up on using gentle persuasion and decided to use force 

instead. Today I'll be confronting her on the training grounds. 

 

Except, she's not her usual self. 

 

While looking at me with a vulgar expression while drooling, she had a look 

full of desire, and eyes that reflected insanity. 

 

But that's all good, since she radiated madness due the power of [God of 

Corrosion's Divine Protection], manifesting in a physical form. It turned the 

snow around Irofu-chan into some sort of strange purple substance. 

 

Some sort of purple, decaying liquid dripped from the tip of the spear on her 

right hand onto the floor, releasing some sort of blackish purple gas as soon 



as it touched the snow on the ground. The gas moved as if it had a will of its 

own, forming an illusion of the [God of Corrosion] behind Irofu-chan, with a 

book on one hand and a brush on the other. 

 

The reason she is in this abnormal state is because in order to get Irofu-

chan motivated, I made a bet that if she wins, I'll do one thing she tells me 

to do, of course as long as its within my abilities. 

 

 

ED Note: It's more like me rambling, but anyone who read her sidestory can 

probably guess what she's thinking. Here's a hint: BL. Those who didn't, It's 

in the comment section. 

 

To quickly persuade the lazy, uncommitted Irokuso-chan, I had to use this 

as bait. 

 

ED Note:Ok, this one's serious. The Google translation saids "Norarikurari" 

and "Sumaseyo", which is written in Japanese as のらりくらり andすま

せよ respectively. The former meant "lazy or non-committed, and the latter 

meant "To end, to be finished". 

 

 

Frankly, I though that was careless of me. 

 

ED Note:I know the Google translation said thoughtless, but it's like the 



issue with the word spirit/consciousness in day 223. 

 

It's the first time I saw her in this state, and it looks quite dangerous. 

 

I can feel the danger simply by confronting her. 

 

What's even worse is the apparition of the God of Corrosion behind her. I 

don't know if it has a will of its own, but what I do know is that it had began 

to scatter it's blackish purple gas, and anything that touches the said gas 

will rot without fail. 

 

Even the snow and the ground itself began to corrode, it's easy to imagine 

living organisms rotting alive if they touch that gas. 

 

 

If you only take combat abilities into consideration I'm the superior one. 

However, I'm currently mentally overwhelmed. I began to regret fighting her, 

and just thinking about what she's going to wish for if she wins is a 

tormenting thought. 

 

 

ED Note: More of me rambling. Pepare your anus Aporou. 

 

 



In the end, I won. 

 

But the battle was a close one. In combat, I surpassed her, but her 

persistence is overwhelming. Even after I broke both her arms and legs, she 

started to inch towards me like a caterpillar. Even I would be scared at this 

sight. 

 

I tried giving her a concussion, but she still didn't stop moving, just like a 

zombie. 

 

At the end, I wasn't wounded, but the mental shock I received was so 

devastating it could very well end up as a trauma. Today, I swore an oath to 

NEVER make a bet with Irofu-chan ever again. 

 

Even though there were some unexpected twists and turns in the process, I 

have successfully convinced the two demonesses in the end. I may have 

used force, but it worked. 

 

Thus, in a few days, after dealing with some minor problems, we'll be 

leaving the capital. 

 

So let's start preparing immediately for our departure. 

 

ED Note: Susumeyo is written as すすめよ, which could mean to advance, 

advice, hasten. Cooking isn't one of them. 



Day 225 

There was a raging blizzard this morning. 

 

Ice and snow flew alongside the strong winds, and the ground was buried 

under snowdrifts as high as I. 

 

The sun was covered behind thick black clouds, and this continued 

throughout the entire day. 

 

Since the weather was quite harsh its best you stay indoors unless you're 

deliberately trying to train under such conditions. The «Solitude» members 

are in their growth spurts, and they need some rest once in a while. 

 

So after a bit of indoor training in one of the rooms, we proceeded to study. 

 

Independent thinking is very important. 

 

During times of emergency, if someone is more informative in a certain field, 

they may be able to present solutions that even I haven't though of. 

 

In addition to reading, writing and calculating, knowledge on first aid is 

mandatory to those who place themselves in combat situations like me. 

 

For «Solitude» members who don't appear to recieve any form of proper 



education before, this will also help in the future. 

 

Well, the fact that they're still working for Parabellum doesn't change. The 

first step to distinguish talent is through studying, and might be helpful in 

allocating suitable jobs they might like. 

 

Above all, if only their muscle grows, but not their brain, this would make 

managing the organization cumbersome. 

 

I need people who are able to organize and manage, a pawn that can think 

with his head will lessen the load on my shoulders. 

 

While encourging them to study, I used my free time for things like cooking 

and sewing. It was quite a relaxing day. 

 

Looking at the kids studying on snowy days, it rubbed off me and even I 

spent a little time playing. 



Day 226 

Unlike yesterday's weather, it was very sunny today. Only snow was left of 

yesterday's blizzard, and sunlight reflected off this slivery white world. 

 

Puffs of white smoke rose from the chimneys of the castle town's houses, 

and the streets buzzed with life. The morning air was chilly but also 

pleasant, and I heard laughter when I was training outside . 

 

Looking skyward where the sound originated, there they are. Forged of ice 

and snow: [Snow Fairies], they were 15 centimeters, danced deftly with 

wings of ice. 

 

Their dance was beautiful, and scales of ice fell wherever they flapped their 

wings. Their wings also reflected sunlight, glowing in the colors of the 

rainbow. 

 

Admiring this scenary, it's likely an instinctive fascination.  

 

Snow faries make seasonal appearances in the Sternbild Kingdom, and 

they are a type of monster that combinds cuteness and viciousness 

 

 

ED Note:The cuteness description was a guess. The google translation 

gave me someone rediculous, and the russian translation omitted it 

altogether. 



 

 

Despite their size, their appearance is that of a very beautiful women or a 

girl in a pretty dress. But those trying to capture them to sell off as a 

decoration, they would recieve an unexpected retaliation. 

 

Specifically, they use their freezing ability to take full advantage of their 

environment. Even though they're small in size, they are always surrounded 

by friends, so their fighting ability should be reasonably high. 

 

Even so, since they usually leave you alone if you don't bother them, they 

are often ignored, or admired at the sight of their dance. 

 

In my case, since I've seen it now, I was wondering what would it taste like if 

it did had any taste. My first attempt at catching them was by using thread 

from my fingertips to snare 10 of them. If I made a net with my fingers and 

manipulate it, it's possible to catch all of them at once. However, the thread 

will quickly freeze, resulting in a sphere of ice, before shattering in the next 

moment. 

 

the shattered threat sprikled onto the ice on the floor. 

 

Hmm, it seems like their freezing abilitiy was stronger than I initially thought, 

and their physical capabilities have also been understimated. 

 



 

ED Note: The google translate said Ryoryoku, which is "膂力". It means 

muscle strength. 

 

 

While we're on the topic, it's no suprise they would be angry at you for 

attempting to catch them. The emotion of the 10 fairies that I tried to catch 

turned from meek smiles to a look of pure rage. 

 

Forming Ice rapieres in their hands, they generated countless large spikes 

larger than myself, with their tips all facing me. 

 

 

ED Note: When I looked up "突剣", what I got was a image of a weapon with 

an uncanny resemblence to a rapiere. After reading the raw, turns out the 

original word was 氷杭, which also means picket and stake. So spike works. 

 

 

Emitting killing intent, they flew at me with an umimpressive formation, 

reminisenting of a Black Wolf's hunting pattern. 

 

Impressed by their power, this time I used the more resilient, stronger 

golden thread. The snow fairies tried to disperse in a hurry, but they were all 

caugh in the end.  

 



The captured fairies were struggled to freeze the golden thread, but even if 

it was frozen, the golden threats weren't going to shatter. 

 

Becoming a ball of ice, I caught the falling ball in the air, smashed it with my 

silver arm, and retrieved its content. After binding all the fairies inside with 

my golden thread, I killed them by snapping their neck since they were 

screaming in a high-pitched voice. I tried to eat one and began biting into it. 

 

 

ED Note: Left out Pokiri and Bakri since I can't determine what they are 

without the original raw. he saids he killed them by folding the Pokiri and 

neck, and tried to eat one "in Bakai and Bite"...couldn't guess what it was 

 

 

 

Even though it was the meat of a humanoid, it resembled insects more. It 

was something that reminded me of the caterpillars from the forest. 

 

A rich, creamy taste that was very unique and delicious. It's also a seasonal 

taste, it's not bad. 

 

Hurrying around collecting as many as I can in the day time, I enjoyed some 

sake with Minokich-kun 

 

The compatibility of snow fairies and dungeon liquour was pretty good, it 



was a pity there wasn't enough snow fairies. 

 

That's a complaint I had, but drinking liquor at noon is the best, and today is 

a good day. 

 

We are two more days from our departure date. 

 

Since the opening of the massage parlour is tomorrow, we'll depart after 

witnessing its grand opening. 

 

I wounder what kind of formidable foes would I encounter after leaving the 

country, and would there be anymore new kinds of food that I haven't eaten 

like the snow fairies today. Only time will tell, and excitement towards 

various anticipations swelled up in my chest. 



Day 227 

Today is another sunny day, a memorable day that marks the start of our 

massage business. 

 

It seems news about the store had been spread previously, probably by the 

guest who advertised it after actually experienced it firsthand. 

 

There were ladies and their daughters who came here riding on their own 

carriages or on skeleton spiders a while later after its opeing. The number 

exceeded what we anticipated, and there was a fairly long waiting time. 

 

Due to the long waiting time, dissatissfaction began to form. In order to 

distract our guest from the long waiting time, we offer them boxes of sweets 

made from the honey and fruits gathered in the forest. That worked 

surprisingly well. 

 

Tasting snacks with an unique sweetness unlike anything they ever tasted 

before, and they killed time through chatting with acquaintances. 

 

This was a pretty good start, overall I'm pretty satisfied with today's sales. 

They were far beyond anything I could imagine, and if this continues on in 

the future, it's going to be quite the profit. 

 

The magnificant effects of the oil had quite the amount of ladies and 

daughters hoping to buy some. But due to the amount we have unable to 



meet demands if they were sold, we had to politely decline. Instead, we did 

recommend them to come by more regularly. 

 

Actually, why not mass-produce inferior variations of the oil, and sell a small 

amount of them in the market? Even though I'm already thinking about it 

now, I might consider doing that in the future. 

 

In the evening the Tomboy Princess dropped by, and we had a banquet. 

The Tomboy Princess brought with her large amounts of alcohol, but not 

just any alcohol. These were painstakingly made by professional 

brewmasters, and none of them had any strange aftertastes. 

 

ED Note: Google translate says different, but once again, welcome to the 

Japanese languages's multiple-concept corner. 

 

I was thrilled when going through the barrels one by one, tasting each and 

every one of them.This was a fun of a different kind, and I choose the 

tastiest one amongst them to joy. 

 

The masterpieces of Master Brewers finished with pride, and now ever more 

successful when held in high regard throughout our celebration 



Day 228 

Today we are leaving the Sternbild Kingdom. 

 

The members traveling this time are only members of the [8 Demonic 

Generals] and I, us 9 demons. 

 

As for Redhead, she's taking care of Opushii who has recently learn to 

crawl. She'll still not in the condition to travel with us, and we also explained 

the fact that the cold here is much more bearable than there. 

 

Auro, Argento, and Oniwaka also wanted to come along, but the location we 

were heading towards could be dangerous. Since we're not sure about the 

layout of this dungeon, if something goes wrong they would only be a 

burden. 

 

Especially in the Demonic Empire where we do not have a base. 

 

We can't gurantee their safety there, worst case scenario where they would 

be taken hostage and then killed in the process is possible. 

 

That's why this time they'll be left here. This safety hazard also applies 

similarly to other members as well. 

 

In any case, it's possible to contact through ear cuffs, so it'll work out 



somehow. We also have allies like the Tomboy Princess, so there aren't 

that many concerns. 

 

Afterwards, we depart from the Sternbild Kingdom. 

 

In addition to those staying behind, we're also seen off by Tomboy Princess, 

Boy Knight, the First Queen and the Dark Hero at the gates. Some waved 

goodbye or shake hands with sad faces, others asked for souvenirs. Their 

reactions are completely different from one another. After loading our 

belongings, we started to ride the skeleton centipede. After traveling a 

certain distance, making sure nobody was around, we got off the skeleton 

centipede. That's because the journey this time is going to be much longer 

than our previous ones. Normally, it would take horse carriages months to 

travel the same distance, even on a normal skeleton centipede it will still 

take quite some time.  

 

But since we don't want to waste time, we transfered to a special, unique 

skeleton centipede. 

 

This was the first skeleton centipede we ever made. But after modifying it 

with magic over time, it became nearly three times as large as a normal 

skeleton centipede. It's much larger than the road, I guess both description 

would be easy to imagine. 

 

In order to distinguish between them, I decided to call it [Great skeleton 

centipede]. 



 

To travel comfortably over long distances inside [Great skeleton centipede], 

the interior is equipped with various features to make life easy. 

 

Not only does it have seperate beds, it also has a kitchen, a refrigerator, 

washing machines, even a toliet and a bathroom. Even when compared to a 

typical house, this is a much more comfortable environment. 

 

The [Great skeleton Centipede] is like a huge camper van. If I will it to, it can 

even turned into an auto-pilot, automatic mobile fortress. 

 

Thus, we continued our journey in the [Great skeleton centipede]. Since we 

can not only cook our food, wash our clothes, bath ourselves and go to the 

toliet inside the [Great skeleton centipede], there is no need to stop from 

time to time. 

 

We could spend our time studying and playing games during the day, and 

even when we're all sleeping during the night it will still continue to travel 

towards our destination. 

 

Not only that, but it travels in a straight line towards our destinatiion, 

traversing over obstacles and terrain. 

 

But since we would be travel through forests and valleys where monsters 

run wild, we had worries that the carriage might be attacked during our 



travels, but this didn't even happen once. 

 

I wondered is it because the monsters were overwhelmed by it's sheer size, 

incredible speed, but the fact that its strange outer appearance is concealed 

with [Hide] is probably the cause. 

 

Thus, we would probably arrive much eariler than expected. 



Day 229 

Today, we continued to proceed towards our destination the entire day. This 

is good, very good. 

 

If you want to go fast, even if it's a short distance, it's best you proceed the 

entire journey without rest. 

 

In our case, we haven't stopped even once since the beginning. 

 

It's difficult to spar daily under such situations. Due to our bodysize, we are 

in a rather tight space to do so. 

 

Thus, we decided to remodel the roof of the [Great skeleton centipede] 

especially for this purpose 

 

While it's not possible to have a spar with the other members up here, 

muscle training exercises are still possible to a certain degree. 

 

After trying to exercise here, this place was surprisingly pleasant. 

 

The wintery cold air cooling down your heated body after a training seesion 

feels great. The surrounding scenery continues onward every moment, a 

good reminder that we're in a journey During our training session, we came 

upon grasslands with uneven elevation. But the [Great Skeleton Centipede] 



was able to push foward all the same. 

 

Snow got blasted off to the left and right from the explosive momentum, yet 

the [Great Skeleton Centipede] didn't lose any momentum. 

 

 

ED Note:Someone please help me check the last paragraph. I think I nailed 

the meaning, but I may have worded it incorrectly. russian translation said 

the Great Skeleton Centipeded left a trail in its wake, but I interpreted the 

google translation as what you see above. 

 

 

Fallen snow glistened by reflecting the bright sun. 

 

When passing by the shores of the ice-covered lake, I saw a beautiful 

women wearing a silvery blue robe at the center of it. It was a [Nymph], or at 

least that's what it looked like. 

 

Even a quick glance of her from a distance would have been sufficient to 

pass her for a beauty. Any closer and you would have involuntary be 

fasinated. getting too close to her and you would have killed by her drying 

you up. 

 

 

 



ED Note:For the first part of the previous paragraph, the russian translation 

made more sense, since the google one skipped straight from a quick 

glance at her in a picture to closing the distance between her. Once again, 

I'll need the raw to determine this. 

 

 

She also seemed to notice someone was looking at her, but by the time that 

happened, I was long gone. 

 

After that I noticed figures made of snow: a [Snow golem] and flocks of 

[Snow eaters] 

 

Snow eaters are a kind of earthworm type monster with a blue crystaline 

body 50 centimeter in length and feeds off the mana stored inside the 

bodies of snow golems. 

 

They don't hunt anything else other than snow golems, but in order to 

protect themselves while they feed on the snow golem, they would spread 

gas in a few meter radius around the snow golem.When this happens, you 

need to be extra careful. 

 

The freezing gas is very similar to liquid nitrogen, and usually, you would 

only notice its presence when you made contact with it. Apparently, there 

are unfortunate cases where someone had been frozen alive after being 

directly exposed to the gas. But since [Snow eaters] are extremely 

vulnerable to fire, as long as you take proper caution, they're not that much 



of a threat. 

 

While realizing that there are many more interesting things in this world, we 

continued to proceed to our destination. 



Day 230 

By noon, we arrived to the city closest to the [Furemusu Blaze Dragon 

Mountain] within the Demonic Empire, on a hill overlooking the Labyrinth 

City beneath us, the "Radha Lo Dara". 

 

To be honest, we arrived so quickly it confused even me. 

 

There were mountains, rivers, and even country borders on the way. But 

even if we did progress in a straight line and ignored all these, it's still quite 

early. 

 

Not to mention the undead tirelessly striding all this distance, I'm actually 

rather surprised by the results generated by their capabilities. 

 

We also decided to collect some information before actually challenging the 

dungeon, thus we decided to spend a few days in the Labyrinth City "Radha 

Lo Dara". 

 

After that, we returned the [Great Skeleton cetipede] to the glove box, and 

arrived the city using an average [Skeleton centipede] 

 

before entering the Labyrinth City "Radha Lo Dara", we much go through 

special procedures, similar to back in the Sternbild Kingdom  There was a 

long queue at the gate. 

 



Non-human races make up the majority of the population in the Demonic 

Empire. It's a very different scene from the Sternbild Kingdom where the 

majority of the citizens were humans. 

 

So even we [the demons] will not particularly stand out in here. 

 

Due to the big differences, Minokichi-kun, with his bright appearance, 

looked around tierlessly and curiously with interest. Anyone who isn't 

familair to him would mistaken his interest for predatory behaviour, looking 

for prey. 

 

Well, in addition to that, we also have a strangely shaped cart that doesn't 

require beast-type monsters to pull. 

 

But what really stood that was that fact we have all these beauties in our 

group such as Kanami-chan and Burasato-san. Even if they are from a 

different race, they still have an alluring presence. 

 

Well, okay, I'm used to being the center of attention. 

 

Ignoring the people's stares, we payed at at the gates with previously 

prepared Demonic Empire currency, and we're in. 

 

Even a quick glance  was enough to the difference in comparison with the 

kingdom. There were small houses, like a dog kennel all in a row. There 



were even houses so big that even a troll can live comfortably inside. The 

magnitude of house sizes are drastic. 

 

The building materials used in those houses are majorly wood and brick, but 

there were also a variety of other things. 

 

There are also many stores here selling unfamilar cuisines not found within 

the kingdom. Appatizing smells wafted from here and there. 

 

Eager to explore all these interesting things, we quickly found a luxurious 

inn and checked-in. There aren't and major difference between the check-in 

processes in here and in the kingdom, and we had some free time after 

placing down our baggages. 

 

Minokichi-Kun and Asue-chan instantly left, they probably went on a date, 

and left the vicinity happily holding hands. Although the main activity would 

probably be to satisfy their gluttony. Burasato-san and Supesei-san also 

went for a walk together. Inquiring their objectives, it seems they're going 

out to buy demonic magic swords and rare grimoires. 

 

Seiji-kun, Kugime-chan and Irofu-chan  the three of them left as a trio. They 

decided to wander around the area. There are fellows here and there 

envious of Seiji-kun since he has a flower in each hand, but since Irofu-chan 

is there, everything will be fine. 

 



 

 

ED Note: You can probably guess, but holding a flower in each hand is a 

Japanese idiom where a guy is dating two beauties. 

 

 

Even when she isn't in her awakened state, Irofu-chan s combat capabilities 

are still very high. Rather than being worried about Seiji -kun being 

attacked, I'm more worried about those jealousy driven attackers who will 

end up being attacked by Irofu-chan. 

 

Kanami-chan and I decided to head to the bar together. This is for the sake 

of collecting information. We're also drinking some sake, but it's not 

because of our desires, yes, it's all for the sake of collecting information. 

Don't confuse us as solely enjoying sake. 

 

 

ED Note:Sake in this case is referring to Japanese wine. 

 

 

Seeing the seven demons off, I want to head out now as well, but I still have 

some things to do.  

 

First, I made a cut in my right wrist, then I tossed out several clones out of 

the window, metamorphosing their appearance to give them flight ablities, 



and they scatter about to serve their respective purposes. 

 

Then, to make up for the blood loss from my right wrist, Kanami-chan and I 

immediately decided to drink some labyrinth liquor and went to a bar. We 

went to a decent bar to order a drink, and we found out that there were a lot 

of strong drinks amonst the local bars. 

 

However, they all have a warning label about being highly flammable, and if 

it comes in contact with fire, it erupts into a blazing inferno. 

 

 

ED Note:After reading the raw, to this day I have no idea how did google 

translation come up with salmons. The "Fire water misinterpretation is 

explained in day 232 btw, and this should be more or less accurate. 

 

 

I tried ordering every drink on the menu, they were all delicious. But 

because it appears there are equivalent or even better drinks than this 

found within [Furemusu Blaze Dragon Mountain], such as drops, I had my 

morale boosted and letted out a yell. 

 

Today we all ate dinner together, in order to exchange the information 

gathered today. We have gathered a lot of information, I'll spend some time 

tomorrow to arrange the information and gather the tools nessesary 

according to the information. 



 

Thinking about tomorrow's plans, I climbed into the warm bed. 

 

[History of the legendary brave [Shining Path of the Brave Fighting] 

[supporting characters] [Witch of Mystic Flame] [Merciful Maiden]] 

 

which [awakened character / main character] Ace Sven Sigurd Avenger has 

encountered. 

 

[The fate of [Witch of Mystic Flame] and [Merciful Maiden] falls under the 

power of [Yatendouji]] 

 

[[Witch of Mystic Flame] confirmed to be in awakened sate] 

 

[[Merciful Maiden] confirmed to be in awakened state] 

 

[Decision to release special abilities for both belongs to [Yatendouji]] 

 

[Would you release them right now?] 

 

"Well No" 

 

This is ... 

 



Well for starters I chose "No", and went to sleep. 



Day 231 

In the morning I woke up and heard the situation from the Avenger. 

 

Of course we are talking about the supporting characters he met in his 

[History of the Legendary Brave Man] - [Shining Path of the Brave Fighting]: 

The [Witch of Mystic Flame] and the [Merciful Maiden]. What happened and 

who they are, I was interested in this. 

 

To summerize, according to his story he, Rusty Iron Knight, scars, along 

together with other comrades, wandered through the kingdom, while 

exercising, they came upon a village on the border between the Sternbild 

Kingdom and the Kirika Empire. 

 

 

ED Note:Scar might be referring to Scarface, since he's recognized as an 

unique indivudial from the rest of the undead summoned. not sure though... 

 

 

They're weren't thinking about going into it at first, but after hearing about 

the good reputation of craftsmen in the empire well-known for their creation 

of daily necessities, Rusty Iron Knight said: "Let's go take a look ya?", "For 

souvenirs, you know. mainly for that" persuaded them, to make a small 

change of plans. 

 

Thus, it was decided that they wanted to buy some souvenirs and quickly 



entered. 

 

But on the way to the village, he saw some fearful looks on the locals, a 

large number of wounded, and the traces of destruction, he understood the 

situation in the village. 

 

Intrigued by the situation in the village Raider, they left scars, as well as 

obviously recognizable representatives of non-human race team members 

outside of the village in order to reduce stress, and only the humans entered 

the village. 

 

In contrast to their expectation they passed unhindered to the village, but 

when they tried to find out what had happened, people in a hurry run as 

soon as they tried to apporach them. 

 

What is the reason for their failure, they were able to realize it after when 

looked at each other's faces. 

 

Avenger and Rusty Iron Knight are not ordinary citizens. They're people 

belonging to the military, and presumed dead during the expedition in the 

great forest. 

 

 

ED Note:Rusty Iron Knight is, but Avenger...? My guess is that the google 

translation said something else... 



 

 

But if the fact that they had survived has come to light, that would cause a 

lot of problems. Thus when they head out, they had to hide their identity with 

[Mask Evil Demon]. 

 

The village saw Avenger and company wearing a mask (which had became 

a habit), the company is viewed as approaching armed men in masks, even 

if they haven't done anything to this village, this reaction is understandable. 

 

When they realized that the masked men, from the standpoint of ordinary 

people will not provide the individual any sense of security, it was too late. 

 

Noticing that they have unintentionally done such a stupid mistake, it was 

decided next time they need to fix this. For a start, they decided to get back 

to business, attempting to get clarification. 

 

From a remote distance, the villagers looked out from the shadows, none 

dared to approach. 

 

But this was not a problem. 

 

But among them those that aimed at them with looks of fear and rage had a 

strong look as if they were a longtime nemesis. 

 



In addition, in the shadow of buildings there were men hiding, armed with 

clubs and hoes. 

 

But this attitude, even if it's a blank, forgotten village, as expected, has an 

enemy. Avenger and company confirmed their suspicions. 

 

If they continue this standoff, nothing will happen, and if they are attacked, 

that will only create more problem. 

 

Avenger and the company took off their masks and hid their weapons, thus 

showing they mean no harm to anyone. 

 

All they wanted is to hear the situation from the local head of the village, sat 

down right there on the spot. 

 

Thus, local people have calmed down a bit, and even led them to the house 

of the village head. 

 

A gang of robbers known as "Angry Bear Fiery Fiends". 

 

That is the group responsible for the situation in the village. 

 

A brown bear beastman armed with a huge double-sided ax mounted on a 

horse with luminous red hooves [Glowing Horse], leader of the "Angry Bear 



Fiery Fiends", together with his gang attacked the village a few days ago. 

 

The local men banded together and were able to fight back, and even 

caught a few criminals. 

 

That was quite amazing. But unfortunately, their defense broke, and several 

bandits managed to break throught and some young girls were abducted. 

 

After decided that there will only be more victims, and this is turning into a 

standstill, they took the village girls, and the gangsters made their demands: 

"If ya want them back unharmed, give us gold, if you give then we'll give ya 

the girls, but if ya gonna call for backup, we will not be able to gurantee their 

safety," after that they disappeared. 

 

After that, in order to avoid the undead, they had a local funeral of the 

victims, including the criminals. Then they proceeded to rebuild destroyed 

homes, after that they have a talk on their course of action. 

 

In small villages like this one, all the inhabitants treat each other as a family. 

 

Since childhood, they grew up together, spent days helping each other. 

 

Thus the residents have decided to give the ransom and get girls. 

 



However, the amount requested by the bandits was large. Given the need to 

repair the village, thinking about the future of the village, it's not an amount 

that can be given so easily. 

 

It may sound inhumane, but for the sake of a few girls consequently leaving 

100 people in the village in poverty is very problematic. Even so, they are 

able to collect the required amount, and the day came when it was 

necessary to give the ransom. 

 

The bandit leader's designated time was in the evening, and the appointed 

time is coming swiftly. Over time, the mental state of the village was hardly 

calm and in many ways irritated, at the moment came along Avenger and 

the company. 

 

Due to their bad timing, they were confused with the bandits attacked the 

village, causing this reaction. The mask didn't contribute much to their 

hatred. 

 

Well, a lot of things happened, given that his native village was destroyed in 

a similar fashion, the Avenger had a great degree of malice on these 

bandits, because he almost made the robber extermination free of charge. 

 

 

ED Note: "because he took almost free to cut a gang of robbers" anyone got 

a better suggestion? 



 

 

Only in this case, the other comrades are not involved. 

 

Because Avenger took this mission personally. If i Rusty Iron Knight and 

other comrades participated, that amount would not be enough. 

 

This was not something expected by the village, because the elders and the 

people bowed to him in a deep bow. 

 

Thus, for the mission to eliminate the bandits, almost all 10 bandits sent 

forth to collect the ransom were immediately slain by the Avenger. 

 

But due to the fact that the village girls, were not with them, in order to find 

the place where they were kept, on a couple of survivors were interrogated 

in parabellum Parabellum, after which they had everything they needed to 

know. 

 

Cleverly acquiring information and getting rid of the remaining bandits, 

Avenger left the protection of the village to Rusty Iron Knight and company. 

he alone departed from the village. 

 

At the time of his departure, the sun had set and it was a cloudy night, 

nobody saw him. He had a light source, but in order to ambush, he couldn't 

use it. But there was plenty of night time training, possessing outstanding 



abilities to detect the enemy, the avenger could move without any problems 

even in the dark. 

 

On the contrary, this darkness became a good tool for eliminating 

undetectable, and the bandits had a banquet in their camp, in the clearing of 

the woods, led by bear beastman. A simple task to wait for the right 

moment, ensure the safety of village girls, and slaying the bandits with a 

swift strike. That was the plan. 

 

But on the spot where the bandit's camp was, a prominent pillar of flame 

rose furiously. Wondering what happened, and how the mage could hide its 

presence, he hurried to the place. But when he arrived there, it was all over. 

 

Upon arrival, the Avenger saw the scene. The mid-base of the "Angry Bear 

fiery fields", looked like a field of burning torches and there were glowing 

corpses of bandits and their horses. 

 

Laying nearby were the blurred strokes of mutilated bandit corpses , 

sprawled like a frog. Apparently they were attacked just before the banquet, 

for they laid next to the remains of cooked food, broken bottles of booze, the 

contents of which have not yet bveen soak into the ground, broken long 

swords, and heavily armored breastplates shells now bent, as well as other 

damaged equipment. 

 

There was the strong smell of blood. With the roaring of the flames odds on 

wooden tents. The scattered bodies stank terribly. There are still survivors 



amongst the bandits, but they either couldn't not move or twitch in its death 

throes. He couldn't tell how someone cut the whole gang of robbers. 

 

Trying to figure out what happened, in a slightly remote location, he found 

the village girls in torn clothes, as well as the two women in clearly 

expensive armor. Judging by the circumstances, the two beauties have 

saved the village girls. In order to know more details about this, Avenger 

called out towards the duo. 

 

Since the meeting of the Avenger and his subsidiary characters [Witch of 

Mystic Flame] and [Merciful Maiden]. 

 

To be attacked during their first meeting must be quite an unforgettable 

experience in my opinion, but probably looking at Avenger, the [Witch of 

Mystic Flame] and [Merciful Maiden] thought he was one of the men who 

went to collect money from the village. 

 

Before they attack him, the duo asked the village women about him, who 

responded, "We do not know about that man." 

 

And thus the battle began. The Avenger had some difficulties against this 

pair, but able to get out of the battle victorious flawlessly. 

 

If he fought against them as his previous self, he would likely. 

 



But instead of relying on strong magical items, and training in armor that 

limited the excessive force his [Divine Protection] can provide and fighting 

techniques [Arts], in contrast to his former self, whom relied on brute force, 

he became a master of weapons. 

 

These results led him to victory. 

 

After restraining the duo by defeating them, after which he took their 

weapons, and tied them with ropes, he proceed to listen to the details of the 

village girls. 

 

The village girls panicked from the fact that the couple lost, but in the end 

everyone calmed down somehow , he ordered them to return to the place 

where the couple staged a massacre. 

 

The village girls obeyed this order, began to collect more useful thing left by 

the gang of robbers, and the carcasses are still burning with flames. 

 

After finishing the necessary deeds, they woke up the duo, and with the 

village girls, explained the situation to them. 

 

Waking couple noticed that they were tied, like the beginning of the fight, but 

now they understood the situation, they didn't became mad. 

 

And I realized that they were wrong to considered Avenger a robbers, as 



compensation the duo decided to spent some time to work for the Avenger. 

 

In general, that was the story. In my opinion, it was too all went smoothly. 

This is more than just the fate of similar history. 

 

But in fact, there are things you wouldn't understand unless you see it with 

your own eyes. 

 

I certainly think it would be all right, they make good support characters, but 

since all the information I have on them is solely received from the others, I 

still can't trust them. 

 

Thus, I had an interview with them via transmitter, and judging from the 

results, I didn't see particular problems, and gave my approval. 

 

Henceforth, they are temporary companions that will be training alongside 

Avenger. They will work in accordance to their abilities. alongside 

negotiations and the collection of information, the entire day was spent. 

 

It's just the booze in the Labyrinth City "Rada Ro Dara" was too delicious, so 

after the collection of information I got drunk. 

 

Yes, nothing to do. 

 



Ed Note:This will proably get deleted when the time comes...oh well... 



Day 232 

There exist a district within the 'Radha Lo Dara', known as the 'Yatai Street'. 

The entire street is lined with food stands, selling snacks such as kushiyaki 

or Yakisoba. The variety of cuisine in the stalls allows one to enjoy the local 

culture and atmosphere. 

 

ED Note: To imagine the Yatai(屋台) street, just look for a festival scene in 

any anime, but no game stalls, located in a street instead of a shrine, and 

no riajuus to make you jealous. For the record, Kushiyaki are skewered 

meat, and Yakisoba are fried noodles.  

 

After a light workout at the training site (which anyone can use free of 

charge), Kanami chan and I went there for lunch. Actually, since the stalls in 

the Yatai street use materials and monster drops harvested from the 

"Furemusu Blaze Dragon Mountains", the food was extremely delicious. 

 

Thick cuts of meat are being grilled on an iron plate heated to a high 

temperature by buring coal beneath it. The smell that it wafts would whet 

anyones appetite. 

 

The synergistic effect of smell and sound would naturally make anyone 

drool. 

 

They also used fresh vegetables for wrapping up the meat. The perculiar 

sweetness of the vegetables complemented the taste of meat. 



 

Juicy rich meat and fresh vegetables, this combination is the best. 

 

The only thing that supasses this is of course, alcahol. 

 

The high alcaholic content in the strong sake makes it feel like you're 

burning your throat when you drink it down, but the taste is so delicious if 

you drink it once, you get addicted to it. 

 

 

Ed Note: Previously, Google translations translated 火酒 as "Fire water". 

Don't ask me how, but even if I directed translated it, it would ended up as 

"Fiery wine". But anyway, this can also mean "Strong Drink"/High alcahoilc 

content. Thus, I dubbed it as "Strong drink". 

 

Ok, new update, I didn't know Fire water was an actual thing, Thanks for 

telling me about this Caudyr 

 

 

Personally, it's even better than drinking elf. 

 

Well, it is more at the level of personal preference since the taste and 

concentration is different anyway. 

 



I was walking around the area, enjoying the various cuisines they got to 

offer here. Although, while the cuisines here are delicious, I also have 

somehting I need to do. 

 

Because the main customers in the Yatai streets are adventurers that have 

returned from the dungeon. 

 

Adventureres often have a lot of information on the dungeon, something that 

I want to know about. When they arrive at Yatai street, the first place they 

often go to is the bar, where they unwind and relax after a long day of 

sheding blood and sweat. Sometimes, they might even accidentally mouth 

off information they don't usually disclose. 

 

You can't normally find this kind of information. It's also possible to hear 

about it using [Wiretapping]. This kind of information are also more 

commonly found in taverns, where the flow of information is more abundent. 

Just like that, I gathered information along the way while enjoying the food 

in the food stalls, visiting various places, and returned to the hotel after 

nightfall. 

 

In the evening, after doing various things with Kanami-Chan, I was a little 

hungry, so we both ate the [grievious Charybdis], [Aquarium Golem Ball] 

and the [Gemini Red Nuns - Yu Via]  

 

 

 



ED Note: Anyone mind helping me rename the monsters after you peeps 

decided on an english name for them? These are my suggestions anyway. 

 

Ability [The Great Vortex of Maritime disasters] learned 

 

Ability learned: [Wail of Grief] 

 

Ability learned: [Topographic effect: Water] 

 

Ability learned: [Emergency retreat] 

 

Ability learned: [High Pressurization] 

 

Ability learned: [Rigid Spherical Substance] 

 

Ability learned: [Heated Scarlet Wrist] 

 

Ability learned: [Duplication] 

 

Ability learned: [Restoration] 

 

 

ED Note: Reference - RAWs for abilities. Click expand to view. 



 

 [Expand]  

 

They were all delicious, but the one that tasted the best would be the 

[Gemini Red Nuns - Yu Via]. Their hands in particular were the best. Its 

tender meat melted in your mouth, a little spice to make it a bit more tangy 

would have made it even better. 

 

Since Kanami chan also liked it, I promised to get more. 

 

The only thing I have left is the internal organs of the [Akulagolovogo 

Wyrm]. But since I already have a lot of fun, I'll put that aside for now. 



Day 233 

I've decided to make a base in the [Labyrinth City] Radha Lo Dara. 

 

I like it here, but that's only part of the reason.   

 

Originally, when I looked at the General Chamber of Commerce, I though 

about Parabellum's operation range , which is currently in the kingdom, I 

already though about setting up a base in another country so that we can 

hide there if anything happens. 

 

ED Note: General Chamber of Commerce is the group with whom they 

conduct business I guess. 

 

A very extreme case would be if the Sternbild Kingdom conspired with the 

surrounding countries to annihilate us. We aren't going to stay silent if they 

tried to disrupt our business. But sooner or later, we're going to succumb to 

the pressure. 

 

However, if we were to expand our field of operation into more than one 

country, completely crushing us would take much more effort. 

 

Even though we have the Tomboy Princess on our side, when it all comes 

down to it the Sternbild Kingdom alone will not be able to compete with all 

the surrounding nations. If this becomes reality, the Sternbild Kingdom will 

surely be ruined. 



 

Within the kingdom, even if we factored in the First Queen, there will still be 

a shortage in authority. When you think about the benefit of the kingdom as 

a whole, betraying us would be the most feasible solution. There are 

problems in this would that can't be solved with brute force alone. 

 

Well, this is just an extreme example, and it's almost impossible. However, 

similar problems might occur in the future, and it's best to take precaution. 

 

Thus, after meeting with the General Chamber of Commerce, the company 

funded by Parabellum: Heart of the Serpent was founded. 

 

But since [Heart of the Serpent] had only just been founded, we'll need a 

store to act as our base. 

 

For staff members, I can use members of parabellum I had just contacted 

through the cuffs. I can also store the would-be merchandise inside my item 

box. 

 

However, if there is no store, we can't even conduct business, let alone 

construct a base, which is our original purpose. 

 

Thus, it was decided that we are going to a major real-estate company in 

the city to purchase a store. 

 



But then, we'll need to negotiate. 

 

I would like to conceal the relation between Heart of the serpent and 

Paraballum as much as possible. I could do this by infecting somebody with 

a parasite and get them to negotiate. However, I could also instead simply 

use [Shape-shift] and [Metamorphesis] and transform myself into a 

completely different person altogether with ease. 

 

 

ED Note: pretty sure [metamorphesis] is correct, but not entirely sure did I 

word [Shape-Shift] correctly. Please someone help me change it if I'm 

wrong please. 

 

 

As expected, doing business myself instead of infecting somebody with a 

parasitic clones is much more is much more practical. I can even use my 

[discount] ability. 

 

 

ED Note: Raw says [30% Price Reduction]. 

 

Using my abilities, I changed my appearance to an honest blond hair, blue-

eyed young merchant. 

 

I even worn clean, tidy clothes and put on modest ornaments and nothing 



too distasteful. 

 

Looking into the mirror, I couldn't even recognise myself. 

 

While Kanami-Chan saw through me at a glance, the others fathomed at a 

glance, and didn't say anything about it. 

 

Well, putting that aside, after giving myself a makeover, I decided that 

instead of going alone, I'll also make some escorts. 

 

The fastest way would be to use [Average Gilman Summoning]. However, 

even though there are species of Gilman that live Primarily on land, I'll pass 

that idea this time since such species are exceedingly rare. 

 

Thus, I also made a coat with a black skeleton generated using [Lesser 

Undead Summoing]. Usually I'd end it here, but this time I also spent some 

additional time tailoring the transformation. 

 

Thus, the old butler with eye-catching white hair was born. 

 

While he has a upright appearance and posture, and a proper suit, he gives 

off the atmosphere of a twisted, nefarious fellow. 

 

But after trying to get this guy to follow me around, I decided that I had the 



right idea about this. 

 

ED Note:This is where the Russian translation ended previously. Everything 

below is uninfluenced by the Russian translation. 

 

Riding an ordinary horse-drawn carriage instead of a skeleton centipede, we 

headed straight for the Chamber of Commerce. 

 

The building is a very large three-story structure, built with marble and wood 

probably harvested from the dungeon.  

 

A simple glance around the interior would allow anyone to easily deduce 

that it cost a lot of money to decorate the property. This reflected the 

financial power and the authority of the Chamber of Commerce. 

 

You can easily spot a cowering, lily livered merchant at the reception. I 

wonder what's gotten him so shaken up? 

 

Well, it doesn't matter. After talking with the clerk about my requirements for 

the plot, I was taken to the back of a room.  

 

There was a cozy little sofa among some fine things, as well as tea and 

confectionery that was almost on par with some of the finest products the 

Tomboy Princess brought. 

 



While I helped myself to the snacks, my negotiation partner came into the 

room. 

 

He was a young man with round glasses, and he always has a smile stuck 

on his face. 

 

Honest, but also suspicious, we proceeded to talk *Munch Munch. 

 

ED Note:サクサク. If anoyne has a better interpretation, be my guest. I tried 

serching, but it's either a chewing sound effect, or it means "crispy". My 

guess is that he was still eatting sweets during the negotiation. 

 

 

I asked about the condition of the store. 

 

It seems like there are a total of three dungeons that are roughly the same 

distance away from the Labyrinth City 

 

There are two store, and of course the larger one is the better one. 

 

When the three dungeons are connected with a line, it almost forms an 

equilateral triangle. So I hoped that there was some property at the center of 

this triangle. However, the location is a popular place, and there is a variety 

of facilities such as Accommodation facilities and cash exchange offices. 



 

There are almost no good properties left, but there are some left overs. The 

left over property was a problematic one though, or so I was told. 

 

When I asked for details, it seems like there was a famous structure that 

had a lot of item drops and funds invested into its construction. 

 

It's almost located at the dead center of the triangle, however if someone 

were to classify the structure, it would be an industrial type building with 

three basement levels. 

 

A wall 5 meter tall and 50 centimeter thick surrounds the house, making the 

square walls 80 meter long in each side. This property will make suitably 

double as a base, which is one of our original purposes. 

 

 

ED Note: In case anyone is confused by my wording, the total size of the 

property is 80m x 80m, with the walls surrounding it at the perimeter. 

 

 

All we need to do it submit the exact portion of the property we want as well 

as the transation fees to the headquarters located in the capital, and the 

property will be ours. In addition to a store, the property is perfect for our 

purposes. 

 



However, a tew months ago a large group of people took resident in the 

structure illegally.  

 

If they were just thugs or homeless folks the problem would have been 

easily solved. However, it seems they aren't the well-behaved kind. They 

were adventurers who specilized in illegal transations and businesses 

hidden from public. 

 

 

ED Note:Took me a bit to identify what the original term "裏稼業" meant. It 

seems it means businesses in the parallel market that are usually hidden 

from public. aka: black market. 

 

The company tried to get them to leave of course, several times now. 

However, it seems like all of their attempts failed. Since there was an 

influential person mixed in the bunch, it made the whole issue even more 

troublesome. 

 

After that I asked them to continue with the negotiation of course. This is no 

reason to miss out on such a good piece of property. Having this kind of 

back story makes it even better since that means I can buy good property at 

low prices. 

 

After that, the young man left and the negotator changed to a middle aged 

man who was a chairman of the chamber of commerce. After making the 

final negotiation directly with the old man, we decided to finalize the 



transaction and purchase the property. 

 

Not only did we settle on a cheap price, we also made a deal that if we 

managed to chase the illegal residents out of the property, he would also 

renovate the structure for us for a cheap price. 

 

My ~ well that was a really good deal. 

 

Well then, why not take a detour before I head back? 

 

A day after that, the dozens of people illegally staying in that house 

suddenly disappeared. Apparently, a rival firm sent them there. Now that I 

understand the situation, I guess this sort of thing happens, oh well, I think I 

also have a few things planned... 

 

I didn't secure any new abilities, but the drops I got off them makes this 

encounter quite fortunate. 



Day 234 

Yesterday, after collecting the desired information, we went 

shopping/hunting for magic items that would help reduce the terrain effect 

damage caused by the intense heat of the volcano. Because in the morning, 

we will venture forth to challenge the "Furemusu Blaze Dragon Mountains", 

the main objective of our trip. 

 

The "Furemusu Blaze Dragon Mountains" is located in a remote region 

around thirty minutes away from the city by horse carriage. unfortunately, 

we wouldn't be able to admire it's majesty today due to bad weather. 

 

Glowing red lava spew forth bubbling out of the ground everywhere even 

during the night. Lightning bolts crackle constantly within the thick black 

clouds. First day of the challenge looks like quite a sloppy day, but I guess 

it's inevitable... 

 

Leaving the [Labyrinth City] Rada Ro Gift on the [Skeleton Centipede], 

kicking up snow on the way, we left behind a trail as we moved towards our 

target. 

 

I think about 10 minutes has passed by now. 

 

Chatting on the way, we finally arrived at border zone of the barrier that 

surrounds the "Furemusu Blaze Dragon Mountains". 

 



As mentioned in the information gathered, the transition can be recognized 

at a glance. The slivery white world that looked like a painting was suddenly 

peeled off, revealing bare rocks and a barren waste land. 

 

No snow piled up in here unlike outside in the wilderness. With the 

boundaries this clearly divided up, if anyone wandered in here by mistake, 

they have to be a complete idiot. Even the climate is completely different, 

the previous freezing cold disappeared, and now I'm sweating all over due 

to the heat and humidity. 

 

While enjoying one of the wonders of the world, we have entered into the 

border zone and have officially arrived in the "Furemusu Blaze Dragon 

Mountains". 

 

The moment we entered the mountains, the temperature spiked. 

Tempertature increased so drastically, it feels like I'm right next to a fire. 

 

Moisture began to escape from my mounth, and breathing turned difficult. 

Slowly, my body began to feel like it was gradually being burned. 

 

This must be the terrain effect damage. 

 

If nothing is done about this, your physical strength will begin to diminish 

until death is imminent.  

 



The main cause of this damage is all around us. No doubt it's because of 

the heat radiating from the lava. My clone that's currently enveloping the 

[Skeleton Centipede] is being slowly being roasted into a crisp by the 

geothermal heat. This is no laughting matter. 

 

 

ED Note:馬鹿 not only means idiot, but also trivial matter. 

 

 

If you don't react to this accordingly, you'll be nicely cooked. 

 

As expected from a [God] class. 

 

 

ED Note: I think he means the temperature in the dungeon is just right for 

cooking meatloafs/adventurers :P... 

 

 

By the time you encounter a dungeon monster, you would already be 

shaved of both strenth and movitation. 

 

If we didn't collected information and prepare before, Irofu-chan, who is 

vunerable to heat, would have already threw a mighty temper tandrum and 

say "LET'S GO BACK HOME GO BACK HOME GO BACK HOME GO 



BACK HOME!" 

 

Well, in this kind of temperature, apart from Minokichi-kun and I who have 

countermeasures against the heat, everyone else apart from Asue-chan 

would have wanted to return as well. 

 

At any ate, I can activate [Fireproof mucus resistance] and [Complete Fire 

Resistance], almost completely negating the terrain effect on me. I still feel a 

little hot, but nothing serious. 

 

Minokichi-kun's [Divine Blessing of Demigod of Fire] not only nullifies the 

damage the terrain damage would have normally dealt him, his skin tone  

even looks better than usual, let alone feeling uncomfortable. 

 

While Asue-chan doesn't have any special abilties like us, however since 

[Earth Lord - Variant] often mine in areas such as volcanos, her race has 

the highest base heat resistance amongst us all. 

 

Give her a few heat resistant equipment, and she will be fine. 

 

Since the rest didn't have any abiltities or high heat resistance they'll have to 

use magic items. They worn [Ice-cold underwear], [Cooling long cape], 

[Heat proof combat boots], and a magic potion [Cooling liquid] that envelops 

their body in a thin liquid of mucus. 

 



This seem to substantially reduce the heat. 

 

But even with all this, Irofu-chan still looks rather lifeless. She'll have no 

choice but to give it her best shot. 

 

After finishing our preparations, we got off the [Skeleton Centipede] and 

only managed to advance a few meters before we were attacked. The 

attackers that suddenly jumped out of the ground are known as [Lava 

Dungeon Army Fish]. 

 

Freely swimming in lava and magma, this 1 meter fish is a species of 

Armored Fish, reaching lengths of a meter and clad in heavy armor forged 

of red hot magma. Even without its rush attack, it has fearsome destructive 

capabilities. Its armor is hard enough to deflect any half-hearted while also 

dealing damage itself. Furthurmore, If dozens of them were killed, hundreds 

more will rush in. Within the outer layers of [Furemusu Blaze Dragon 

Mountains], it's known as the most obnoxious monster. 

 

We heard that about a third of the deaths in the early levels of [Furemusu 

Blaze Dragon Mountains] were caused by this monster. 

 

Naturally we had a wonderful time. 

 

Due to the fact there were 9 demons here, the usually abundent experience 

was distributed amongst us. But since they came by the dozens, they make 



leveling very efficient. Futhurmore, they were also very tasty. 

 

hmm, grilled fish...is the best. 

 

Abilitiy learned: [Lava travers] learned 

 

 

Ed Note: Raw says 回遊,this means excursion or migration, not swimming. 

But to an extend the russian translation [Lava swimming] is correct. 

 

 

With this abilty, I can now swim in lava. In addition, this ability can also be 

used in various other locations where there is no lava. I have to say, this is 

quite a good start. 

 

Now then, in order to fill in the blanks of my mental map, why don't we travel 

in a clockwise direction along the [Border Area]? 



Day 235 

By default, the "Flame Dragons of Fleymus Mountains" there is no such 

thing as a safe point. Naturally, this applies not only to continuously Pruszcz 

monsters, but also the ever-changing landscape. 

 

It happens that on a flat place where there is nothing nearby, suddenly from 

under the feet of the lava begins to flow. And it happens that suddenly 

swooped out of nowhere a deadly cloud of volcanic gas. 

 

There could easily die happily relaxing on holiday. 

 

That is, even to rest here rather than just conquerors. But in our case, by 

changing the shape of the [Skeleton Centipede], turning it temporarily camp, 

it became possible to relax, and is much easier than it could be. 

 

Inside [Skeleton Centipede], yesterday the whole day, very tired Kanami-

chan and the company, and I as the owner of the ability [without the need 

for a dream] was all the guard. 

 

Of course I had to single-handedly kill a lot of monsters quickly, but for the 

sake of all, nothing can be done. 

 

You do not think that I was doing it for the sake of their own to fill his belly. 

 



Whatever it was no different endurance [Kugime]-chan and Seiji-kun, after 

the rest looked very cheerful, because in almost perfect condition, 

prodolzheli today conquest. 

 

Yesterday I spent the whole day on the mapping in my mind, because she, 

too, has grown significantly. At this point, the monsters are much stronger 

than my clones, because usually do not succeed. But black formorov 

infecting parasites, transporting them by sending them their full exploration 

Used my clones, as well as using the eye KugiMe chan, we were able to 

scout out where the 4/10 site. In addition we were able to find a few pieces 

of field bosses, because we can say that the conquest proceeded smoothly. 

 

Here are just a "mountain Fleymus fiery dragons" was quite large, in 

addition to a variety of monsters, yesterday launched a study area, finished 

just today for lunch, which slightly exceeded my expectations. 

 

Be that as it may, take a break, dinner, exchanging impressions about the 

battle, it was decided to continue the conquest, then we will continue to hunt 

in field boss. 

 

After the conquest of here, it is just beginning. 

 

By activating the [Job: Sentinel] and [Early Detection of Danger], some 

could show the direction where the field boss KugiMe chan is his ability 

could tell much more accurately, and more. 

 



So we did not have to wander around, and we headed straight to the tseli. 

 

Although we did not spend too much time searching, but heading straight to 

the field boss of the way we were attacked a cloud of monsters. 

 

Sini black coated cursed flames, freely floating in the air a whole flock of 

skulls [skull legions of the damned]. 

 

Insects have a strong power of illusion, attacking with sharp tentacles under 

its overlap [Butterfly Killer]. 

 

With wings covered with flames, flying at high speed, attacking the 

conquerors of the blind spot and exploding [explosive bomb bird]. 

 

Usually, masquerading in the lava, catching a good time quickly producing 

highly toxic fluids, together with volcanic gas, fast moving under their cover 

[La Varick Great Slug]. 

 

Adapted to live in the lava, armed with flaming swords pair, obmyatymi 

flame [Volcanic Red Lizard Lord]. 

 

Such here. But we are covering each other, right moving forward. Forwards 

monsters, really strong, those outside. But noticing them in advance and 

having time to make a plan of action, a critical situation has not become. 

 



Constantly moving forward, we arrived at our goal. There seemed thick 

trees grew countless columns of lava, very cruel battlefield. 

 

Because of these pillars, this place had a lot of blind spots, and because of 

the specificity of this place, coordination with members of the squad will not 

quite simple. 

 

In addition, between the lava pillars were suspicious mounds, under which 

probably accumulated poisonous gas. If you look closely, he was pulled out 

from some crack. 

 

In addition, lava pillars were extremely hot. Even if we take action against, 

and did not get the damage, but will still be hot. With a quick glance, we 

decided on the battlefield do not go out and catch the boss and kill him in a 

remote location, but a little late. 

 

Boss we have already noticed, and at high speed approaching us. We 

certainly could temporarily retreat, the good we have not yet entered the 

deep forest of the lava pillars, but decided it would be easier to fight inside, 

we stopped. And on top of the pillars appeared he, along with his assistants. 

 

Muscular body completely covered, red skin, superior strength magical 

metals, short thick sinewy arms 4, each clutching a club made of lava, 6 

gold eyes constantly looking at us. Behind him rose 6 long tail, which he 

made a ripple. 

 



His body was about 5 meters, on top of the lava column he was held by his 

growing feet thick fingers. The first was barefoot [Volcanic Monkey General], 

the owner of the forest of pillars of lava and its surroundings. 

 

With him were several [Volcanic Monkeys], because the [Volcanic Monkey 

General] just watched spreading renovate their aura. Golden eyes were 

watching us, hoping to attack when we show weakness. [Volcanic Monkeys] 

have been in their positions, and waited when the leader would order. 

 

As expected from the boss class labyrinth [Age of Gods Dungeon], not only 

the strong, but also able to command. It is very difficult opponent. 

 

At this point, hanging strangely silent when we just looked at each other. 

 

It was heard as boiling lava, or howls in the distance what that monster. 

 

And small swaying iron from our breathing. 

 

This game daylight lasted only a few tens of seconds, and the first broke 

Tushin [Volcanic Monkey General]. 

 

The first attack was a powerful roar, which cracked the huge column of 

magma. His power was such that from close range was able to stop the 

dragon. For us, he also had some effect. We certainly do not completely 

immobilized, but imperceptible to consciousness movement is slightly 



slowed down. 

 

Not losing time [Volcanic Monkey General] high jump. Apparently she 

wanted to strike a blow Moms 4 Dubin, reinforced the fall. But at this 

moment, using [Gravity Manipulation], all the time, delayed in its fall air. In 

advance agreement Minokichi-kun and companies using their strong attack 

[attack outbreak of fighting (attack demons 8)]. 

 

Collecting and combining the miraculous power of 8 demons become 

something akin to a black flash, flew in strontium hung in the air [volcanic 

monkey general]. 

 

And while she was trying to protect clubs, but it does not affect the attack, 

the next moment, from her body she remained only the head. 

 

Force attack dining enough not only to kill the [Volcanic Monkey General], 

but also to destroy the countless volcanic pillars, along with unsuccessful 

came to hand [Volcanic Monkeys], leaving no trace of them, flew to the 

heights, having made a hole in the black volcanic clouds. 

 

The lumen formed after the attacks, the sun shone. 

 

Seeing this scene, the remains of [volcanic monkeys] froze motionless. 

 

And of course, I did not lose this moment. Reduce the distance [thunderous 



cannon pressure] and [scorching paralyzing diamond claws], using a variety 

of techniques, cut their arms and legs. 

 

Although after the beginning of the battle, the monsters in the dungeon can 

not escape, because we do not need a few minutes in order to deal with the 

rest. 

 

After that all the bodies have gone to me in the glove box. 

 

[Dungeon Boss [Volcanic Monkey General] successfully removed] 

 

[As a bonus for the first elimination of the boss will be sent a box of treasure 

[the coffin of General Fire monkeys]] 

 

 

Although it is too fast, but so is our first battle with a field barefoot ended in 

our complete victory. 

 

That's just, that's just like a retreat from the strong ability, all 8 demons are 

tired. 

 

Even Minokichi-kun with his crazy endurance, panting resting lounging on 

the ground. 

 



A weak body, This Osama kun almost passed out, and even slowly roasting 

on a hot earth could not even move. 

 

This was an attempt to test the next time it would be necessary to try to hold 

back. Well for starters, using [100] bone I broke camp, he brought all the 

inside and sent a huge box that appears treasure in the glove box, after 

which it was decided to make a long break, and seeking treatment. 

 

I was about to leave his head was lying [volcanic monkey General] for later, 

 

but pleasant smell coming from its volcanic heat roasted meat, awakened in 

me the appetite. 

 

 

Ability [Herculean Strength] learned 

 

Ability [Wrecking Staff Tulip] learned 

 

Ability [Body of Flames] learned 

 

 

At the time when I ate it, a feeling of fullness and power overwhelmed me 

was just great. Most likely I have at this moment his eyes and his mouth 

began to glow. 
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